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8.1 INTRODUCTION
In 1965, the Department of Geodetic Sci-
ence at The Ohio State University (OSU)
was requested to submit a proposal to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion for a multiyear study and analysis of
data from satellites launched specifically for
geodetic purposes and from other satellites
useful in geodetic studies. The program of
work included theoretical studies and analy-
sis for the geometric determination of station
positions derived from photographic observa-
tions of both passive and active satellites and
from range observations. This chapter ex-
amines the current status of data analysis,
processing, and results. Various theoretical
studies have been described in the report
series of the Department of Geodetic Science
(Nos. 106, 110, 114, 118, 139, 147, 150, 177,
184, 185, and 191) and are not repeated here.
The ultimate goal of the data analysis was
to obtain an improved global net combining
all participating tracking stations in a single
worldwide coordinate system. In deriving
these results, OSU representatives were to
work with other universities and government
agencies to prepare a handbook containing
the best geodetic data from satellite observa-
tions available at the time. This chapter con-
denses the OSU contribution to this enter-
prise.
The work performed during the grant pe-
riod included, but was not limited to, the fol-
lowing :
(1) Deriving, programming, and testing
the necessary mathematical formulations.
(2) Making use of the observational data
as they became available to determine the
relative positions of the tracking stations in
an arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system.
(3) Estimating the position of this coordi-
nate system with respect to an absolute (geo-
centric) system and with respect to coordi-
nate systems used by the other agencies.
(4) Participating in working groups and
other planning meetings to establish desir-
able operational procedures, including track-
ing procedures, data format, analysis pro-
cedures, etc.
(5) Providing advice to NASA on various
aspects of the National Geodetic Satellite
Program.
Thus, the primary objective of the OSU in-
vestigation was the geometric analysis of
geodetic satellite data. The analysis was to
be accomplished in three steps :
(1) A primary network was to be estab-
lished in which station positions were known
to an internal consistency of 10 meters or
better to serve the following purposes: (a)
to establish the relative relationships be-
tween the various geodetic datums in use
around the world; (b) to connect isolated
tracking stations, islands, navigational
beacons, and other points of interest. (In
fulfilling the requirement of (a), a minimum
of three tracking stations were to be used on
any given datum.)
(2) A densification network was to be
established in which station positions were
known to an internal consistency of 3 meters
or better to serve the following purposes:
(a) to improve the internal quality of exist-
ing geodetic networks (triangulation, etc.)
by establishing "super" control points in suf-
ficient numbers; (b) to provide control for
mapping to scales as large as 1:25 000 in
areas where no primary geodetic control
exists.
(3) A set of scientific reference stations
was to be established in which positions were
known to an internal consistency of 1 meter
or better for advanced (earth and ocean
physics) applications.
This report contains results connected with
step 1. The goals of items 2 and 3 will be
fulfilled when the quality of the observational
material and/or the distribution of tracking
stations become better than those made avail-
able for this study. Since the National Ge-
odetic Satellite Program is no longer funded,
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it is only hoped that these goals will be in-
corporated into other programs.
This chapter is given in six sections. Fol-
lowing the brief section on instrumentation,
section 8.3 contains material on observational
and survey data as provided to The Ohio
State University by the various data collect-
ing agencies. After the theory is described
in section 8.4, the results of the least-squares
adjustment are given in section 8.5. Section
8.5 also contains the comparison of these re-
sults with various dynamic solutions and
survey data. In section 8.6, conclusions are
presented with some recommendations for
future work. After the section captions,
reference is made to the appropriate OSU
Department of Geodetic Science report where
more detailed information on the content of
the section may be found.
Acknowledgments.--This chapter is re-
lated to the work performed by the staff of
the Department of Geodetic Science, The
Ohio State University, sponsored by NASA
under the National Geodetic Satellite Pro-
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interactions between the students and the in-
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separate individual contributions from the
team work. Thus the report numbers listed
reflect, in most cases, responsibilities in a
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butions. Exceptions are the theoretical stud-
ies contained in Reports 114, 147, 150, 177,
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students other than the authors.
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those listed in the table, 15 students also
carried short-term appointments for various
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from the department in the form of 4.4 per-
cent cost-sharing of the total research
budget.
Last but not least, grateful acknowledg-
ment is given to the Defense Mapping
Agency (Aerospace and Topographic Cen-
ters), NASA (Goddard Space Flight Center
and Wallops Flight Center), the National
Geodetic Survey/NOS/NOAA, and SAO
(Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory)
for supplying the observational and survey
data, the basic ingredients of the work, and
other information, always without reserva-
tions or delay. In this connection, the Na-
tional Space Science Data Center also played
an important role.
8.2 INSTRUMENTATION
The Ohio State University used data pro-
vided by other groups and did not make any
observations of its own. It did not develop
or use any instruments or equipment which
were unique to OSU's work. The instruments
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used in getting the data used by OSU are
described in detail in other chapters, as indi-
cated in table 8.2.
8.3.2 Satellite Observational Data and Their
Handling
8.3 DATA
Details of the data used by OSU and ob-
tained from various agencies are given in the
tables of sections 8.3.1, 8.3.2.1, and 8.3.3.
Before reaching OSU, the data were sub-
jected to reductions considered necessary by
the respective agencies (Gross, 1968; Hotter,
1967). Most of the data obtained needed
some kind of additional treatment before
they could be used for analysis ; the more im-
portant details of this treatment (preproc-
essing) are given in section 8.3.2.2.
8.3.2.1 Satellite Observational Data
(OSU Reports 187, 188, 193, 195, 196)
Data used in the four OSU partial solu-
tions (networks) reported earlier, namely,
MPS, BC, SECOR, and SA, and in the cur-
rent combined solutions, designated WN
(World Net), are summarized in table 8.5.
These networks are shown in figures 8.1
through 8.7. Information related to the data
used in the solutions is provided in tables
8.6 and 8.7 (a,b,c,d).
8.3.1 Satellites and Observation Stations
(OSU Report 71)
Data used for OSU investigations were
obtained by observing the satellites listed in
table 8.2. Orbital and other information on
these satellites is tabulated in Girnius and
Joughin (1968).
Survey information regarding the obser-




(OSU Reports 70, 82, 93, 100, 106, 110,
195)
The term preprocessing covers any treat-
ment (reductions, corrections, etc.) that
must be applied to the observed data before
their analysis, to remove systematic errors
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FIGURE 8.5.--SECOR equatorial network.








Figure 8.8 is a self-explanatory summary
of both types of preprocessing for camera
observations as handled in practice. The
shaded blocks represent the portion of the
work performed at OSU. For more details
see Hotter (1967). Figure 8.9 is a summary
of preprocessing applied to the SECOR data.
For more details see Gross (1968).
No preprocessing was applied to the C-
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8.3.2.2.2 DETECTION OF BLUNDERS
AND REJECTION 1
(osu Report 86)
Camera Data.--Blunders in the observed
declinations and right ascensions and/or ob-
serving ground station coordinates are de-
tected during the formation of the normal
equations. The procedure used is to test the
variance of unit weight that would result
from a preliminary least-squares adjustment
of each simultaneous event. In this adjust-
ment the ground stations are held fixed. The
residuals on the i]th observed a, _ pair from
such a preliminary adjustment are the first
two elements of the 3 x 1 vector
FmURE 8.6--South American densification net.
of view of the investigator who has not par-
ticipated in the actual observations, pre-
processing can be considered as consisting of
two parts :
(1) Reductions and corrections of ob-
served data are made by the respective agen-
cies responsible for the observations before
the data are sent either to the National Space
Science Data Center or to the individual in-
vestigator. This part of the preprocessing is
dealt with by Hotter (1967) and by Gross
(1968).
(2) Additional corrections to the reduced
data, homogenization of the data obtained
from various agencies, and screening of data
for blunders and ambiguities are the parts of
the preprocessing procedure to be done by
the investigator.
(The third element is the range to the pre-
liminary adjusted satellite position.) Thus
V;_PuV, j = _, (X,- X_) -' o' M,j(X_-Xj)
since the third element is dispensed within
the product
Pi, B -_}(X_ - X a)
(see eq. (8.34)). Therefore the variance of
unit weight is computed from
' M,_(X,-X_), o o
0.2= ...... t 2n--3 (8.1)
1 To appreciate this section the reader is advised to
study section 8.4 first.
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SAO
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FIGURE 8.8.--Camera data preprocessing procedure summary for major U.S. agencies.
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FIGURE 8.9.--Scheme of SECOR preprocessing procedure at OSU.
where the numerator can be shown to be the
sum square of the weighted residuals (arc
seconds squared) of all the observed declina-
tions and right ascensions in the event and
where n is the number of ground stations in
the event.
If a number of rejected simultaneous
events repeatedly contain a particular
ground station, a blunder probably occurs in
the coordinates of the particular ground sta-
tion rather than in the observed quantities.
In this case, the preliminary coordinates of
that ground station should be verified.
Range Data.--Blunders in the observed
topocentric ranges and/or ground station co-
ordinates are detected during the formation
of the normal equations. The procedure used
is to test the variance of unit weight (eq.
(8.10)) arising from a preliminary least-
squares adjustment of each simultaneous
event.
The preliminary adjustment is basically
an iterative adjustment for the uj, vj, wj
rectangular coordinates of the satellite posi-
tion by fixing the ground stations and apply-
ing the residuals of the adjustment to the ob-
served ranges. The approximation to the
parameters u_, v j, wj is obtained by convert-
ing the so-called approximate geodetic co-
ordinates of the satellite into rectangular
coordinates by use of equation (8.36). The
approximate geodetic coordinates of the
satellite are obtained by averaging the lati-
tudes and longitudes of the ground stations
involved in the simultaneous event and esti-
mating the ellipsoidal height of the satellite.
The idea that this determination is crude is
immediately rejected upon the knowledge
that at most four iterations (to a tolerance of
1 cm in uj, vi, wi) are required and that the
electronic computers perform these itera-
tions in less time than is necessary to solve
the corresponding simultaneous exact sec-
ond-order equations.
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The equation giving the mathematical
structure of this preliminary adjustment is
identical to equation (8.75), the mathemati-
cal structure for the main range adjustment.
Since only three parameters are involved, the
linearized form of the mathematical struc-
ture for n ground stations in one simultane-
ous event becomes
AX- V.+W = 0 (8.2)
where the coefficient matrix
-- o o o o
UJ--Ul Vj--Vl W°J --W_-
r_j r_j r[j
uOl__U o o o o2 V j--V2 W°j --W2
r_j r_j r_j
uo U o V o o _ oJ-- k j--Vk W_ Wk
rgj r?_j r_j
o o o o o o
Uj--Um VJ--Vm W J--Win
T° J o ormj "rm I
(8.3)
4-1.. ..... ^^4_'^_ .e^_ 4-1-.^ _,4-^11.;4-_ _,-.^-_._1.;
nates
• du/]X= dv s
.dwi.
(8.4)

















are solved for X by iteration until the ele-
ments of the vector X are less than 1 cm. At
this point, X is entered into equation (8.2)
and the vector of residuals V is determined;




The complete set of data for the simultaneous
event is printed out for evaluation in the
case that the particular _is greater than a
chosen input value. At the same time, no
contribution is made to the normal equations
by the rejected event.
8.3.3 Constraints
For the explanation of the type of con-
straints used in the solution see section 8.4.5.
Only the data used in applying the various
constraints are summarized here in tables
8.8 to 8.11.
8.4 THEORY AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS
(OSU Reports 86, 150, 185, 191)
This section presents almost the complete
theory used in transforming the observa-
tional data (sec. 8.3) into geodetic results.
Left out of this section and given in section
8.3insteadisthatpartofthe theorythatcon-
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cerns the preprocessing procedure of the ob-
served data where systematic errors in the
observed data are removed, detected, and
eliminated, or where generally the necessary
corrections to the observed data are made be-
fore they are inserted into the method of
least-squares adjustment.
8.4.1 Definitions and Coordinate Systems
(OSU Report 86)
8.4.1.1 Basic Concepts and Statement of the
Problem
A theory proceeds from a set of known
facts or assumptions called the data, and by
manipulating these according to accepted
rules, called theory, certain conclusions,
called results are produced. This process is
started in response to the posing of a prob-
lem. The problem in this case can be stated
as follows :
Given are the approximate coordinates of
a number of points (stations) on the surface
of the Earth, which are assumed to be in
error by unknown amounts. Also given are
measured directions and/or distances from
these points to other points on and also above
the surface of the Earth (artificial satel-
lites) ; the observations occur in sets, all ob-
servations within a given set being made at
the same time. The problem is then to find
the most probable values for the unknown
errors in the coordinates of points (stations)
on the Earth's surface.
Thus, in this "space triangulation" (or
trilateration) method, satellites are observed
simultaneously from groups of known and
unknown ground stations. This method per-
mits a purely geometric solution. Its main
characteristic is that orbital elements are not
required. If the satellite positions are needed,
they can be computed from the preliminary
coordinates of the ground stations and the
observations themselves.
The method used to get a solution is there-
fore (1) to set up the equations giving the
observations (angle or distance) in terms of
observer and satellite coordinates, (2) to
linearize these equations to give observation
residuals in terms of corrections to the ob-
server and satellite coordinates, (3) to select
from the data available those which can be
put into simultaneity sets, and (4) from
known and assumed statistical properties of
the observations to solve the equations of (2)
with the use of the data of (4).
Since the method is geometric and involves
coordinates of points on the Earth's surface
and of points in "inertial" space, transforma-
tion between coordinate systems occurs fre-
quently. The systems used and their inter-
relation are described in sections 8.4.1.2 and
8.4.1.3, respectively.
8.4.1.2 Coordinate Systems
The camera observations after preprocess-
ing (section 8.3.2.2) are assumed to be in
the true topocentric celestial system, whereas
the preprocessed topocentric ranging data
are independent of the coordinate systems
used.
Two distinct types of coordinate systems
have been used here: the terrestrial (aver-
age and instantaneous) system and the celes-
tial (true) system.
The following summary of these systems
assumes righthanded rectangular coordi-
nates with axes numbered according to figure
8.10. Generally, the origin of the coordinate
system coincides with or is near the center of





FIGURE 8.10.--Numbering of coordinate axes.
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8.4.1.2.1 AVERAGE TERRESTRIAL (X)
(1) The 3 axis is directed toward the aver-
age north terrestrial pole as defined by the
International Polar Motion Service (IPMS),
commonly known as the Conventional Inter-
national Origin (CIO) (Mueller, 1969, p.
351). t
(2) The 1-3 plane is parallel to the mean
Greenwich astronomic meridian as defined
by the Bureau International de l'Heure
(BIH) (Mueller, 1969, p. 343).
This system is the geodetic (terrestrial)
coordinate system, later also referred to as




(1) The 3 axis is directed toward the in-
stantaneous rotation axis of the Earth (true
celestial pole), the coordinates of which are
given by the IPMS or by the BIH with re-
spect to the CIO.
(2) The 1-3 plane contains the point
where the mean Greenwich astronomic me-
ridian intersects the true equator of date.
This coordinate system is used as the inter-
mediate connection between the terrestrial
and celestrial coordinate systems.
against a background of stars. After correc-
tions for the physical effects, such as differ-
ential refraction and aberration, shimmer,
etc. (Mueller, 1964, pp. 309-317; Hotter,
1967), have been applied, the resulting topo-
centric right ascension and declination form
the purely geometric ground-to-satellite di-
rection. In terms of the corresponding direc-
tion cosines, Z can be expressed by the col-
umn vector
cosa cos rz, lz= cos /
sin $ j LZd
(8.11)
In order to transform Z from the celestial
to the average terrestrial system (in which
the mathematical model for the adjustment
is expressed), rotations about the coordinate
axes are required.
Transformation is first made into the in-
stantaneous terrestrial system (see fig. 8.11).
This transformation is a function of a single
finite rotation through the Greenwich ap-
parent sidereal time (GAST). A vector Z in
the true celestial system is transformed into
the instantaneous terrestrial system by the
following equation :
Y--R3 (GAST) Z (8.12)
8.4.1.2.3 TRUE CELESTIAL (Z)
(1) The 3 axis is equivalent to the 3 axis
of the instantaneous terrestrial system (true
celestial pole).
(2) The 1 axis is directed toward the true
vernal equinox of date.
These and still other coordinate systems
are discussed in detail by Veis (1963a) and
Mueller (1969).
8.4.1.3 Transformations of Coordinate Sys-
tems
Transformation between terrestrial and
celestial coordinate systems becomes neces-
sary when topocentric directions to satellites
are obtained by photographing the satellite
where Y is the resulting vector in the instan-
taneous terrestrial system and R_ (GAST) is
a 3 x 3 matrix that expresses a counterclock-
Z3 "_ Y3
FIGU_ 8.11.--True celestial and instantaneous
terrestrial coordinate systems,
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wise rotation, as viewed from the positive
end of the 3 axis, by the amount GAST,





- sin (GAST) cos (GAST)
0 0
(8.13)
Next the vector ¥ in the instantaneous ter-
restrial system (Y) is transformed to the
average terrestrial (X) system (see fig.
8.12). This transformation is a function of
two rotations through the x and y coordi-
nates of the instantaneous terrestrial pole.
X=R2(-x)RI(-y)Y (8.14)
where X is the resulting vector in the aver-
age terrestrial coordinate system; R_(-y)
and R2 (-x) are 1-axis and 2-axis rotations
through -y and -x. Since the x and y
values are differentially small, the finite rota-
tions may be replaced by differential rota-
tions and equation (8.14) is reduced to
by omitting the products of x and y. Thus
the transformation from the true celestial to
the average terrestrial coordinate system is
achieved by combining the rotations ex-
pressed in equations (8.12) and (8.14),
namely
X--R2(-x)R_(-y)R3(GAST) Z (8.16)
and, after equation (8.15) is considered, the
matrix form is
X=SZ (8.17)
where S is given in inset on page 659. The
quantities x, y and GAST in the above equa-
tion are obtained by the method described in
Mueller (1969, pp. 80, 153, 337).
8.4.2 The Direction Adjustment
8.4.2.1 Uncorrelated Events
(OSU Report 86)












The adjustment method is by least squares,
where the parameters are the three-dimen-
sional rectangular coordinates of the ground
stations and satellite positions, _ while the ob-
servables are the topocentric range, and topo-
centric declination and right ascension of the
satellite.
The mathematical structure relating the
parameters and the observables is a function
of three vectors. As depicted in figure 8.13,
the three vectors are as follows: X_, the co-
ordinate system origin to ground station vec-
tor; X_, the coordinate system origin to satel-
lite position vector; and X_i, the ground sta-
tion i to satellite position 3"vector. (Symbols
in bold face will be reserved for vectors that
2 These are needed in the algebraic derivation, but
in the numerical computation they are either not





x cos (GAST) -y sin (GAST) sin (GAST) il
cos (GAST) -
-x sin (GAST) +y cos (GAST)
(8.18)
have a finite magnitude as opposed to, say,





Fi¢= Xs-Xi-X_.i= 0 (8.20)
Vu,1Xs= Vs (8.21a)
LWsJ
is a vector composed of the rectangular co-




is a vector composed of the rectangular co-














FIGURE 8.13.--The adjustment coordinate system.
F?,_ cos _,, cos _'7
x,j = S[r,skr,ssinC°S_is_ssin a_s]
(8.22)
r_s, '_s, ¢Z_sbeing the topocentric range, true
declination, and right ascension from i to g',
respectively, while S is the matrix that trans-
forms the vector from the true celestial to the
average terrestrial coordinate system (sec.
8.4.1.3).
The point-by-point buildup of the network
can be visualized in the following way. Given
the components of the vectors Xi and X_s, Xs
is computed. Then with this position g" as
known, and a known vector from an un-
known k station to ], the coordinates of the
unknown station Xk are computed (see fig.
8.13). This step is extended to include many
unknown and known stations, along with
many redundant observations, thereby neces-
sitating an adjustment.
Strictly speaking, pure direction or range
data do not permit such a procedure to be
literally followed; however, the adjustment
framework (a form of collinearity) remains
applicable.
The mathematical structure (eq. (8.20))
is linearized by a Taylor series expansion
about the preliminary values of the ground
stations and satellite positions and the ob-
served topocentric values of the range, decli-
nation, and right ascension. The result is the
following matrix equation :
AX +BV + W=O (8.23)
which represents the general linearized
mathematical model.
In this equation, the design matrix A is
composed of submatrices of the form
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1 0 0 _-1 0 il
OF_i = 0 1 0 i 0 -1
A_i-OX_.,OXi 0 0 1 :: 0 0 -
=[+13]-13] (8.24)
and the unknown X vector is composed of
subvectors of the form
Finally, the misclosure vector W is com-
posed of the subvectors
_ o o _ (8.30)W_i-Xj-X_-X_j
where o designates "evaluated at preliminary





E uj] 1X s= dvj X_= dvtdw s dw, (8.27)
are corrections to the preliminary values of
the satellite positions and ground stations,
respectively. The design matrix B is com-
posed of 3 × 3 submatrices of the form
DF_i
Bit- _, 5aii,_r_ s
= SR3 ( - a_j) R2 ( - 90 o+ _j)[10X 0 --cos _j0 0 -- (8.28)
where S is defined by equation





is omitted from the expression for B_s, since
it is multiplied into the vector of residuals V
composed of the subvectors
F r_J$$_i JV,t= [ (r, cos s,j) scz,j
Lsr_j
(8.29)
8.4.2.1.2 WEIGHTING OF OBSERVA-
TIONS
The observed quantities in the case of
camera observations are the topocentric
declinations _ and right ascensions a. The
corresponding accuracy estimates resulting
from a photographic plate adjustment or
some other a priori estimate are a] and _, the
variances, and _,_=a_,, the covariance. All
units are arc seconds squared.
It is important to note that the weighting
of the declinations and right ascensions is
made on the basis of the estimates of vari-
ances of _ and a obtained from the plate ad-
justments and that it is assumed that the
variances of $ and a do not vary according to
the distance of the satellite from the particu-
lar observing station.
On the other hand, the weighted sum of
squares of the residuals is conveniently
chosen to have units of arc seconds squared;
thus the weights are to have units of (arc
sec)2m --°, since the units of the residuals
have been stipulated (eq. (8.29)) to be
meters. Therefore, it is necessary to trans-
form _, _, and _, into linear units (meters)
by the following formulas :
12(_) _= r_- (8.31)
tt 2
(a,)2= r-_, cos 2
p
(8.32)
These are the residuals of the adjustment in
units of meters (8_*iand _a,_ are in radians).
Observe that _8_. is measured on the circle
of radius r,j, while _a,_ is measured on the
circle of radius of r_ cos $_.
- _ (%'_)_ s (8.33)
_--r (p,,)_ COS
where r is the approximate topocentric range
and
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1
tl
P = sin 1"
With the estimated accuracy in linear units
the following variance-covariance matrix is
formulated :
The topocentric range from an arbitrary
ground station i in a given simultaneous
event ] is computed from







where the new quantities _, _,., and _,r are
the variance of the range, covariance between
the declination and range, and the covariance
between the right ascension and range, re-
spectively. If the correlation coefficients
O'er






the weight matrix for a single direction is
(8.34)
where _o2 is the a priori variance of unit
weight.
Corresponding to P_i, P denotes the weight
matrix for the observed topocentric direc-
tions of the adjustment. P has the character-
istic of containing nonzero 3 × 3 matrices only
along the diagonal, since the individual direc-
tions are assumed to be independent.
The topocentric range is needed in equa-
tions (8.31) to (8.33) to convert the esti-
mated accuracy of the directions from arc
units into linear (meters) units. Four signifi-
cant figures are required in the topocentric
range. Equation (8.31) shows that the range
need have no more significant figures than
d_ or _.
i=1, 2..... n (number of stations in the
event), u?, v?, w_ are the preliminary rec-
tangular coordinates of the ith ground sta-
tion and are computed from
X,_°- v_° = (N+h) cos4_sinh (8.36)
W °L J [N(1-e _) +hi sin_
_, _,, h, N being the geodetic latitude and
longitude, the geodetic height, and radius of
curvature in the prime vertical at point i,
respectively, while e is the eccentricity of the
reference ellipsoid, u_, v° °_, wj are the pre-
liminary rectangular coordinates of the jth
satellite position and are computed (note that
these are needed only for the purpose of
getting the approximate topocentric range)
as follows :
(1) The ground vector X_k between the






(2) The unit vector (direction) X_j from
the ground station i to the satellite position
j is computed from
rcos _j COS _zq-
x_i=S/cos _s sin a_
ksin _.
(8.38)
where S is the transformation matrix of the
true celestial to the average terrestrial coor-
dinate systems (sec. 8.4.1.3).
(3) In the same way the direction Xks is
computed.
(4) The angle A_ at ground station k is
computed from (fig. 8.14)
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FIGURE 8.14.--The approximate sate]lite vector.
X_-_'Xkj (8.39)
cos tx , I [
(5) The angle A s at the satellite position
is computed from
Xj_-Xsk
cos Aj_ iX_s [ iXks [ (8.40)
(6) Finally, the satellite position vector
X_to be used in equation (8.35) is computed
from
Fu 7




r_j= ]Xik I sin Aj
8.4.2.1.3 THE NORMAL EQUATIONS
The normal equations are derived by mini-
mizing the quadratic form
V'PV + X'P_X
subject to the relation (eq. (8.23))
AX+BV+W=O
Upon introduction of Lagrange multipliers
K, the variation function is
,_= V'PV + X'P_X-2K' (AX + BV + W)
(8.43)
where
V is the vector of residuals corresponding
to the a's and _'s
X is the vector of corrections to the pre-
liminary ground and satellite positions
P is the weight matrix for the a's and 8's
Px is the weight matrix for the ground and
satellite positions
As is described in section 8.4.2.1.1, A and B
are the design matrices and W is the constant
vector.
Upon the differentiation of equation (8.43)
for the minimum condition (Uotila, unpub-
lished lecture notes, 1967), the expanded
form of the normal equations becomes
0 -P ' + 0 =0
A B W
(8.44)
By a row and column transformation, the
residual vector V is eliminated and the nor-
mal equations become
w0]_-o
Next, the correlates are eliminated, re-
sulting in
[A' (BP-1B')-IA + Px]X + A' (BP-1B')-IW=O
(8.46)
The following summation form of the non-
zero 3 x 3 submatrices of the above equation
is found by replacing the A, B, and P mat-
rices with their expanded forms in terms of
3x3 submatrices (eqs. (8.24), (8.28), and
(8.34)) :
7 7 [us=Z(,s,sB,,) W,j7
/ 2_ s
:: (B,iP_]B_j)-I + P,....... U,= -'_ (B,jP_IB_j) -_ (8.47)
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where the nonzero 3><3 submatrices occur
only on the diagonal and those i] 3 × 3 posi-
tions corresponding to a ground-to-satellite
observation; Z indicates a summation over
$
all ground stations observing satellite posi-
tion ]; X indicates a summation over all
J
satellite positions observed from ground sta-
tion i. All summations contain only 3×3
and/or 3 × 1 matrices.
Elimination of Xj, the corrections to the
satellite positions, from the above yields the
following reduced normal equations
N X+U=O (8.48)
in which the X vector will now represent the
unknown corrections to the preliminary rec-
tangular coordinates of the ground stations
only; U is the constant vector; and N is the
coefficient matrix.
The coefficient matrix N is made up of
3 × 3 matrices. By letting
M_I -1 r -1= (B_jP_sB_j) (8.49)
= (B_I) ' P_jB-_ (8.50)
_n oq,mtlnn (8.47): the expression for the
3 × 3 diagonal matrix corresponding to the
kth ground station is given by (Krakiwsky
and Pope, 1967)
N_k _ -1 -1 -1 -1= M_ _ M_j M_j +Pk
(8.51)
The constant vector of the normal equa-
tions (eq. (8.48)) is made up of 3 × 1 vectors
corresponding to each ground station. The
vector Uk for the kth ground station is given
by
+ ij
.ix. x i / x i /]
(8.53)
where, according to equation (8.30),
o o bWij=X_-X_-X_j (8.54)
and
Wkj__o yo yb_-_-_ (8.55)
At first sight it seems that the preliminary
coordinates of each satellite position are
required; however, substitution of equations
(8.54) and (8.55) into equation (8.53) re-
sults in the cancellation or dropping out of
terms containing x? and the observed vector
X_ or X_. Specifically,
M-1 o _-,(x,_xox ,)l} (8.56)
Note the weight, Pj, for the 7"th satellite posi-
tion has been dropped in the second term of
the above equation. The expression for the
off-diagonal 3 × 3 matrix corresponding to
the kth and the/th ground station is
(zM-I -1 -1Nk_=-- k_ M_ Mz
j k \ _ / /
(8.52)
where the summation X is performed over
all satellite events observed simultaneously
from both ground stations k and 1.
_t-1 o} (EM-I_xo E_-1 b'_=- M_X_ + k_ k+ MkjX_
x y / j ,. ]
-1 -1 -1 o
M-1 -1 -1 b
- _ M,_ M_X_
j ,. x i / x i //
(8.57)
Terms 1 and 4 in the above expression cancel
(i.e., X°j satellite coordinates drop out) be-
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cause X_ can be factored out of E in term 4,
i
i.e.,
-1 -1 -1 o _ _ M-IXO_
mkj M ,j M ,_ X j - A., _J J]j ", x i / \ i / _' j
(8.58)
which has an opposite sign to that of term 1.
Terms 3 and 6 drop out because they are
identically zero. This happens because both
Lerms contain products like
B_X_j or B -l X b
_j kj
where (taking into consideration the orthog-
onality property of the rotation matrices
and S)
L' 0 !10 - i/cos $_io o -
R_(90°-8_j) R3(a_i) S'




Since in the optical adjustment, P_i has the
form
EE":l-Ii]e_j = *0 0
and from equation (8.50)
M-_X_j=O (8.59)
the final expression for the constant column
becomes
_ _M-, o -_ -1 o
(8.60)
In summary, the normal equations in the
adjustment of camera observations are




8.4.2.2.1 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The theory and the mathematical model
for a generalized least-squares adjustment
for simultaneous directions without correla-
tion has been described (sec. 8.4.2.1). In that
case each simultaneously observed satellite
image was taken as an independent event;
thus the correlation between satellite direc-
tions on the same plate was not considered.
The following is a description of how the
mathematical model is manipulated to take
care of possible correlations between direc-
tions, such as occur in the case of the NGS
(National Geodetic Survey) BC-4 Type II
data, where each given event consists of
seven fictitious directions (Greenwich hour
angle h and declination 8 relative to the 1900-
1905 CIO mean pole) per station and the full
14x14 variance-covariance matrix asso-
ciated with the set.
The basic geometric figure to begin the
mathematical development is that of a single
ground station observing one satellite posi-
tion, shown in figure 8.13. Using vector nota-
tion, as we know, we can write the mathe-
matical model as
F_s =Xi -X_-Xo. =0 (8.61)
where now m will identify a fictitious satel-
lite image within the event j, i.e., m=1,2
•m_ (generally 4<m_<7).
The vector X_ with this type of data takes
the form
F r_im COS 8iYm COS hiim 1
Xsj_=|-r_i_ cos$_s_ sinh_i_ (8.62)JL r_j_ sin$_j_
The linearized mathematical model can be
written as follows
Zj
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Since all observations from one station to all
fictitious satellite directions on a given plate
are correlated, it is necessary to build up the
model using all these satellite directions.
Thus the design matrix A is divided in sub-
matrices of the form
--13
3m_ 3mx 3m_ 3
(8.64)
8.4.2.2.2 THE WEIGHTING TECH-
NIQUE USING THE FULL
VARIANCE-COVARIANCE
MATRIX OF THE OBSERVED
QUANTITIES
Before proceeding further, it is necessary
to explain how the above equations (8.66)
are actually solved. For a particular station
i and event ], the B matrix has dimensions
(21 x 21), but the original given p-1 matrix
is (14×14). The p-1 matrix refers only to
the actual observed quantities, which are the
Greenwich hour angle h and the declinations
8, and therefore it has to be modified before
it is substituted in equation (8.66). The
easiest way to explain this is to look only at
that part of B_j that corresponds to observa-
tions on the first satellite position only :










B |_F2 OF2 aFo|
B.,_--1=/_1 a_t _I
/ar_ aF, Dr,1Lahl E}81 _-_[J ",h
(8.68)
The matrix P1 (not p_l ) would have to be
ef the ferm
G2hl Erhl_ 1 o-hiT17-1
P_j_- Pl = [ _h,61 _281 _8,r: I
La_irl a_ir, (r2rl _]_,11
(8.69)
and for a single satellite image using equa-
tion (8.34) we can write
After minimizing V'PV under the condi-
tion (8.63), the vector of Lagrange multi-
pliers can be expressed as FF:, o°]_1 J (8.70)PI=LL_b_' o ,.,
K= - (BP-1B') -1 (A1X¢+A2X_+ W) (8.66)
and the normal equations will take the form
What is really needed is (BIP;_Bf)% but
BIP;_Bf is singular. However, the matrix B1
is square and nonsingular. Knowing this, we
can rearrange (BxP_XB_)-1 as follows:
AI(BP-1B')-_A_ A'(BP-1B')-IAz 7 [Xj]At (BP-IB ')-1A1 A_ (BP-1B ')-IA_] Xi
_...(B P-1B')-IW] (8.67)
(B1P_'B_)-_= (B_)-_PxB;'= (B; _) 'P1BI _
(8.71)
where P_ is defined by equation (8.70).
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The preceding description applies to the
case of one satellite position 9"1.For the seven
satellite positions the dimension of the p-1
matrix is (14×14). The matrix P1 in equa-
tion (8.71) must have the dimension (21×
21) and be of the form of equation (8.70).
The matrix P_j for the BC--4 observations
can be written as follows :
(14 _h_
Lahl$7 • • • a_Sr i,j
[--WI'I Wl'2 "'" "W1'I4 1" (8.72)
Now the (21 × 21) version of equation (8.70)
will be equation (8.73) given below. With
P defined, considering equation (8.73), we
can form the matrix M -_ using the technique
shown in equation (8.71) :
M -1-- (B P-1B')-I= (B-1),p B_I (8.74)
After elimination of Xj from equation
(8.67), we will obtain the reduced normal
equations. The (3×3) and (3×1) block ele-
ments of the coefficient matrix and constant
vector, respectively, can be obtained by ex-
pressions similar to equations (8.51), (8.52),
and (8.53). The only difference is that now
the term Pk in equation (8.51) will drop out
because we are only minimizing V'PV




(OSU Reports 86, 140)
The Mathematical Model
Figure 8.15 shows the average terrestrial
coordinate system uvw (sec. 8.4.1.2) with a
ground station i and a satellite position ].
The observed quantity is the topocentric
range r_j from ground station i to satellite
position 9". The parameters u, v_, w_ and ui,
v i, w i are the Cartesian coordinates of the
ground station i and the satellite position 9",
respectively.
From figure 8.15 it can easily be seen that
the mathematical model can be written as
8.4.2.2.3 THE REDUCED NORMAL
EQUATIONS
r,j= [ (u_- u_) 2+ (v j- v,) _+ (wi- w_) _]'/_
(8.75)
Equation (8.67) can be referred to as the
conventional normal equation, where the
satellite position Xj is among the parameters.
Since the satellite position is of no interest, it
is eliminated from the solution by solving for
Xj in terms of the other parameters and sub-
stituting this into the remaining equations.
Fij= [ (ui-u_) _+ (vi-vi) 2+ (wj-w_) _]1/2
-rij=0 (8.76)
The basic mathematical model above is ex-
tended to include simultaneous ranges from
three or more ground stations. When in-
creasing the number of simultaneous events
Pij _ i
(21×21)
-W1,1 W_,__ 0 W,._
W2.1 W_.2 0 W2._
0 0 0 0
W13,1 _--_713,2 0 _W13,3
WI,,1 W,,,2 0 W,,,
0 0 0 0
W1)4 0 • • • W1)13 W1,14 0 -
W2)4 0 • • • W2,13 W2,14 0
0 0 -.. 0 0 0
0
W13,4 0 "'" W13,] 3 W13,14 0
W14,4 0 "'" W14,13 W14)14 0
0 0 ... 0 0 0_
(8.73)




ilu i, v i, w i)
F du_ 7
x,=| dv, | (8.80)
Ldw,J
Fdu,]




FIGURE 8.15.--The uvw coordinate system.
along with the number of known and un-
known ground stations, an adjustment is
necessary.
The mathematical model (8.76) is linear-
ized by a Taylor series expansion about the
and satellite positions and the observed value
of the topocentric range. The expression for
the linearized mathematical model, as in the
optical case, has the form
AX + BV + W =O (8.77)
where now the design matrix B is a negative
unit matrix and the design matrix A is
formed by submatrices of the form in the
inset below.
The unknown vector X is made up of sub-
vectors
The misclosure vector W is formed by the
individual differences
Wij= r_j (computed) - r b_j(observed) (8.82)
The residual vector V is composed of the in-
dividual residuals V,i (in meters) corre-
responding to the observed ranges r_j.
Giving consideration to the characteristic
of the design matrices, we can write the final
equation for the linearized model in the range
adjustment as
AX- V + W=O (8.83)
8.4.3.2 Weighting of Observed Ranges
The weighting of the observed topocentric
range 1'ram grm|nd ._tation i to satellite uosi-




where _o_ is the variance of unit weight
and _j is the variance of the observed range
in meters squared. P will denote the diagonal
weight matrix containing all the independent
weights Pq to be used in the adjustment.
8.4.3.3 The Normal Equations
X_i= I X1_ I (8.79)
The variation function for the range ad-
justment is similar to the function for adjust-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A - aF_i FuFu, vj-v,w_-w_] u-j-u,v_-v, w_-w,'] ,
_i- _--- o- _6- , =-6- , o _o , _o , ro l=[%l-av] (8.78)ox,, ox, L ,',, ,',, ",, , -,, -,, ,, •
where r°j is computed from (8.75) using the initial approximate values for the stations and
satellite coordinates, the latest coordinates resulting from a preliminary least-squares ad-
j ._ __ ..... _- t.¢ ..... _- .... _- :_ ...;_-_. 44...... v, ..... ;_,_. S+Q_An_ h_lcl _'ra, r].U_L|II_IlU t JLUJL _tGll_v_nt, y) Wlbll bllt_ LU-UUO_,_ v_aa& --- ..................
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ment of camera observations, namely,
= V'PV + X'P_X- 2K' (AX- V + W)
(8.85)
where
V is the vector of residuals corresponding
to the range observations
X is the vector of corrections to the pre-
liminary ground and satellite positions 3
P is the weight matrix for the ranges
P_ is the weight matrix for the ground and
satellite positions
K is the vector of correlates
The differentiation of equation (8.85) for
the minimum condition results in the follow-
ing expanded form of the normal equations:
[i 0 +][+1[01-P -I V + 0
-I 0 K W
=0 (8.86)
Nkk---- akjpkjaki -- ak_pkjaki a+ipijaij
\ j / j x i /
× abpk_akj} +Pk (8.88)
The 3 x 3 off-diagonal matrix corresponding
to the kth and the lth ground stations is given
by
Nk+= - abp_ia_j a'_jPuau a'_jPziazi
j _ \ i / I
(8.89)
where the main summation _ is performed
i
over all satellite positions observed simul-
taneously from both ground stations k and l;
the constant vector of the kth ground station
is
Uk=--(_a_jpkjW_v)
_j l l l
-l- akjPkja_:j a_jpijao a+jpijWij
• _ \ i ! i ]
(8.90)
After the elimination of the correlates and
residuals and the expansion of the A and P





+/ ............: .........../ =°
L+.,++=- y_so+,,,,,,,,,,,j
(8.87)
Elimination of the corrections to the pre-
liminary coordinates of the satellite position,
namely Xj, from equation (8.87) results in
the following three expressions: The 3×3
diagonal matrix corresponding to the kth
ground station is given by
As in the case of the optical adjustment, satel-
lite positions will be considered "nuisance" param-
eters and therefore eliminated from the solution.
In the above expressions, the weight matrix
P_ of each satellite position was set equal to
zero as there is no independent external
source from which to get a priori variance
estimates which could be used to derive
weights.
The equivalent expression for the constant
column Uk can be shown to have the follow-
ing form :
Uk = -- _abPkfi)kj (8.91)
J
where _kj-is the residual of the particular ob-
served range r_s arising from a least-squares
adjustment of one simultaneous event with
ground stations held fixed.
The quantities akj and _kj"needed in the for-
mation of the reduced normal equations (eqs.
(8.88), (8.89), and (8.91)) are a side prod-
uct of the preliminary adjustment of each
simultaneous event. Specifically, akj- is con-
tained in the A matrix given by equation
(8.3) and _kj is an element of the V vector
of equation (8.5).
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8.4.4 Addition of Normal Equations
Indol_endent sets of normal equations
formedJfrom two or more batches of camera
and/or range data can be added together.
The basic idea of the combination of the
normal equations is simply the algebraic
addition of their corresponding terms. Let-
ting n sets of normal equations be repre-
sented by
NiX+ UI=O
N2X + U2= 0 (8.92)
N.X+ U.=O
and their corresponding variances of unit
2 0.2, • "_ 2weight as ao,, • ao,, we can show the
addition is
(N1 + p12N2 +. • •+ p,,N,) X + ( UI + p_2U2
+... p,,Un) =0 (8.93)












where 2, a22.... , _2n must have the same a
priori variance of unit weight (see secs.
8.4.2.1.2 and 8.4.3.2).
The advantage of the above is obvious,
namely batches of observed data may be ad-
justed separately or as a part of a combined
adjustment. The same holds for the addition
of two or more independent sets of range
normal equations and for the addition of
camera and range normal equations to each
other.
The weighting of the two or more different
sets of normal equations (e.g., N1, Ull, and
N2z, U22) is a function of the goodness of the
observations involved and the geometry
existing between the unknown parameters
and the respective observables. The first
item is taken care of by proper weighting as
a function of the estimated variance-covari-
ance matrix of the observations, and this
weighting is reflected in the quantities N_,
Nz2, U_I, and Uz2. The geometry aspect is
implicit in the coefficient matrices A and B
which enter into N_,, and so forth.
8.4.5 Contributions of Constraints to the
Normal Equations
(OSU Reports 86, 140, 148)
8.4.5.1 General
Since the coefficient matrix of normal
equations is singular, a unique least-squares
solution is not possible. A minimal set of
constraints to the normal equations provides
a unique solution (Blaha, 1971).
Two alternative definitions exist for the
term "constraints": the absolute constraints
represent certain conditions which have to
ho fulfilled _Y_ctlv and with no uncertainties.
The relative constraints (or weighted con-
straints) have the same characteristics as the
observations.
In general, the contribution of the func-
tional constraint equation
G (X,Lc) = 0
to the reduced normal equations N-_+ 0=0





After elimination of Kc, where
4 The quantities N and U represent the original
reduced normal equations (without ...........
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Kc= -Pc(CX+ W c)
it is easy to find
[_V+ C'PcC] X + U + C'PcW _= 0
[._ + Nc]-X + U + UC=O
(8.95a)
(8.95b)
constraints can be formed. In this case the
functional constraint equations are
U ° U ° AU ok-- l _-
_o ,vo_ AV o
o W_= AW °Wk--
where N c and U c are the contributions to the
coefficient matrix and constant vector of the
normal equation due to the application of
constraints.
After the constraints are added, the nor-
mal equations will take the usual form
NX+ U= 0
and we are in the position to obtain the con-
tribution from a new set of constraints.
Constraints can be applied between two
stations k and l or to a single station. The
contribution of these constraints to the
matrix iv (3 × 3 blocks) and D (3 × 1 blocks)
can be schematically expressed in two differ-
ent ways as shown on page 671.
These blocks obtained as indicated for the
corresponding case will be the only ones
computed and added to the original normal
equations as expressed by formula (8.95b).
Therefore
C_-= I Cf = - I
3x3 3×3 3x3 3×3
y_ = o yf = o
3xl 3xl
because W_=G R (X °, L_) =0. Also,
i1001PR=a 0 _ 0O"Av o0 0 1
o
O" _W 0
where ao2--a priori variance of unit weigh'
and
Nfk = IPRI = PR
3x3 3x3
N_ = IPRI = PR
3x3 3x3
Nf_ =N_ =IPR (--I) = -Pn
3×3 3x3 3x3
8.4.5.2 Relative Position Constraints
Relative position constraints are used in
order to combine the normal equations ob-
tained from various satellite nets and to
constrain "double" stations or closely situ-
ated stations of the same net. The expression
for the combination of normals can be writ-
ten as follows :
[iv+ NR]X+ U+ UR=0
where N a and Un, computed from (8.96a)
and (8.96b), are the contribution to the orig-
inal combined normal equations (IVX
+U=O).
If the relative position (±u °, ±v °, ±w °) of
two stations is known, along with the stand-
ard deviation of these relative positions, the
Thus, the diagonal elements of P_ are added
to each element of the diagonal of the blocks
kk and ll of the coefficient matrix of the com-
bined normals _V and subtracted from the
diagonal elements of the blocks kl and lk of iV.
There is no contribution to the vector U.
8.4.5.3 Length (Chord) Constraints
Chord constraints are introduced when
scalar information is available between
ground stations (e.g., distances determined
through high-precision geodimeter travers-
ing). The functional constraint equation in
this case is
Gc (X,Lc) = 0
or
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N c ,_,v CkS= '_kZ c k
UC f,,p W c
k= "..IS c
(8.96a)
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[(uk-u,)=+ (vk- v,)2 + (wk--W,)2]Y2=Dkz
(8.97)
Therefore
u .... vO_v? w__w?7CkC _ k-- Vbl kD?a ' Dh ' DZ_ ]
u ° u° v .... w__w_7C7= _- _ k-_zDfa ' Dh ' Dfa ]
ao2 a priori variance of unit weight
Pc=_= variance of the chord
Then the contributions to the normals are
obtained by applying equations (8.96a) and
(8.96b).










[1 ]_ 0 01Ps = '_g 0 g_f, 01
0 0 ,7_,
8.4.5.5 Height Constraints










where q_?_and Xgare the approximate geodetic
coordinates and _2k is the variance of the
height for station k.
The constant vector U_ can be computed
from
The first three expressions in the above are
added, respectively, to the blocks/Vkk,/Vu and
-V_.tof =V; the last two expressions are added,





W h= hk-- hg
Directional Constraints
8.4.5.4 Station Position Constraint
Station position constraint is used for the
purpose of defining the origin of the coor-
dinate system. If the station coordinates
u v° w °_ of station k are to be constrainedk, k, k]
and if the computed (known) variances of
2 0 2 0 2 0its approximate coordinates are _.k, a_,, a_,
then the equations given in section 8.4.5.2
are valid by merely deleting the terms with
index l; then ±u°=uL ±v°=v_, AW°=Wg Then
where
NS_ = IPsI = Ps
3x3 3x3
Directional constraints are introduced
when the orientation of the coordinate sys-
tem is not defined through the observations
(e.g., in the case of a ranging network).
The directional constraint between two
stations k and l is accomplished by applying
weights to two angles _° and fl° defining the
direction between them and computed from
the approximate (u °, v °, w °) coordinates of
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where
AU o = uo ok--Uz
A vo .: o oVk-- Vt
AI ° : W o _..ok -- ¢_/I
R o= (AuO2+ _vO2)1,_
The matrix CD of partial derivatives is then
formed
I O(z° DAU° O_° DAY° O_° DAW°7
Cp= _Au ° Ou_ DAy ° 8v_° Oaw o -_:5-Owk|
_o O u o _o O r o _o O,xw o|
OAu ° OU_, DAY° OVk° OAw o "_-:_OWk..J
where
o
OAU o : cos 2 cz° tan _z°/Au °
_o
DAy o




OAUo _ ,_Uo cos _ flo tan 2 flo/Ro2
_/_o _o
A+.o - _,--::z-.tan _o
v_ v v_.t t_
aB°
____cos __o/RoDAWo
8.4.5.7 Inner Constraints (Free Adjustment)
Even though the selection of a coordinate
system is arbitrary in the case of a minimum
constraint adjustment, e.g., in the case of
ranging, the selection of the six coordinates
(at more than two stations) to be constrained
is very critical, since one set of constraints
would give a different solution than another
set. The "best" solution is arrived at in a
coordinate system defined through the use of
a set of constraint equations called "inner"
constraints (Rinner et al., 1967). In this
sense, "best" means resulting in the smallest
covariance matrix for the unknowns. Co-
variance matrices may be compared by means
of their traces. The inner constraint equa-
tions are characterized by the property that
the trace of the covariance matrix obtained
with their use is a minimum among those
obtained by adjusting a given set of observa-
tions augmented by a minimal set of con-
straint equations. This property also implies
that the mean square uncertainty of the un-
knowns is smaller when the inner adjustment
equations are used. The resulting adjust-
ment is called a "free" adjustment. The
functional inner constraints equations can be
written as
C'X = 0
and clearly C7 = -C_. Then the matrix
N D= (C D) 'P,C _ (8.98)
is formed according to (8.96b), where PD is
the weight matrix estimated from the statis-
tics of _o and 8 ° in the customary way,
D = 0"0]
L_a°_ ° o'_ ° _I
The matrix N _ is then added to the block
elements of the reduced normal equations
which correspond to each of the ground sta-
tions; i.e., its diagonal blocks will be added to
Nkk and Nu and subtracted from the off-
diagonal elements N_._and Nm.
where X is the set of corrections of the ap-
proximate coordinates of the unknown points
and in the most general application when the
"best" origin, orientation, and scale are
sought.
C' =
The symbols (u?, v°,, w °) denote, the app'ro×i-
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mate coordinates of the ith unknown point
where both the ground points and the satel-
lite positions are considered.
It is also possible to design a set of con-
straints that will result in the "best" solution
for only a subset of the points. In the ad-
justments reported here we were only inter-
ested in the ground station unknowns, im-
plying that the trace of only that portion of
the covariance matrix corresponding to the
ground station unknowns should be mini-
mized, while the variances of the satellite
position unknowns should not be included
in the minimum sum. The constraint equa-
tions that will produce such a solution have
the same form as those producing the "best"
solution for all the points. H_wever, 3×3
blocks of zeros are inserted into those posi-
tions of C' which correspond to unknowns
whose variances are not to be included in the
minimum sum.
The inner adjustment constraint equations
can be given a geometrical interpretation
that appeals to intuition. Let X_ denote the
set of approxmate coordinates of the ith un-
known point, dX, denote the corrections to
these coordinates, and X_ denote the adjusted
coordinates, i.e.,
X a- X ° ± dXi
The first set of constraint equations, C_X=O,
is then equivalent to the set of conditions
The geometrical interpretation of these con-
ditions is that the center of gravity of all the
points will not change after adjustment, i.e.,
i l
The second set of constraint equations, C_X
= 0, corresponds to the conditions
if_, X_x dXi=O
i
tions of the points around the fixed center.
These constraint equations ensure that the
sums of the rotations around all three coordi-
nate axes are zero. The corresponding geo-
metrical interpretation is that the mean
orientation of the system of points will not
change after adjustment either.
Thus, the respective equations C_X=O
and C_X = 0 effectively specify the origin and
the orientation of the adjustment coordinate
system. A third "inner adjustment" equa-
tion C_X = 0 specifies the scale of the system.
However, this scale equation is only used
when the observations themselves do not
determine the scale.
A more complete description of the inner
adjustment is described in Blaha (1971).
In summary, if the normal equations with
the contribution of all the constraints (ex-
cept inner constraints) are represented by
[N +NR +NC +NS + NH + ND] X
"J'- U "}- U R "}- U C "_- US-] - U H "gv U D : O
or
NX+ U= 0 (8.99)
then the inner adjustment can be obtained
by bordering the coefficient matrix N of the
normal equations as
CN (C') X0 '][ -U] (8.100)
Upon the addition of any kind of constraint
to the normal equations, it becomes necessary
to consider also its contribution to EV'PV.
The degrees of freedom change as well. In
order to compute the proper variance of unit
weight, the latter must be taken into con-
sideration.
8.4.6 Solution of Normal Equations and For-
mation of the Inverse Weight Matrix
(OSU Report 86)
8.4.6.1 Introduction
If the center of the system remains fixed,
then the cross products X_ × dX_ reflect rota-
The normal equations for the camera and
range adjustments are given in the previous
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section. The general form of the "normal
equations is
NX+ U=O (8.101)
where N is the coefficient matrix, X is the
vector of unknowns, and U is the constant
vector.
The adjusted values of the Cartesian co-
ordinates of the observing ground stations
are obtained by adding the corrections X to
the preliminary values X °, namely,
X_=X°+X (8.102)
in N. During reduction, additional 3x3
matrices arise in locations where there were
none originally in N; thus "drag storage"
must be assigned. In doing so, the guide
matrix L and the storage tagging matrix F
are updated to account for these additional
matrices. Similar "drag storage" is also
determined during the formation of the in-
verse N -1.
Once the "drag storage" is determined,
the reduction, back solution, and inverse
determinations are guided by L, the storage
located by F, and the elements to be used in
the computation found in E.
Section 8.4.7 deals with obtaining the pre-
cision estimate of X _ through the inverse
matrix N-L For this reason the method of
formation of N -1 will be dealt with in section
8.4.6.4 along with the method of solving for
X.
The procedure used to solve the normal
equations is a Gauss reduction (sec. 8.4.6.2)
and back solution (sec. 8.4.6.3) and compu-
tation of the inverse by the method estab-
lished by Banachiewicz (sec. 8.4.6.4).
Two features which are peculiar to the
specific procedure used here are: (1) the
coefficient matrix N is broken down into
3 x 3 submatrices, and similarly the U vector
is treated as being composed of 3 x 1 vectors ;
and (2) the coefficient matrix N is compacted
so that 3x3 zero submatrices are neither
stored nor used in the computation.
The first feature is achieved rather natu-
rally; it occurs because of the form of the
expressions given in sections 8.4.2-8.4.5,
which are used to build up N and U. On the
other hand, the second feature is achieved
through programming logic. Specifically, a
matrix L is used to tag each 3x3 nonzero
submatrix of N with a row and column
number. A second matrix F with a one-to-
one correspondence to the first is then em-
ployed to tag the storage assigned to the
particular 3x3 submatrix. The individual
elements of the 3x3 submatrices are all
stored in one large linear array E.
The reduced elements of N are stored in
the locations previously created for elements
8.4.6.2 Reduction
The coefficient matrix of the normal equa-
tions is written as
N=SR (8.103)
where S is a lower triangular matrix with
3x3 identity matrices along the diagonal,
and R is an upper triangular matrix. All
matrices and vectors discussed here are stip-
ulated to be composed of 3 x 3 submatrices
and 3 x 1 subvectors, respectively.







where R and T (thus S) are built up simul-
taneously. The augmented matrix
[N, U] =
-nol_ no12 no_ "'" no1, Uo_-
!
nox2 '_022 noea •"" 802_, U02
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is first reduced according to the algorithms
! -1
nk,_,i---nk-l,_,i- nk-l,k,_ nk-l,k,k nk-l,_,t





no_l no_2 ...... no_n 1























results in the following reduced matrices :
t
"I _oi2 nO13 • " " noln ]
0 I n123 n12,
J
0 0 I







S' and D are used to obtain solution vector X
(see sec. 8.4.6.3)
Fnoll , elements
| n[_ above |




which is used to obtain the inverse (see sec.
8.4.6.4).
8.4.6.3 Back Solution
The back solution involves the determina-
tion of the unknown vector X from elements
of the reduced matrices S' and D. Without
derivation (Uotila, unpublished lecture notes,




or in summation form
" XXi=_,i-_,_,s j+_t___,_ (8.117)
j=i+l
8.4.6.4 Formation of Inverse
The inverse matrix N -_ will be computed
by the method associated with the name of
Banachiewicz (Uotila, unpublished lecture
notes, 1967). According to equation (8.103),
N -_ can be computed from
N-I=-R -1 S -_ (8.118)
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However, it turns out that N -1 can be formed
without the aid of S -1, and further only the
diagonal elements of R -1 are needed.
The diagonal elements of R -1 are readily
available, since the inverse of an upper tri-
angular matrix has as its diagonal elements
the reciprocal of the diagonal elements of the
triangular matrix itself and the same result
holds if "elements" is taken to mean 3 ×3.
The diagonal elements of R -1 are computed
by inverting the 3 × 3 diagonal matrices of R
and for reasons of saving computer space are
stored along the diagonal of S' (eq. (8.113)).
From equation (8.118)
R-I=N-1S (8.119)






The corresponding summation equation for
computing any 3 × 3 matrix of N -1 is
n
nii= __,_-l,_,k nkJ + 8ii n_31,_,_ (8.123)
k=i + l
where _j is the Kronecker delta defined by
and
1 i=j3_j= (8.124)0 i_j
n_= (n_) ' (8.125)
8.4.7 Statistical Evaluation (Precision of




where V'PV is the sum of the squares of the
weighted residuals of all observed quantities
and df is the number of degrees of freedom
in the least-squares adjustment.
8.4.7.1.1 ADJUSTMENT TO CAMERA
OBSERVATIONS
Equation (8.126) will now be considered
for the adjustment of camera observations.
The linearized mathematical structure ac-
cording to section 8.4.2 was shown to be of
the form
AX + BV + W--O (8.127)
The general expression for the computa-
tion of V'PV is
c
V'_PcVc= - W'K-__, (Wc) ' K_
(8.128)
where the first term is the contribution from
equation (8.127) and the second term is the
contribution from the c constraints applied.
Without taking into consideration the con-
tribution of the constraints
V'PV = - W'K (8.129)
and by considering an expression for K and
X from equations (8.45) and (8.46), respec-
tively,
V'PV= W' (BP-1B ')-1 (AX+ W)
(8.13o)
X= - {A'M-1A + A + P_}-IA'M-1W
(8.131a)
Denoting
8.4.7.1 Variance of Unit Weight M=BP-1B ' (8.131b)
The variance of unit weight for the total
adjustment is given by
we see that equation (8.130) with equations
(8.47) and 8.131b) gives
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[x,]V'PV=W'M-1W - [Uf U_] X_
(8.132)
Let the partitioning of equation (8.47) be
denoted as
and finally
V'PV = W'M-IW - U'_N;IUj+ U'X
(8.136)
Denoting
[NI_ N,21 X_ +FU,l=0
N2_ N_J[Xi] L Ud










V'PV =W'M-1W - [US U[ ] [ Q_U_+Q_fU, TQ_Us+Q2fU,j
After substituting the values from equation
(8.134a) and simplifying
(8.133) Q= W'M-_W - U':N;_Uj (8.137)
and considering equation (8.49), we find
Q = __W,jM,_W,j- M-_}W.
iX
{_M],}-_{_M-_,W,j} (8.138)
Now using equations (8.54) and (8.58) and
factorization and cancellation analogous to
that in equations (8.57) to (8.58), we get
Q = _X_M_Xz- M_X,
ij j x. i ]
Mi_ M]_ . (8.139)
which is easily shown to be identically equal to
Q = _ (X,- X _) 'M)_ (X_. -- X_)
V'PV = W'M-_W- U'_Nxl U_
+ ( U_- N_N-_I U_) 'E ( U,- N___N;I U;)
(8.135)
but by elimination of X_ from equation
(8.133) we get
X,= - [N__,_,- Nz_NT_N_z]-I [ U_- N_NII U_]
or, using the notation of equation (8.101),
we have
X= -N -_ U





so that finally, after the constraints are taken
into consideration,




The first term in the above is the quadratic
form of all the residuals arising from all si-
multaneous event adjustments with ground
stations held fixed and is computed and
summed for each event by means of equation
(8.1), for the purpose of blunder detection
(sec. 8.3.2.2.2) ; the second term is found from
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U'X=D'C (8.141)
where the vectors D' and C, a by-product in
the solution of the normal equations, are de-
fined by equations (8.114) and (8.109), re-
spectively. Kc is obtained from equation
(8.95a), where X is the solution of equation
(8.100).
The total number of degrees of freedom,
df, to be used in equation (8.126) is
df= number of equations
-number of unknowns
df = (_i2n + nc)- (3s + 3g)
(8.142)
where 2n is the number of equations result-
ing from one simultaneous event (n = number
of ground stations in a particular event ])
and the summation is performed over all
simultaneous events; n_ is the number of
constraint equations ; 3s is the number of un-
knowns due to s number of satellite posi-
tions; 3g is the number of unknowns due to
g number of unknown ground stations. In
conclusion the a posteriori variance of unit
welgh_ ;ur i_he up_ic_l _dj u_hue,l_ will be
is computed according to equations (8.114)
and (8.109), respectively.
The degrees of freedom, dr, in the range
adjustment is as usual





where n is the number of ground stations
(thus observed ranges) in a particular simul-
taneous event, and the summation is per-
formed over all simultaneous events; n, again
is the number of constraint equations in the
range adjustment; 3s and 3g are the number
of unknowns due to s number of satellite










Equations (8.126) will now be discussed in
the light of the range adjustment. First, the
expression for computing V'PV by an analo-
gous argument to the optical case is
8.4.7.2.1 CARTESIAN COORDINATES
The variance-covariance matrix giving the








where V'PV is the quadratic form of the re-
siduals arising from the adjustment of simul-
taneous events, the ground stations being
held fixed. The second term
X'U=D'C (8.145)
where _0_ is the variance of unit weight aris-
ing from the adjustment (sec. 8.4.7.1) and
N -1 is the coefficient matrix discussed in sec-
tion 8.4.6.4. The units for the variance-
covariance matrix for the optical and range
adjustments are meters squared. The square
root of the diagonal elements of the variance-
covariance matrix yields the corresponding
standard deviations in meters.
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8.4.7.2.2 GEODETIC COORDINATES
The propagation of variances and covari-
ances from curvilinear coordinates (geodetic
latitude ¢ and longitude x and height h) in
meters to three-dimensional rectangular co-
ordinates (u,v,w) is achieved by the follow-







V_[sincos s coscos l-sin¢ sinx cosq_ cos), cos_ sin




ah, - ach - R + h abe
ptt
ahk =--_kh----R + h O'hk
1
P"= sin 1"
R = 6 370 000 m
(Note : R replaces the radius of curvature N
in the prime vertical plane in the rigorous
case; justification for simplification is given
by the fact that only three significant figures
are meaningful in propagation of variances
whose magnitudes in m 2 or (arc-sec)2 are in
the units' place.)
8.4.7.3 Correlation Between Ground Stations
When the transformation depicted by
equation (8.149) is reversed, the 3×3 vari-
ance-covariance matrix corresponding to _,
x, his
The amount of correlation between the ad-
justed ground station coordinates is de-
scribed in terms of the correlation coefficient.
The correlation coefficient is defined as
a_ acx ach1
x _ k_h_ o_,x o'h j
h w
(8.151)
all in unitsof (meters) 2.





2 meters _(7 h
_¢h---abe arc-sec × meters
ahx--axh arc-see×meters
(8.152)




"" (8.154)Pii z ---
where i and ] represent any two quantities
associated with a variance-covariance matrix
such as that of equation (8.148) ; _s is the co-
variance, namely, the off-diagonal term of
equation (8.148) ; and _ and _i are the stand-
and deviations or square root of the ith and
]th variances (diagonal terms), respectively.
8.4.7.4 Error Ellipsoid Computation
Error ellipsoid computation is made for
each observing ground station considered
as an unknown in the adjustment. The eigen-
values and eigenvectors are computed in a
topocentric three-dimensional rectangular
coordinate system with its origin at the par-
ticular ground station and its axes parallel
to the mean terrestrial coordinate system
(sec. 8.4.1.2). For each point, one eigenvalue
(x,) corresponds to each of the three mutu-
ally perpendicular axes of the ellipsoid; the
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direction of the three axes is given by their
corresponding eigenvector (T0.
The actual computation is as follows. The
3 x 3 on-diagonal variance-covariance matrix
2 of equation (8.148) is subjected to an
orthogonal transformation
T'2T=A (8.155)
where A is a diagonal matrix and T is the
orthogonal transformation matrix to be
found which diagonalizes 2. The transforma-
tion results in three homogeneous linear
equations, namely,
[2- x_.J] T _= 0 (8.156)
which has a solution only if the determinant
of the coefficient vanishes, i.e.,
or
I_-xd1:0
I I0.11 --_11 0"12 0"132 ----00"21 0"22 -- _22 0._32
0.31 0.32 0"33 -- _33
(8.157)
Once the ei_envalues are obtained from equa-
tion (8.157), their corresponding eigenvec-
tors are obtained from equation (8.156) after
substitution of x11.
The length of the axes of the error ellipsoid
are the square roots of the corresponding
eigenvalues. The spherical coordinates
(spherical latitude t_and longitude X) which
given the direction of each ellipsoidal axis





tan 8- t3 (8.158)
tan x= t_
tl (8.159)
These angles can easily be converted to alti-
tude and azimuth if so desired.
8.4.8 Computer Programming
(OSU Reports 87, 88, 190, 193)
Computer programs related to section 8.4
may be found in Reilly et al. (1972) and in




(0SU Reports 187, 188, 193, 195, 196, 199)
Reference Ellipsoid, Origin, Orientation,
and Scale
The least-squares adjustment of the ob-
servations listed in tables 8.7 is performed
in terms of the Cartesian coordinates of the
tracking stations. The results are also con-
verted into geodetic coordinates (latitude,
longitude, height) referred to a rotational
ellipsoid of the following parameters :
a= 6 378 155.00 m
b = 6 356 769.70 m
The corresponding flattening is
f= 1/298.249 498 5--0.003 359. 897 507
The origin of the coordinate system (or
the center of the above reference ellipsoid) is
free as determined through the "inner" con-
straints explained in section 8.4.5.7. The ori-
entation of the system is inherent in the cam-
era observations, through the star positions
in the SAO catalog (referenced to the FK4
system) updated to their apparent positions
at the epoch of the observation, and through
UT1, x and y (coordinates of the true pole
with respect to the CIO) as derived by the
BIH. Thus the positive end of the axis u is in
the direction of the Greenwich Mean Astro-
nomical Meridian (and the zero .geodetic
meridian of the reference ellipsoid); the
positive w axis passes through the Conven-
tional International Origin (and coincides
with the minor axis of the reference ellip-
soid). The axis y completes the right-handed
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coordinate system in the direction of the 90 °
(E) meridian and with the u axis defines the
plane of the average terrestrial (geodetic)
equator.
The scale in the solution is defined through
the dominating nearly 30 000 SECOR range
observations, through the lengths of eight
EDM (Geodimeter or Tellurometer) and
three C-band baselines, and also through a
special procedure using constrained ellip-
soidal heights.
The SECOR observations have an a pos-
teriori standard deviation of ±4.1 m or ap-
proximately one part per million (Mueller
et al., 1973b). The scale is propagated
into the network through 13 camera stations
whose relative positions with respect to the
nearby SECOR stations are maintained in
the adjustment, with their survey coordinate-
differences entered as weighted constraints
(see table 8.9).
The available EDM and C-band baselines
are listed in table 8.11. The chord distances
shown are entered in the adjustment as
weighted constraints with weights computed
from their estimated a priori standard devia-
tions as listed in the table. The reasons for
rejecting the east-west Australian tellurom-
eter line (6032-6060) are explained in
Mueller et al. (1973a). Three C-band lines
were also rejected because of suspected
errors in the survey coordinates of the termi-
hal stations (Kauai (4742) in Hawaii and
Pretoria (4050) in South Africa) needed to
tie them to the nearest camera stations (9012
and 9002, respectively). Though these four
lines were not constrained, at the end of the
analysis two of them (6032-6060 and 4082-
4050) compared well with the lengths com-
puted from the adjusted coordinates (see
table 8.17). Thus the only station with sur-
vey coordinates in definite error is Kauai.
The use of geodetic (ellipsoidal) heights as
weighted constraints as a contribution to the
scale requires a more detailed explanation
(fig. 8.16). The height h above a geocentric
reference ellipsoid has two main components :
the orthometric (mean sea level) height
MSL and the geoid undulation N. In this geo-
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FIGURE 8.16.--Height components.
component NRE_, a short-wavelength term
SN, and an additive part ±a. The term NREr
generally corresponds to regional gravita-
tional effects and can be computed, e.g., from
a truncated spherical harmonic series. The
short-wavelength part _N corresponds to
local gravity or mass disturbances and is
generally not contained in the spherical
harmonic representation. The additive part
±a is the so-called zero-degree term, which
may exist because the ellipsoid may not be the
same size (though it may have the same flat-
tening) as the "best" (mean earth) level
ellipsoid to which the undulations, NI_EF, are
referred. Since the N]_E_ undulations are,
within reasonable limits, insensitive to the
semidiameter of the level ellipsoid, it is diffi-
cult to define a correct value for ±a. If the
reference ellipsoid is nongeocentric, as is the
case in this solution, an additional height
term dh arises because of the "shift" of the
origin (ellipsoidal center) with respect to the
geocenter.
Thus the geodetic height may have the
following components :
h= MSL+N (8.160)
N= NI_Ee+_N + ±N (8.161)
where (Heiskanen and Moritz, 167, p. 207)
,_N = _a + dh
=,_a+uo cos _ cos _+vo cos @sin _+Wosin@
(8.162)
±a= a (level ellipsoid) -a (reference
ellipsoid)
Uo, vo, Wo are the coordinates of the geocenter
with respect to the center of the reference
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ellipsoid (origin), and @, _ are the geodetic
coordinates of the station to which h refers.
In practice at most satellite tracking sta-
tions, the quantity MSL + NRE_ is well known,
and generally it constitutes the largest por-
tion of the total height above the level ellip-
soid. The additive+shift term AN can be
determined empirically through an iterative
interpolation procedure, as described later.
Since MSL + NREF +/,N constitutes the larg-
est portion of the total height above the
reference ellipsoid, it seems reasonable not
to ignore this, admittedly partial, informa-
tion on the height of the station and to in-
clude it in the adjustment as a constraint
(hcoNsTI_=MSL+NREF+AN) with such a
weight that the adjustment should be able
to "pull out" the only remaining component,
the short-wavelength term SN together with
possible errors in hCONSTmIn this solution the
standard deviations used in computing the
weights vary from _ 2.5 m to ± 8 m, depend-
ing mostly on the location of the station,
from the point of view of the extent of the
available surface gravity observations in the
area included in the spherical harmonic ex-
pansion for NI_EF (Rapp, 1973). Table 8.10
lists these standard deviations and the quan-
In trying to determine the "best" scale for
the solution or, which is the same, the "best"
additive term ±a, the first step is to establish
the relationship between them. This problem
differently stated is the determination of the
relationship between the additive term and
the semidiameter of the "best" level ellipsoid
to which the quantity NnEF refers. The mean-
ing of the term "best" will be elaborated on
later in this section. This is accomplished
empirically from a set of solutions with
height constraints containing different addi-
tive terms, from Aa=O to 30 m. The shift
term dh initially is estimated from compari-
sons with various dynamic solutions, result-
ing in the coordinates Uo, Vo, and Wo needed
in equation (8.162).
These solutions result in sets of geodetic
heights (hwN_) above the reference ellipsoid
and in sets of undulations after subtracting
the MSL •
Nwm = hwm -- MSL
These undulations thus refer to the refer-
ence ellipsoid of a= 6 378 155 m, whose origin
is set by the inner constraint. Disregarding
the short-wave length term, the relationship
between the undulations Nwm and NnEF is
• given by equations (8.161) and (8.162),
from which, for any station and for the solu-
tion WNi,
• (NwN_--NREF) -- (Aak+Uoi COS_bCOS_.
+ VokCOS¢ sin _,+ Wo_sin _) = 0
Since the quantity (NwNi--NnEF) is known
at all stations, the parameters Aa. Uo_,Vo_,Wok
can be calculated (iterated) from least-
squares adjustments for each set i. This is
the same as determining the size (scale) and
the origin of the level ellipsoid that best fits
the geoid defined for a given set by the un-
dulations NWNi. Its size is
a_=6 378 155+±a_
and its origin with respect to the origin of
the reference ellipsoid is defined by the co-
ordinates Uo_, Vow,and Wok. After some itera-
tien_these coordinateshardly change from
solution (set) to solution (set), regardless of
the initial selection of Aa; thus the relation-
ship between the input additive term and the
resulting semidiameter, a=f(Aa), becomes
straightforward and linear.
This empirically determined relationship
is shown in figure 8.17, as the dashed line
drawn from the lower left corner towards
the upper right. The corresponding ordinate
is on the right-hand side of the diagram, The
line now allows us either to pick the correct
initial additive term, which when used in the
height constraints would result in an a priori
defined semi-diameter (scale), or to deter-
mine which semidiameter (scale) would cor-
respond to an a priori defined additive term.
As an example, if the semidiameter of the
level ellipsoid best fitting the geoid was
6 378 142 m, the WN solution would require
height constraints computed with an additive
term of - 15 m.




FIGURE 8.17.--Determination of scale.
The next question, of course, is just how
big should this desired semidiameter be. Put-
ting it differently, what criterion should be
used to select the "best" scale? If the scale
were to be determined only from the EDM
and C-band baselines and/or the SECOR
observations, these questions would not arise,
since the scale would be inherently defined.
The use of weighted height constraints, as
explained above, provides a unique tool for
selecting the scale to fit some criterion. There
could be several noninclusive criteria, e.g.,
(1) The lengths of the EDM baselines as
computed from the adjusted coordinates of
the terminal stations should be exactly the
same as the lengths given in table 8.11 or
their differences would be within the limit of
one (average) standard deviation or within
a certain limit, e.g., 1:1 000 000, etc.
(2) The lengths of the C-band baselines as
computed from the adjusted coordinates of
the terminal stations should be exactly the
same as the lengths given in table 8.11 or
their differences should be within the limit of
one (average) standard deviation or within
a certain limit, e.g., 1:1 000 000, etc.
(3) The scale difference as determined
from the station coordinates of the WN solu-
tion, and from the same coordinates of a
dynamic solution should be exactly zero,
within the limit of one standard deviation of
the scale difference factor, or within
1:1 000 000, etc.
(4) The scale difference as determined in
(3) should be within a certain limit with re-
spect to all of the dynamic solutions.
(5) The scale difference should be within
a certain limit with respect to all of the dy-
namic solutions and the EDM and C-band
baselines.
To be able to enforce any of these criteria,
the relationship between the scale difference
factor and the semidiameter has to be estab-
lished. This relationship is established em-
pirically by determining the scale differences
between the different WNi solutions (used to
determine the function a=f(±a)) and the
EDM and C-band baselines and the dynamic
solutions NWL-9D (Anderle, 1974), SAO
Standard Earth III (Gaposchkin et al., 1974),
GEM 4 (Lerch et al., 1972a), and GSFC 73
(Marsh et al., 1973). The method of calculat-
ing the scale difference factor is described in
Kumar (1972). The results are shown in
figure 8.17, in which, with the ordinate on the
lefthand side, the scale differences are plotted
against the semidiameters corresponding to
the various ±a's used in the height con-
straints. The numbers on the lines indicate
relative weights based on the uncertainties of
the scale difference determinations. It can be
seen that the lines representing the geometric
(EDM and C-band) scale differences are much
less well determined than the dynamic ones.
As an example, the scale difference factor,
between the WNi solution computed with
±a=-15 m (a--6 378 142 m) and the solu-
tions NWL-9D is -0.18 x 10-6; the GEM 4 is
- 0.68 x 10-6 (the dynamic scales are larger).
Also, the lengths of the EDM baselines from
the adjustment differ from their directly
measured values by 1.38 x 10 -6 (the measured
values are smaller).
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The diagram is used by recognizing the
importance of the various intersection points,
marked by numbers. For example, point 1
illustrates the fact that if the semidiameter
of the level ellipsoid was 6 378 125 m, the
difference between the adjusted chord
lengths and their given values would be zero;
point 4 shows that with an a=6 378 143 m
there would be no scale difference between
WNi and NWL-9D. Fourteen similar inter-
section points are listed in table 8.12 with
weights and interpretation.
From the table it is immediately clear that
if the weighted mean of the intersection
points is taken from the "geometric" sca-
lars (points 1 and 2), the "best" semidiam-
eter is 6 378 125.8 m, whereas if the mean is
taken from the "dynamic" lines (points 3-6),
it is 6 378 142.0 m. The difference of some
16 m, or about 2.5 parts in a million, seems to
be real but unexplained at this time. The
combined weighted mean from points 1-6
is 6 378 141.7 m, whereas from all the points
(1-14) it is 6 378 142.7 m.
For the solution reported here (WN14),
the criterion for the scale is (5) above, i.e.,
the scale should correspond well to all geo-
metric and dynamic information available at
and of previously published parameters,
a--6 378 142 m was selected. This then re-
quires an adjustment in which the scale is
defined, in addition to the SECOR, EDM, and
C-band observations, through height con-
straints with the initial additive constant
Aa= --15 rn. As can be seen from figure 8.17,
at this semidiameter the maximum scale dif-
ference expected between WN14 and any of
the dynamic solutions is about 0.8 x 10 -e and
with respect to the EDM about 1.4 x 10 -_ or
1:700 000 which is about the average stand-
ard deviation of the EDM baselines. From
this scale the resulting geoid undulations
N= hw_-MSL-AN (8.163)
are consistent with dynamically computed
ones when the following set of constants de-
fining the gravity field of the level ellipsoid
(Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 64) are used :
f- 1/298.25
o,-- 0.729 211 514 67 x 10-4 rad sec -_
(rotational velocity)
a= 6.378 142 m
Wo = 6 263 688.00 kGal m
(geopotential on the geoid )
Derived from these are the following:
GM= 3.986 009 22 x 10" m _ sec -_
(gravitational constant x earth
mass)
7_= 978.032 26 cm sec -_
(equatorial normal gravity)
C_= - 1 082.686 3 x 10 -_
(second-degree harmonic)
All the above constants are in good agree-
ment with their current best estimates. The
parameters in equation (8.163) (±a=-13
_+0.7 m, Uo= -23.2___0.9 m, Vo= -2.9±0.8 m,
Wo=2.7_+1.2 m) are the result of fittinfi an
ellipsoid to the WN14 geoid, as was explained
earlierin this section.They represo_ _ho
size and the position of the best fitting level
ellipsoid with respect to the reference ellip-
soid (of the same flattening). In case of a
good global station distribution the center of
this level ellipsoid is the "geometric" center
of the geoid. If this point is assumed to be
identical with the center of mass, then the
above coordinates are its coordinates with re-
spect to the reference-ellipsoid origin and
with opposite signs they can be used to shift
the WN14 coordinates to the geocenter:
u (geocentric) = UwN_+23.2 m
v (geocentric) = Vw_+ 2.9 m
w (geocentric) = Ww,_- 2.7 m
(8.164)
where 8.5.2 Cartesian and Geodetic Coordinates
_V (meters) - -13-23.2 cos _ cos x
- 2.9 cos _ sin X + 2.7 sin
The Cartesian and geodetic coordinates
resulting from the WN14 solution are listed
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in table 8.14. Standard deviations of both
types of coordinates are also given together
with the parameters of the error ellipsoid
(see sec. 8.4.7.4.). The first section of table
8.14 explains the format and the units used.
Table 8.13 is a summary of the average
standard deviations. The values are also
broken down to the con.stituent networks.
The notation is explained in the first section
of table 8.14, except for the average stand-
ard deviation, which is _=V(a_+ 2 2
_v+_w)/3.
As can be seen, the weakest portion of the
network is the MPS, and the strongest is the
SECOR. The average standard deviation in
a Cartesian coordinate is _3.9 m. See table
8.18 for comparison with solutions : (1) with-
out the weighted height constraints (WN12)
and (2) without chord constraints (WN16)
(see sec. 8.5.3).
The full variance-covariance matrix can-
not be presented here because of lack of
space; however, the correlation coefficients
pu (see eq. (8.154)) between the u,v,w coor-
dinates of stations i and 3" (the off-diagonal
3 x 3 matrices) are listed in table 8.15 where
pu>0.75. The 3x3 correlation coefficient
matrices with any element greater than 0.925
are marked by asterisks. Comparison with
table 8.9 reveals that all of these station pairs
have their relative positions constrained;
thus such correlations are expected. Table
8.16 contains the correlation coefficients be-
tween the u,v,w coordinates of a given sta-
tion, i.e., the 3 x 3 matrices along the diagonal
of the full correlation coefficient matrix.
8.5.3 Comparisons With Geometric
Information
In addition to solution WN14, two other
adjustments were also performed with the
,same data. The only differences were that in
one of them (WN12) the weighted height
constraints were not applied; thus the scale
is defined through the SECOR, EDM, and
C-band data. In the other (WN16), the
EDM and C-band lengths were not entered
as weighted constraints; thus the scale is
through the SECOR and the weighted height
constraints. Coordinates from solution WN16
are not given; only some revealing informa-
tion in a summary form, which can be com-
pared with the WN14 results, is included.
Table 8.17 contains the differences between
the adjusted and given chord lengths (table
8.11) from the three solutions. The lines
originating from station 4742 (Kauai) are
not listed (see sec. 8.5.1). When solutions
WN14 and WN12 are compared, the effect of
including the heights is not very significant.
The average length discrepancy decreases to
0.48x10 .6 for the EDM and 0.60x10 -6 for
the C-band, both numbers being within the
noise level. At first glance the difference be-
tween WN14 and WN16 seems to be signifi-
cant, since the average length discrepancy
increases by about 4x 10-_ or 1:250 000 for
both types of observations. Close inspection,
however, reveals that though the inclusion of
the EDM and C-band chords in the solution
improves the positions of stations 6111
(Wrightwood), 6065 (Hohenpeissenberg),
and 4081 (Grand Turk), it does not other-
wise contribute to the overall scale determi-
nation significantly. If the above-mentioned
stations are left out of the comparison, the
average length discrepancies in the WN16
solution decrease to 2.76 x 10.8 for the EDM
and 1.81x10 .8 for the C-band, both being
within the noise level from WN14 (about
1 x 10-8).
The above conclusion is also strengthened
by the content of table 8.18, in which the
average standard deviations of the coor-
dinates and the heights from the three solu-
tions are compared. It is seen that, while
the inclusion of the weighted heights de-
creases the standard deviations significantly,
the exclusion of the geometric scalars hardly
changes the results.
Table 8.19 shows the results of a coordinate
transformation between solutions WN14 and
WN16. Inspection of the residuals given
in the table shows that they are insignificant
except probably at the stations already men-
tioned, though even there the discrepancies
are within or near the noise level. That the
chords 6003-6111 and 6016-6065 improve
the positions of stations 6111 and 6065 (while
the other chords have little effect on their
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terminal stations) is not surprising, once it
is recognized that these lines are too short
to be determined well from observations on
PAGEOS.
Table 8.20 contains the results of the trans-
formation between WN14 and WN12. The
effect of the missing height constraints is
well recognizable both in the scale and in
the residuals.
In the tables, the rotations, _, _, and c are
about the w, v, and u axes, respectively. The
unit in the variance-covariance matrix, for
the elements corresponding to the rotations,
is radian squared.
Table 8.21 shows a height analysis com-
puted for the purpose of inspecting the
height residuals from solution WN14, which,
according to the explanation offered in sec-
tion 8.5.1, are mostly the short-wavelength
components (SN) of the geoid undulation.
In the table, NosuQc denotes the quantity
hwm4-MSL-dh where dh is computed with
Uo= -23.2 m, Vo= -2.9 m, and wo =2.7 m.
In case of a uniform global station distri-
bution, the average value of Nosvoc--N_zv
should be equal to the additive term from
the best fit, Aa= - 13 m. As is seen at the end
of table 8.21, this number is -12.94 m. The
,=u,.,Lm,_.. _qua,_ valu_ uf Lhe r_iduai_ in
_+6.42 m. The respective numbers from the
WN12 solution (no weighted height con-
straints) are -1.24 and _13.45 m. From
this, it seems that the semidiameter of the
level ellipsoid best fitting the geoid (defined
through the NwN,2 undulations) is 6 378 153.8
___13.5 m, as opposed to that of the WN14
solution, 6 378 142.1 _+6.4 m. The proximity
of these values and their noise level are only
indications that the "best" semidiameter of
the level ellipsoid still needs to be determined ;
at the present time it can only be defined
to fit some criteria, as in section 8.5.1.
Table 8.22 contains the results of an inde-
pendent height comparison in which undula-
tions (N) from the WN14 solution referred
to the defined level ellipsoid are compared
with those (Nv) from Vincent et al. (1972b).
The quantity
N = hwN_,-- MSL- AN = Nosvoc- ha
The average difference N-Nv taken over
the stations where Nv is available is -0.3 m,
and the rms of the residuals is __6.1 m. Simi-
lar comparisons with the WN12 solution
show an average difference of -0.2 m and
the rms of the residuals of ___16.1 m.
8.5.4 Comparisons With Dynamic Solutions
Table 8.23 is a compilation of transforma-
tion parameters between the WN,4 (World
Net) coordinates and those from the dynamic
solutions NWL-9D, SAO Standard Earth
III, GEM-4, and GSFC 73. The method of
computing the parameters is described in
Kumar (1972). In the table, the positive
angles _, ¢, and, are counterclockwise rota-
tions about the w, v, and u axes, respectively,
as viewed from the end of the positive axis.
The scale difference factor A is in units of
ppm. In the transformations, the variances
of both sets of the coordinates are taken into
account. If the variances of the WN solution
are taken as standard, the variances of the
dynamic solutions are scaled by the weight
factors indicated. These numbers are also
indicative of the overoptimism over the
quality of some of the published solutions.
indicate that the published standard devia-
tions of a given solution need to be multiplied
by V25=5.
Tables 8.24 to 8.27 contain the variance-
covariance matrices, the correlation coeffi-
cients, and the residuals after transforma-
tion for the solutions mentioned above.
As is seen, there is a good agreement
between the translational elements ±u's and
Av's of the main (all stations included)
dynamic solutions and a discrepancy of about
8.5___1.7 m with respect to the geometric
values (see eq. (8.164)). The largest discrep-
ancy occurs in the Aw components, where
there seems to be a 14.2___2.8 m difference
between the SAO Standard Earth III and
the GEM-4 solutions. When the SAO Stand-
ard Earth III value is eliminated, all AW'S,
including the geometric one, are within the
noise level. The weighted mean shifts from
the main dynamic solutions (excluding AW
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from SAO Standard Earth III, or the coor-
dinates of the geocenter with respect to the
WN14 origin), are listed in table 8.28.
The quantity r,,= Vu_ + v;2is the distance of
the WN14 origin from the rotation axis of
the earth. Calculating the same number from
the JPL-LS 37 coordinates of the Deep Space
Network (stations DSNl=4711, DSN2=
4712, DSN4=4714, DSN6=4742 and DSN7
=4751) as given in Gaposchkin (1974), one
gets r,,= 25.9 ± 2.5 m, which is nearest to the
value calculated from the geometric fit.
The differences in scale between the dy-
namic solutions are significant (see fig. 8.17
for comparison). The largest discrepancy is
between the SAO Standard Earth III and
NWL-9D with ±= (0.58_+0.27) x 10-% which
is larger than what one would expect from
the noise. The other dynamic scales are
within near noise level and, on the average,
differ from the scale of the WN14 solution
by -_= (0.7020.30)xl0 -G or about one part
in 1.4 million.
The largest discrepancies occur in the
orientation of the various dynamic systems
with respect to each other and to WN14. In
the rotation about the w axis 60), the largest
difference occurs between the NWL-9D and
the GSFC 73 solutions, where ¢o=1':1, or
about 34 m on the equator (fig. 8.18). The
other differences are smaller but are signifi-
cant. These rotations may be partly due to
the definition of the zero meridian in the case
of purely electronic systems (e.g., Doppler),
partly to the various definitions of the vernal









partly to its motion with respect to inertial
space, in the case of camera observations.
The latter alone requires a correction to the
FK4 right ascensions amounting to +0':65
at 1960.0, changing with a rate of +1':36
per century (Martin and Van Flandern,
1970).
The rotations about the axes u and v are
even more confusing. Figure 8.19 illustrates
the situation at the pole. The weighted means
of the dynamic solutions are _= - 0'.'03 ± 0':50
and #= - 0':04 ± 0'.'02. The discrepancy be-
tween the poles, as determined separately
from the SAO Standard Earth III 6000
stations and then from the 9000 stations, is
unexplained at this time. It is interesting to
note that the weighted mean pole and zero
meridian positions computed from the dy-
namic solutions hardly differ from those of
the WN14 solution.
The only general conclusion that one can
draw from the rotation parameters is that
the coordinate systems used in the dynamic
solutions need to be more carefully defined
















FIGURE 8.18.--Dynamic zero meridians relative to the FICURE 8.19.--Dynamic pole positions relative to the
WN14 zero meridian. WN14 pole.
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more strongly applied than is evidenced from
the solutions discussed.
8.5.5 Comparisons With Geodetic Datums
In a planning document prepared in 1966,
it was shown that the various countries in
the world use or have used 90 different geo-
detic datums in their mapping activities
(Mueller, 1966). Since many of these datums
have been tied together with ground survey,
it is possible to combine them into about 20
large and/or independent datum blocks (fig.
8.20). The original OSU goal, outlined in
section 8.1, called for at least three well-
distributed tracking stations on each of these
datum blocks. As of the writing of this
report, this goal has been accomplished only
on the following datums: Australian (3
stations), European 50 (16 stations, but
marginal accuracy), North American 1927
(21 stations), and South American 1969 (10
stations).
On the Tokyo datum there are also several
stations, but only one of them is independ-
ently determined in the WN14 solution. In
order to meet the original requirement, ad-
ditional stations or observations will have
to be included in future solutions in the
following general areas in order of prefer-
ence: Europe, the Soviet Union, India,
Japan, the Philippines, the Cape (South
Africa), Madagascar, New Zealand, North
Africa. Observations have already been
taken and will become available within rea-
sonable time in Europe and North Africa.
Relationships between the geodetic datums
and the WN14 coordinate system, as re-
flected from the data included, are sum-
marized in table 8.29. Parameter values
given only to the nearest meter represent esti-
mated values, while the other parameters are
the results of regular seven parameter trans-
formations.
If the geodetic coordinates referred to in
any of the datums listed are to be shifted to
the "best" geocenter, subtract from the Car-
tesian datum coordinates the values AU, AV,
AW listed and add 16 m, 5 m, and -3 m (or
_o
The variance-covariance matrix, the co-
efficients of correlation, and the residuals
after adjustment for those datum blocks
where three or more stations are available
are shown in tables 8.30 to 8.36. The datum
with the poorest fit is the European 50, fol-
lowed by the South American 1969.
8.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The OSU WN14 solution is a geometric
adjustment for the coordinates of 158 track-
ing stations.
The coordinate system in which the coor-
dinates are presented is oriented towards
the Greenwich Mean Astronomical Meridian
(u axis) and the Conventional International
Origin (w axis), both as defined by the Bu=
reau International de l'Heure. The v axis
forms a right-handed system with the u and
w, and with u defines the average geodetic
equator. The coordinates of the origin with
respect to the geocenter are suggested to be
W o --u_-_14+ 16 m, ° -5m, -3mV_VNI4 - _VN14 --
The scale in the solution is defined through
SECOR observations and weighted height
constraints. Chord distances derived from
C-band radar observations and from elec-
tronic distance measurements (geodimeter
and tellurometer) are also included as
weighted constraints, but they seem to have
little or no effect. The main reason that the
SECOR observations are successfully utilized
(perhaps for the first time) is that the ill-
conditioning arising in quadrilateration
when the four stations lie near a plane
(which is always the case with SECOR) is
eliminated by "pinning down" the stations to
the geoid through the height constraints and
the directions defined by the camera observa-
tions from the collocated stations.
The scale in the solution is such that when
the coordinates are transformed to a geocen-
tric rotational ellipsoid of a= 6 378 142 m and
1/f=298.25, they produce geoid undulations
consistent with dynamically determined ones
with GM=3.9860092×1014 m 3 sec -_ and _e
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The consistency of the solution is repre-
sented by the average standard deviation in
a Cartesian coordinate of ±3.9 m and in
height of _ 2.9 m. The correlations between
the coordinates of a given station and those
between different stations are low, except at
those nearby stations where the relative posi-
tions are maintained at the surveyed values
with weighted constraints.
Comparisons with the EDM chords show
an average agreement of 1:575 000 with
1:2 700 000 at best and 1:330 000 at worst.
The average agreement with the C-band
chords- is 1:1 000 000, varying between
1:2 100 000 and 1:525 000. The scale agree-
ment with the dynamic solutions on the
average is 1:3 600 000, with 1:1 000 000 at
worst and 1:5 900 000 at best.
Comparisons with coordinates from dy-
namic satellite solutions show significant
inconsistencies in the orientation of the
coordinate systems, which need to be re-
solved. The residuals after transformation
are all within the noise level.
Table 8.37 is a summary of the Cartesian
coordinates from solutions WN12 and WN14.
As was mentioned earlier, the WN12 solution
differs from the WN14 only in that in it the
heights are not constrained. The scale in
WN12 is such that when the coordinates are
transformed to a geocentric rotational ellip-
soid.of a=6 378 154 m and 1/f=298.25, they
produce geoid undtilations consistent with
dynamically determined ones with GM=
3.986 008 9 x 10 TM m 3 sec -_ and ve=978.028 5
cm sec-L For various comparisons between
solutions WN12 and WN14 see tables 8.17,
8.18, and 8.20.
Comparisons with geoid undulations from
satellite and surface gravimetric solutions in
the case of the WN14 solution show an rms
residual of ±6.1 m, with an average of only
-0.3 m. Similar comparison with the WN12
solution, where the heights are not con-
strained, shows that the rms of the residuals
is ±16.1 m and the average -0.2 m.
Comparisons with survey coordinates re-
sult in satisfactory transformation param-
eters for the NAD 1927, the Australian,
and the South American 1969 datums and
marginal ones for the European 1950 datum.
In order to fulfill the "three station per
datum" general requirement for the other
major datum blocks, additional observations
are needed from Europe, the Soviet Union,
India, Japan, the Philippines, South Africa,
Madagascar, New Zealand, and North
Africa, in order of preference.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 8.1.--Contributors to the NGSP Report, OSU
Contributions




II I II II 1 II 11 I II I1 I II 1 II BS MS )hD
Administrative assistants
Miller, J.R. x x x x x x x
Preston, J.C. x x x x x x x
Tesfai, I. x x x x x x
Rist, E. x x x x x x
Student assistants
or associates
Preuss, H.D. x x 70 x x
Krakiwsky, E.J. x x x x x x x 86,87,88,114 x x x
Ferrier, J. x x 87,88
Pope, A.J. x 86 x
Hotter, F. D. b x x 82 x
Blaha, G. x x x x x x x x x 87,140,148,156 x
Reiny, J.P. x x x x x x x x x x x x 88,125,140,187,190,193,199 x
Schwarz, C.R. x x x x x x x x 118,125,140,147,190 x x
Hornbarger, D. H. b x x 106 x
Veach, J. P2 x x 110 x
Gross, J2 x x 100 x
Arur, M. G2 x x 139 x
Whiting, M. x x x x : 188,190,199 x x
Kumar, M. x x x x x 184,193,195,196,199 x
Soler, T. x x x x 187,195,199
Tsimis, E. x x x 185,191 x
Joshi, C. $2 x 192 x
Research associate
Saxena, N.K. x x x x x x x x 177,193,199
Index to reports of the Department of Geodetic Science produced under this project.
Students receiving financial assistance other than direct fellowships.
Report No. Author Report No. Author Report No. Author
70 Preuss (1966) 114 Krakiwsky (1968) 185 Tsimis (1972}
71 Mueller (1966) 118 Schwarz (1968) 187 Mueller et al. (1972)
82 Hotter (1967) 125 Mueller et al. (1969) 188 Mueller and Whiting (1972)
86 Krakiwsky and Pope (1967) 139 Arur (1970) 190 Reilly et al. (1972)
87 Krakiwsky et al. (1968) 140 Mueller et al. (1970b) 191 Tsimis (1973)
88 Krakiwsky et al. (1967) 147 Schwarz (1970) 193 Mueller et al. (1973a)
93 Mueller (1967) 148 Blaha (1971) 195 Mueller et al. (1973b)
100 Gross (1968) 150 Blaha (1971) 196 Mueller and Kumar (1973)
106 Hornbarger (1968) 177 Saxena (1972) 199 Mueller et al. (1973c)
110 Veach (1968) 184 Kumar (1972)
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TABLE 8.2.--Summary of Observed Satellites: Index to Descriptions
of Instruments Used in Producing Data for OSU Work
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Responsible Description given
Designation group in chapter
APL . 2
1. Satellite instrumentation
ANNA 1B ....................... 62 60 1
Courier 1B ...................... 60 13 1
Dash 2 .......................... 63 30 4
Echo 1 rocket ............................. NASA b
Echo 1 rocket .................... 60 09 2
Echo 2 .................................... NASA
Elektron 3 ....................... 64 38 1
Explorer 9 ....................... 61 04 1
Explorer 19 ...................... 63 53 1
GEOS-1 ......................... 65 89 1 APL
GEOS-2 ......................... 68 02 1 APL
Midas 4 .......................... 61 28 1
Midas 7 .......................... 63 30 1
PAGEOS ........................ 66 56 1 NASA
RCS ............................. 65 34 3
Relay 1 .......................... 62 68 1
SECOR (EGRS) .................. 1967 65A
Telstar 1 ........................ 62 20 1
2. Ground instrumentation
2.1 Cameras
2.1.1 PC-1000 ......................... DOD/DMA
2.1.2 BC-4 ............................ NGS _
2.1.3 MOTS ........................... NASA








a Applied Physics Laboratory.
b National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
c Department of Defense/Defense Mapping Agency.
"National Geodetic Survey.
e Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.
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698 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.4.--Geodetic Datums
Code Datum Ellipsoid Origin Latitude Longitude
1 ..... Adindan (Ethiopia)
2 ..... American Samoa 1962
3 ..... Arc-Cape (South Africa)
4 ..... Argentine
5 ..... Ascension Island 1958
6 ..... Australian Geodetic
7 ..... Bermuda 1957
8 ..... Berne 1898
9 ..... Betio Island, 1966
l0 ..... Camp Area Astro 1961-62
USGS
11 ..... Canton Astro 1966
12 ..... Christmas Island
Astro 1967
13 ..... Chua Astro
(Brazil-Geodetic)
x4 .... Corrego Alegre
(Brazil-Mapping)
15 ..... Easter Island 1967
Astro
16 ..... European
17 ..... Graeiosa Island (Azores)
18 ..... Gizo, Provisional DOS
19 ..... Guam
20 ..... Heard Astro 1969
21 ..... Iben Astro, Navy 1947
(Truk)
22 ..... Indian
23 ..... Isla Socorro Astro
24 ..... Johnston Island 1961
25 ..... Kusaie, Astro 1962, 1965
26 ..... Luzon 1911 (Philippines)
27 ..... Midway Astro 1961
28 ..... New Zealand 1949
Clarke 1880 STATION Z5 ADINDAN 22°10'07"110 31°29'21'.'608
Clarke 1866 BETTY 13 ECC -14°20'08':341 189°17'07':750
Clarke 1880 Buffelsfontein -33°59'32"000 25°30'44':622
International Campo Inchauspe -35°58'17" 297049'48 "
International Mean of three stations -07_57 ' 345037 '
Australian Johnston Memorial Cairn -25°56'54':55 133°12'30'.'08
National
Clarke 1866 FT. GEORGE B 1937 32°22'44':360 295°19'01"890
Bessel Berne Observatory 46°57'08':660 07°26'22':335
International 1966 SECOR ASTRO 01'21'42':03 172°55'47'.'90
International CAMP AREA ASTRO -77"50'52':521 166°40'13':753
International 1966 CANTON SECOR ASTRO -02°46'28':99 188°16'43':47
International SAT.TRI.STA. 059 RM3 02°00'35':91 202°35'21':82
International CHUA - 19°45'41':16 311°53'52':44
International CORREGO ALEGRE - 19°50'15':140 311°02'17'_250
International SATRIG RM No. 1 -27°10'39':95 250°34'16':81
International Helmert Tower 52°22'51"45 13°03'58':74
International SW BASE 39°03'54".934 331°57'36'_118
International GUX 1 -09°27'05"272 159°58'31':752
Clarke 1866 TOGCHA LEE NO. 7 13°22'38':49 144°45'51':56
International INTSATRIG 0044 ASTRO -53°01'11':68 73°23'22'.'64
Clarke 1866 IBEN ASTRO 07°29'13':05 151°49'44':42
Everest Kalianpur 24°07 '11':26 77°39 '17':57
Clarke 1866 Station 038 18°43'44':93 249°02'39':28
International JOHNSTON ISLAND 1961 16°44'49':729 190°29'04"781
International ALLEN SODANO LIGHT 05°21'48':80 162°58'03':28
Clarke 1866 BALANCAN 13°33'41'_000 121°52'03'_000
International MIDWAY ASTRO 1961 28°11'34"50 182°36'24':28




Code Datum Ellipsoid Origin Latitude Longitude
29 ..... North American 1927
30 ..... NAD 1927 (Cape
Canaveral) °
31 ..... NAD 1927 (White Sands) °
32 ..... Old Bavarian
33 ..... Old Hawaiian
34 ..... Ordnance Survey
G.B. 1936
35 ..... Pieo de las Nieves
(Canaries)
36 ..... Pitcairn Island Astro
37 ..... Potsdam
38 ..... Provisional S. American
1956
39 ..... Provisional S. Chile
1963
40 ..... Pulkovo 1942
41 ..... South American 1969
42 ..... Southeast Island (Mahe)
43 ..... South Georgia Astro




47 ..... Tristan Astro 1968
48 ..... Viti Levu 1916 (Fiji)
49 ..... Wake Island, Astronomic
1952
50 __- Yof Astro 1967 (Dakar)
51 ..... Palmer Astro 1969
52 ..... Eftate
Clarke 1866 MEADES RANCH 39°13'26".686 261°27'29".494
Clarke 1866 CENTRAL 28°29'32".364 279°25'21".230
Clarke 1866 KENT 1909 32°30'27".079 253°31'01".306
Bessel Munich 48°08'20"000 11°34'26".483
Clarke 1866 OAHU WEST BASE 21°18'13".89 202°09'04:20
Airy Herstmonceux 50°51'55"271 00°20'45"882
International PICO DE LAS NIEVES 27°57'41".273 344°25'49".476
International PITCAIRN ASTRO 1967 -25°04'06".97 229°53'12"17
Bessel Helmert Tower 52°22'53'.'954 13°04'01':153
International LA CANOA 08°34 '17".17 296°08'25".12
International HITO XVlII -53°57'07':76 291°23'28':76
Krassovski Pulkovo Observatory 59°46' 18'.'55 30°19'42".09
South American CHUA -19°45'41':653 311°53'55".936
1969
Clarke 1880 -04°40'39 ':460 55°32'00".166
International ISTS 061 ASTR0 POINT -54°16'38"93 323°30'43"97
1968
International 1966 SECOR ASTRO -10°18'21".42 166°17'56".79
International Tananarive Observatory - 18°55'02".10 47°33'06".75
Bessel Tokyo Observatory (old) 35°39'17"51 139°44'40".50
International INTSATRIG 069 RM No. 2 -37°03'26".79 347°40'53".21
Clarke 1880 MONAVATU (latitude only) -17°53'28"285
SUVA (longitude only) 178°25'35".835
International ASTRO 1952 19°17'19".991 166°38'46".294
Clarke 1880 YOF ASTRO 1967 14°44'41".62 342°30'52".98
International I _'I'_ Ooo _..................
International Belle Vue IGN -17°44'17".400 168°20'33"250
Local datums of special purpose, based on NAD 1927 values for the origin stations.
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TABLE 8.5--Basic Information on the OSU Solutions (Networks)
Number of constraints used
OSU Refer-
solution No. of No. of Relative Scale Station Direc- (_o ence
(network) stations observations Origin position (length) position Height tional (1) (g) Figure
MPS" _...... 66 28 774 Inner 9 7 ........
BC b ......... 49 30 302 Inner 2 7 ........
SECOR c .... 50 28 844 Inner 14 ................
SA d ......... 14 2 524 Inner 3 1 ........
WN _ ........ 158 90 444 Inner 43 11 .......
63 ........ 1.07 188 8.1,2,3
48 ........ 2.80 193 8.4
37 9 1.37 195 8.5
14 ........ 2.50 196 8.6
158 ........ 1.02 199 8.7
MPS includes 14 PC-1000 stations, 15 MOTS-40 stations, 1 PTH-100 station, 7 C-band stations, 6 European stations
(8000 series), and 23 SAO stations (9000 series).
BC includes all 49 stations of BC-4 Worldwide Geometric Satellite Network.
c SECOR includes 37 SECOR stations of the Equatorial Network and 13 collocated BC-4 camera stations.
$A includes 9 PC-1000 stations of South American Densification Net and 5 BC-4 stations.
e WN includes all the above-mentioned four networks, namely, MPS (less one C-band station: 4742), BC, SECOR, and SA.
r A posteriori standard deviation of unit weight.
o OSU Department of Geodetic Science Report Number.
TABLE 8.6.--Summary of Observation Types
NASA
series Satellite OSU network
Instrument no. observed where used Data source
MOTS ........... 1000 GEOS-1 MPS NSSDC _'
PC-1000 ......... 3000 GEOS-1 MPS NSSDC
PC-1000
So. America ___ 3000 SA














SECOR (EGRS) SECOR DMA/Topographic
Center
PAGEOS BC, SA NGS c, NSSDC
GEOS-1 MPS NSSDC













a National Space Science Data Center.
b Defense Mapping Agency.
c National Geodetic Survey.
d Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.
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TABLE 8.7a.--Summary of Simultaneous Observations
by Line (MPS Network)
Line Line
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TABLE8.Ta.--(Cont'd)
Line Line
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TABLE 8.7a.--(Cont'd)
Line Line











































































































































































• 6023-6072 ............. 28
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TABLE 8.Tb.--(Cont'd)
Line Line
































































































































TABLE 8.7d.--Summary of SECOR Observations by Quadrangle
Quad No. of Quad No. of
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TABLE 8.8.--Summary of Constraint Types With the
Source Information
Code Constraint type Source (agency) a
Relative position
1 ..... BC-4--Baker-Nunn SAO, NGS
2 ..... BC-4--SECOR DMA/TC
3 ..... BC-4--BC-4 NGS
4 ..... Others OSU
Height
5 ..... MSL (mean sea level
heights) CSC, NGS, NWL
6 ..... Geoidal undulations OSU (Rapp, 1973)
Length (chord)
7 ..... North America NGS
8 ..... Europe NGS, DGFI
9 ..... Africa NGS
10 ..... Australia NGS, DNP










Deutsche Geodlitisches Forschungs Institut
Defense Mapping Agency/Topographic Center







TABLE 8.9.--Relative Position Constraints
709
ST AT I ONS
! RELATIVE COORDINATES (METERS)
I-- I ....... I
i _u I _v I Aw
I WE IGHTS_! SOURCE I
I I !


















































































































































































































































































































I APPLIED EQUALLY TO
2 REFER TO TABLE 8.8
ALL THREE RELATIVE COORDINATES IN M "2 UNIT
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TABLE 8.10.--Geoidal Undulations and Heights Used in the Constraints
I S T A T I O N I NREF I! HCONSTR 21o-
I I I i .CONS,,









































































































































































































I 5201 I MOSES LAKE
I 5410 I MIDWAY ISLANDS
I 5648 I FORT STEWART
1 5712 1 PARAMARIBO
I 5713 I TERCEIRA
1 5715 1 DAKAR
! I
I I
I 5717 I FORT LAMY
I 5720 I ADDIS ABABA
I 5721 I MASHHAD
I 5722 I DIEGO GARCIA
I 5723 I CHIANG MAI
I 5726 I ZAMBOANGA
I I
I I
I 5730 I WAKE ISLAND
| 5732 I PAGO PAGO
I 5733 I CHRISTMAS ISLAND
I 5734 I SHEMYA
! 5735 ! NATAL
I 5736 I ASCENSION ISLAND
I I
| i
I 5739 i TERCEIRA
1 5744 1CATANIA
I 5907 I WORTHINGTON
I 5911 I BERMUDA
1 5912 1 PANAMA
I 5914 J PUERTO RICO
I I
I I
I 5915 I AUSTIN
I 5923 I CYPRUS
I 5924 I ROTA
I 5925 I ROBERTS FIELD
| 5930 | SINGAPORE
I 5931 I HONG KONG
I I,
I I
| 5933 I DARWIN
I 5934 I MANUS
I 5935 I GUAM
J 5937 I PALAU
1 5938 I GUADALCANAL
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TABLE 8.10.--( C ont' d)
J STATION
I
I NO I NAME
!
I NREF I HCONSTR
I I
I ( M ) I ( M )
2








































































































































































































I ( M }
3





I 6065 I HOHENPEISSENBERG
! 6066 I WAKE ISLAND II
I 6067 i NATAL
I 6068 | JOHANNESBURG
I 6069 | TRISTAN DA CUNHA
| 6072 I CHIANG MAI
I i
I I
! 6073 I DIEGO GARCIA
I 6075 | MAHE
I 6078 | PORT VILA
I 6111 ! WRIGHTWOOD I
| 6123 I POINT BARROW
I 6134 | WRIGHTWOOD II
I I
| !
I 7036 I EOINBURG
| 7037 I COLUMBIA
I 7039 I BERMUDA
[ 7040 | SAN JUAN
I 7043 I GREENBELT
| 7045 I DENVER
I I
I ;
I 7072 J JUPITER
I 7075 I SUDBURY
I 7076 ! KINGSTON
| 8009 | WIPPOLDER
I 8010 I ZIMMERWALD
I 801Z ! MALVERN
I I
I i
I 8015 I HAUTE PROVENCE
I 8019 | NICE
I 8030 ! MEUDON
I 9001 I ORGAN PASS
I 9002 I OLIFANTSFONTEIN
i 9004 I SAN FERNANDO
I I
I I
I 90o5 I TOKYO
| 9006 I NAINI TAL
| 9007 I AREQUIPA
I 9008 I SHIRAZ
I 9009 | CURACAO






























































































































































t NREF I HCONSTR
I I
I (M) I ( M )
2 3











































































i FROM [RAPP,1973 ]
2 HCONSTR = MSL + NREF + AN (SEE SECTION 8.5.1)
3 USED IN COMPUTING THE WEIGHTS OF THE HEIGHT CONSTRAINTS
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
TABLE 8.11.--Chord Constraints
Chord distance a × 10 6 Source
Station-station (meters) (_) code b
6002-6003 ...... 3 485 363.232 1.00 7
6003-6111 ...... 1 425 876.452 1.11 7
6006-6065 ...... 2 457 765.810 1.43 8
6016-6065 ...... 1 194 793.601 1.18 8
6063-6064 ...... 3 485 550.755 1.18 9
6023-6060 ...... 2 300 209.803 2.06 10
6032-6060 ...... 3 163 623.866 R_ected 10
6006-6016 ...... 3 545 871.454 1.00 8
3861-7043 ...... 1 531 562.9 1.33 7
4082-4050 ...... 10 909 592 R_ected 11
4082-4742 ...... 7 362 142 R_ected 11
4082-4740 ...... 1 593 106 2.00 11
4082-4081 ...... 1 230 691 2.00 11
4082-4061 ...... 1 288 026 2.00 11
4742-4280 ...... 3 977 684 R_ected 11
a Used in computing the weights.
b Refer to table 8.8.
715
TABLE 8.12.--Determination of Scale
a Weighted mean
Point Interpretation Weight (m) a (m)
1 ........... WN = EDM 10 6 378 125.0
2 ........... WN = C-band 1 6 378 133.7
3 ........... WN = SAO III 278 6 378 140.8
4 ........... WN = NWL 9D 69 6 378 143.0
5 ........... WN = GSFC 73 66 6 378 144.9
6 ........... WN = GEM 4 48 _ 6 378 144.1
7 ........... C-band = SAO III 1 6 378 143.6
8 ........... C-band = GSFC 73 1 6 378 146.8
9 ........... C-band = NWL 9D 1. 6 378 147.1
10 ........... C-band = GEM 4 1 6 378 147.8
11 ........... EDM = SAO III 10 6 378 153.7
12 ........... EDM = GSFC 73 8 6 378 154.0
13 ......... EDM = GEM 4 9 6 378 155.2
14 ........... EDM = NWL 9D 9 6 378 160.5
6 378 125.8














BC SECOR MPS SA
WN14
a_ (m) ......... 3.3 2.5 4.9 4.0 3.8
_ (m) ......... 3.3 2.6 5.1 3.4 3.9
qw (m) ......... 3.9 3.2 4.4 4.7 4.0
_, (arc sec) .... 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
a_ (arc sec) .... 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2
qh (m) ......... 3.2 2.4 2.9 3.0 2.9
a (m) ......... 3.5 2.8 4.8 4.1 3.9
TABLE 8.14.--Cartesian and Geodetic Coordinates (Solution WN 14)
Sta. no. u cru V El"v W Er w










Cartesian coordinates in meters (orientation: u---the Greenwich meridian as defined
by the Bureau International de l'Heure; v --- k = 90 ° (E); w --- Conventional International
Origin).
Geodetic latitude and longitude in angular units (degrees, minutes and seconds of arc)
computed from the Cartesian coordinates and referred to a rotational ellipsoid of
a = 6 378 155.00 m and b = 6 356 769.70 m.
Geodetic (ellipsoidal) height in meters referred to the same ellipsoid.
Standard deviations of the Cartesian coordinates in meters.
Standard deviations of the geodetic coordinates in seconds of arc.
Standard deviations of the geodetic height in meters.
Altitude (elevation angle), azimuth and magnitude of the major semiaxis of the error
ellipsoid, respectively. Angles in degrees, magnitude in meters. Altitude is positive above
the horizon. Azimuth is positive east reckoned from the north (see sec. 8.4.7.4).
Same as above for the mean axis of the error ellipsoid.





1118023.1,2 2.8438 25 49.56 O.ln
--4876323.36 2.61







26 32 52.94 0.08
-5651989.58 1.94






1030 -2357242o91 5.62 -4646338o51 3.30






1032 2602688.61 39.33 -3419228.93 46.69






1033 --2299282.59 6.92 -1445693.70 9.72






1034 -521704.47 3.09 -4242064.34 2.95

















3106 2881838.31 3.72 -5372164,61 3.32









33 25 31.00 0.34
-5327974.93 6.79






















34nl 1513136.1o 3.18 -4463576.80 3.44



































3405 1919682.89 3.30 -5621088.11 3.67





















3407 2979891.14 4.67 -5513530.88 3.36








3413 5186368.44 2.15 -3654222.39 2.22








3414 4114977.82 7.65 -4554142.51 6.11
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
3431 3093045.37 7.59 -4870081.66 6.52






3476 3623277.34 2.20 -5214210.74 2.03






3477 1744650.18 10.18 -6114286.71 6.63







- 3 8 45.73 1.15
-5514585.85 14.46






3499 1280834.24 3.59 -6250955.94 3.43






3648 832566.24 3.56 -5349540.70 2.49









3657 1186787.14 3.14 -4785193.13 3.05








3861 961767.93 2.97 -5679156.55 2.33










41 7 57.30 0.27
-4651242.77 6.25








3903 1088989.74 12.11 -4843005.39 8.51








-25 56 37.88 0,14
2726603.28 3.18
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
4081 1920410.93 3.32 -5619417.80 3.57









































5001 1088849.37 3.64 "484_V_8o67 3,00






5201 --2127802.21 2.28 -3785911.53 2.20











5410 -5618754.08 2.29 -258237.50 2.76











5648 794691.02 3.59 -5360051.05 2.51
























5713 4433637.78 1.98 -2268153.21 2.19
38 45 36.52 0.08 332 54 24.11 0.10
17.42 -22.37 2.58
6.62 69.72 2.27





5715 5884468.78 1.60 -1853580.06 1.96
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
5720 4900749.06 2.03 3968252.96 2.06








5721 2604404.77 2.05 4444122.35 2.13









































-5858576.55 2.06 1396667.24 2.51











5732 -6099970.46 3.56 --997355.27 3.54








5733 -5885333.94 2.75 -2448380.44 2.91








5734 -3851799.01 2.72 396409.29 3.31
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
5744 4896437.74 1.82 1316125.03 2.16









43 38 57.03 0.17
-4,600905.48 3.18








5911 2307991.25 2.56 -4873773.25 2.34









8 58 26.82 0.14
-6196109.11 3.45








5914 2349456.86 10.50 -5576027,.12 7.01









--744091.08 3.84 -5465238.69 3.80
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TABLE 8.14.--( Cont'd)
5934
-5367663.14 2.46 3437869.92 2.55





















-4433463.64 2.22 4512930.31 2.23










-- 9 25 40.94
2.96 2146860.80 2.97



















6001 546568.68 2.57 -1389993.74 2.44











6002 1130764.85 2.04 -4830831.87 1.71








6003 -2127832.13 2.11 -3785862.99 2.02




































6007 4433637.30 2.04 -2268151.36 2.17
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
6O09 1280834.24 3.58 -6250955.94 3.43










-5466018.63 3.02 -2406631.52 2.88




-5858569.26 2.16 1396508.76 2.60























6015 2604353,27 2.06 4444166.00 2.18




















6019 2280627.09 2.37 -4914543.17 2.71








6020 -1888614.27 5.37 -5354894.35 4.50

































6031 -4313825.29 3.41 891333.91 3.91








6032 -2375420.64 3.29 4875546.73 3.21
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TABLE 8.14.--( Conff d)
6938
-2160980.91 2.52 -5642710.55 2.80




























6042 4900750.71 2.04 3968252.68 2.08






6O43 1371375.89 3.30 -3614750.34 3.84
-52 46 52.54 0.17 290 46 33.27 0.16
-17.66 5.08 5.36




6044 1098897.91 6.82 3684606.64 6.17











6045 3223432.02 3.16 5045336.27 3.15








6047 -3361976.90 2.37 5365811.89 2.30








6050 1192678.77 4.86 -2451015.64 6.15



























110 32 9.56 0.34
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TABLE 8.14.--( Cont'd)
6055 6118334.19 2.35 -15717h8.31 2.34








6059 --5885333.51 2.71 -2448379.00 2.86









-4751649°95 3.27 2792058.10 3.27




























































6066 -5858571.20 2o14 1394466°40 2.60
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TABLE 8.14.--( Cont'd)
6073 1905134.13 3.43 6032282.45 3.72






6075 3602820.62 3.75 5238240.67 3.58







-5952303.64 9.70 1231904.93 8.02


















































7037 -191291.02 2,88 -6967293.86 2.15






7039 2308213.61 3.31 -6873598.28 3.07








7060 2665069.66 3.69 -5534929.97 3.20
18 15 28.38 0.13 294 0 23.01 0.13







7043 1130708.65 2.05 -6831331.29 1.72








7045 --1260470.24 6.15 .-4760242012 2.76
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
7072 976261.31 2.15 -5601399.89 1.82








7075 692620.68 3.74 -V, 347076.48 3.81



















8009 3923397.43 8.48 299869.39 10.07








8010 4331306.98 5.71 567490.82 8.28




























































-1535750.66 4.17 -5167014.38 2.81








9002 5056108.42 3.01 2716508.67 2.98








9004 5105581.46 3.4,2 -555271.46 9.96
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TABLE 8.14.--(Cont'd)
9OO5 -3946730.47 9.20
35 40 22.02 0.27
3366286.15 8.99









29 21 34.71 0.19
5471108.70 5.48








9007 1942760.95 2.50 -5804088.24 2.88








9OO8 3376875.17 6.75 4403976,,17 6,,11








9009 2251810.73 2.40 -5816917.57 2.07








9010 976276.17 2,I4 -5601402.23 1.81












-31 56 34.20 0.12
-4914580.22 2.72







20 42 25.91 0.10
-2404312.68 2.92





















3965206.29 2 - 10









































9(_91 4595158.88 4.16 2039417.60 10.27








9424 -1264831.95 4.75 -3466915.40 5.54















































56 56 55.73 0.39
1421426.70 9.36









48 38 2.34 0.27
1602378.59 10.36
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WITH STA.ND.4061 *STA.NO.3405 WITH STA.NO.4081
0.143 -0.121 0.939 0.119 0.029
0.942 -0.130 0.119 0.946 0,037
-0.128 0.963 0.041 0.034 0.957
WITH STA.NO,9009 STA.NO.3413 WITH STA.NO.5735
0.156 -0,290 0,853 0.145 -0.040
0.961 -0.057 0.138 0,861 0.038
-0.058 0,985 -0,064 0,032 0.905
WITH STA.NO.6067 *STA.NO,3413 WITH STA.NO.9029
0.I57 -0.021 0.926 0.154 -0.019
0.965 0.047 0.153 0.930 0.047
0.048 0.976 -0.018 0.047 0.952
WITH STA.NO.5712 *STA.NO.3476 WITH STA.NO.6008
0.120 -0,i03 0.964 0.129 --0.I07
0.838 --0.014 0.129 0.958 -0.021
0.008 0.923 -0. 107 --0.019 0.980
WITH STA.NO.6009 *STA.NO.3648 WITH STA.NO.5648
0.107 0.063 0.987 0.275 0.002
1.000 -0.184 0.273 0,973 0.617
-0.184 1.000 0.003 0.617 0.987
WITH STA.NO,6068 STA.NO.4050 WITH STA.NO.9002
-0.124 0.178 0.931 -0.126 0.180
0.908 0.139 -0.127 0.930 0.140
0.138 0.952 0.180 0.142 0.963
WITH STA.NO.9010 *STA.NO.4740 WITH STA.NO.7039
0.022 -0,113 0,940 0.060 -0.281
0l*662 0,159 0.061 0.931 0.290
0,161 0.756 -0.275 0.283 0.951
WITH STA.NO.5907 STA.NO.5001 WITH STA.NO.5911
0.307 0.313 0.809 -0.055 0.314
0.761 0.497 0,I08 0.857 0.273
0.643 0.806 0,237 0,320 0,784
WITH ETA.NO.5915 STA.NO.5201 WITH STA.NO.6003
0.306 0.395 0.899 --0.019 0.156
0.565 0.477 "-0.023 0.890 0.083
0.657 0*777 0,155 0.080 0.912
WITH STA.NO,5730 STA.NO.5410 WITH STA.NO.5941
0.133 0.098 0.716 -0.259 0.136
0.746 -0.064 0.052 0.755 -0.016
-0,069 0.814 0,253 -0.044 0,834
WITH STA.NO.6012 STA.NO.5410 WITH STA.NO,6066
0.116 0.091 0.695 0.116 0o091
0.699 -0.066 --0,079 0,698 -0,066
•-0,072 0.778 0,113 -0,072 0.777
WITH STA.NO.5912 *STA.NO.5712 WITH STA.NO.6008
-0.002 -0.I18 0.889 0.119 -0.088
0.489 0.045 0.121 0,875 0.008
0.104 0.809 -<).I03 -0.012 0.941
WITH STA.NO.5715 *STA.NO.5713 WITH STA.NO.5739
0.189 -0.331 0.994 0.206 -0.250
0.772 0.013 0.207 0.995 0,015
0.075 0.651 -0,250 0.016 0.996
*p >0.925
ii
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TABLE 8.15.--(Cont'd)
STA.NO,5713 WITH STA.NO.5924 STA,NO.5713 WITH STA,NO,6007
0,,797 0.126 -0.275 0,,886 0.190 -0.253
0,329 0.565 -0.063 0.204 0,904 0,002
-0.272 0.067 0.491 -0.244 0.014 0.921
STA.NO.5715 WITH STA.NO.5736 STA.NO.5715 WITH STA.NO.5739
0.412 0.240 0.121 0.593 0.215 -0.340
O. 145 0.765 -0,,031 O. 190 0,770 0.075
O. 142 0.017 0,,699 -0,330 0.015 0.650
STA.NO,5715 WITH STA.NO.5925 STA.NO.5715 WITH STA.NO.6063
0,642 0.116 -0.022 0.838 0.194 -0.123
O, 131 0.722 0.020 O. 183 0,901 0,002
--0,036 --0°023 0.784 -0,i 17 -0.004 0.918
STA,NO,5717 WITH STA,NO.5720 STA.NO.5717 WITH STA.NO,6042
O, 649 -0.180 -0,032 0.6 I0 -0,176 -0.033
0.019 0.751 0.015 0.007 0.706 0,010
0.029 -0.085 0°776 0.022 -0,082 0.751
*STA.NO.5720 WITH STA.NO.6042 *STA.NO.5720 WITH STA.NO.9028
0. 932 -0,096 -0,062 O, 931 -0.095 -0,062
-0. 097 0,934 -0,054 -0. 095 0.934 -'0.054
--0. 060 --0.056 0.965 --0.060 --0.055 0.965
STA.NO.5721 WITH STA.NO.5923 *STA,NO.5721 WITH STA.NO.6015
0.855 0.133 -0.194 0,892 -0.068 -0.151
-0. 128 0.814 -0.260 -0.074 0,899 -0,256
-0,194 -0.320 0,715 -0.154 --0,246 0,931
STA.NO.5723 WITH STA.NO.5726 STA,NO.5723 WITH STA,NO.5930
O, 821 0.057 -0,000 O, 817 O, 191 -0.044
0.300 0.713 0.027 0.183 0,702 0,105
0.008 0.035 0.782 --0.039 -0.034 0.820
STA.NO.5723 WITH STA .NO .5931 STA.NO,5723 WITH STA.NO.6047
--. ..... -t.b. v.--_ ................
O, 186 0.863 0.018 0.278 0.646 0.025
-0.062 0.075 0.891 0.004 0.031 0.745
STA.NO.5726 WITH STA.NO,5930 STA,NO.5726 WITH STA.NO.5931
0.899 0.307 --0.024 0.838 0.179 0.002
O. 044 0.773 0.127 0. 149 0,711 -0.008
-0. 119 0.083 0.831 0.010 0,034 0.823
STA.NO.5726 WITH STA.NO.5933 STA.NO:5726 WITH STA.NO.5934
0.755 0.153 -0.118 0.792 0.109 --0. 126
0.234 0.710 0,149 0.337 0.762 0.051
-0.082 0.142 0.822 -0.055 O. 104 0.806
STA.NO.5726 WITH STA.NO.5935 ,STA.NO.5726 WITH STA.NO.5937
0,865 0.108 -0.093 0.962 O. I32 -0.086
O. 291 0.751 0.004 0. 246 O. 870 0.062
-0.024 -0.072 0.831 -0.050 0.044 0.893
*STA.NO.5726 WITH STA.NO.6047 STA,NO.5730 WITH STA.NO.5935
0.909 0.169 -0.056 0,772 O. 129 0.084
O. 171 0,903 0.101 -0.030 0.905 -0.I12
--0. 052 0.096 0,,951 0,033 -0.067 0.782
*STA.NO.5730 WITH STA .NO .6012 *STA.NO.5730 WITH STA.NO.6066
O. 890 --0.029 0.015 0.889 --0.029 0.015
--0.023 0.926 -0.018 -0.023 0.925 -0.018
0.008 -0,016 0.950 0.008 -0.017 0.950
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TABLE 8.15.--(Cont'd)
STA.NO.5732 WITH STA.NO.5733
O. 627 --0.199 0,084
O. 003 0.780 -0 •301
-0. 160 --0,125 0.790
STA.NO.5732 WITH STA.NO.6059
O. 582 -0 • 187 0 ,,075
O. 000 0.731 -0.294
-0. 153 -0.129 0.764
• STA.NO.5733 WITH STA.NO.6059








O. 853 O. 136 --0.064




O. 329 O. 564 -0,062
-0. 271 0.067 0.491
STA.NO,5744 WITH STA,NO.5923
0.926 0,015 -0,291




O. 117 0.903 -0. 167
-0. 315 -0 • 168 0.909
STA.NO.5907 WITH STA.NO.5915
0.902 0.387 0.458
O. 120 0.859 0.717








-0. 275 -0.224 0.750
STA.NO.5930 WITH STA.NO.6047






O. 006 -0.029 0.681
STA.NO.5732 WITH STA.NO.5038

















O, 130 0.911 0.045
-0,037 0,038 0.938
STA,NO.5739 WITH STA.NO.6007


































STA.NO.5933 WITH STA.NO.5934 STA.NO.5933 WITH STA,NO.5937
0.845 -0.03I -0.179 0.754 0.141 -0.169
0.174 0.837 0,005 0,190 0.678 0,113
-0,093 0.066 0,853 -0.110 0,079 0.783
STA.NO,5933 WITH STA.NO,5938 STAoNO.5933 WITH STAoNOo6047
0.743 -0.II8 -0.180 0.682 0.212 -0.077
0.194 0.786 -0,048 0.139 0.639 0.137
-0,056 0.091 0.731 -0,102 0.138 0.782
STA.NO.5934 WITH STA.NO,5935 STA.NO.5934 WITH STA.NO.5937
0.807 0.168 -0.133 0.856 0.216 -0.113
0.155 0,816 0.018 0.102 0.863 0,075
-0.072 -0,052 0,899 -0.124 0.015 0.857
STA.NO.5934 WITH STA.NO.5938 STA.NO.5934 WITH STA.NO,6047
0.905 -0.044 -0.149 0.718 0.304 --0.052
0.107 0.925 -0,025 0.103 0.688 0.103
-0.102 0.052 0.893 -0.108 0.052 0.765
STA.NO,5935 WITH STA.NO.5937 STA.NO.5935 WITH STA.NO.5938
0,920 0.187 -0,025 0.583 0.099 -0.093
0.097 0.884 --0.076 0.192 0,669 -0.047
-0.079 -0.025 0.881 -0.158 0.074 0.780
STA.NO.5935 WITH STA,NO.6012 STA.NOo5935 WITH STA,NO.6067
0.682 -0.026 0.026 0.792 0.266 -0.023
0.113 0,839 -0.072 0.103 0.682 -0.065
0.057 -0.106 0.737 -0.079 0,009 0.789
STA.NO.5935 WITH STA,NO.6066 STA,NO.5937 WITH STA.NO,6047
0.682 -0.026 0,026 0.876 0.225 -0.048
0.113 0.839 -0.072 0.125 0.787 0.045
0.057 -0,106 0.737 -0.074 0.060 0.849
STA.NO.594i WITH STA.NO.6059
O. :'nu,v. --0.043 -0.107
-0.066 0,724 -0.065
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TABLE 8.15.--(Cont'd)
,STA.NO.6042 WITH STA.NO.9028 STA.NO.6050 WITH STA.NO.6061
0,965 -0,102 -0,060 0,109 -0,358 0,106
-0.102 0,966 -0,057 0,222 0.840 -0.153
-0.060 --0.055 0.982 -0.116 -0.438 0.314
*STA,NO.6067 WITH STA,NO.9029 *STA,NO,6068 WITH STA,NO.9002
0.962 0.155 -0,022 0.977 -0,125 0.175
0.154 0.965 0,049 -0,125 0,977 0,140
-0.019 0.049 0,976 0,177 0,142 0.988
*STA,NO.6111 WITH $TA.NO.6134 *STA,NO.6111 WITH STA,NO.9425
0,999 -0.312 0,157 0,954 -0,304 0.158
-0.312 0,999 0,187 -0,308 0,933 0.191
0.157 0.187 0,999 0,159 0,195 0.946
STA,NO,6134 WITH STA.NO,9425 *STA,NO.?072 WITH STA.NO,9010
0.953 --0,304 0.158 0.964 0.034 --0,140
-0.308 0,932 0.191 0,035 0.949 0,156
0,159 0,195 0,945 -0,141 0.157 0,967
STA,NO,8009 WITH STA,NO.8010 STA.NO.8009 WITH STA.NO,8015
0.619 0,149 -0.610 0,545 0,182 -4),545
0.047 0°794 -0,168 0,095 0,778 -0.236
-0.593 -0,217 0,602 -0.532 --0,242 0.559
STA.NO.8009 WITH STA.NO.8019 STA.NO,8010 WITH STA,NO,8015
0.551 0,173 -0.550 0,717 0.093 -0.679
0.092 0.777 -0.242 0.083 0.931 -0,296
-0.537 -0,232 0,564 -0.695 -0.268 0,762
STA,NO.8010 WITH STA.NO,8019 *STA,NO.8015 WITH STA.NO.8019
0.726 0,085 -0,682 0,950 0,095 -0.707
0.079 0,936 -0.303 0.098 0,986 -0,321
-0,701 -0,261 0,768 -0,709 --0.310 0.954
STA,NO,8015 WITH STA,NO,8030 STA,NO,8015 WITH STA,NO,9004
0,591 0,125 -0,561 0,593 0,386 -0,335
0.124 0.787 -0,186 0,059 0.788 -0.313
-0.560 -0.273 0,592 -0,436 -0,532 0,556
STA.NO,8019 WITH STA,NO.8030 STA,NO.8019 WITH STA,NO,9004
0,578 0,123 -0,551 0,615 0,391 -0,328
0.118 0.779 -0,17@ 0.064 0,786 -0.322
-0.553 -0,274 0.581 -0.437 --0.540 0.581
STA,NO.9004 WITH STA.NO.9051 STA,NO,9004 WITH STA,NO.9091
0,551 0,197 -0,518 0,555 0,198 -0,521
0.305 0.136 -0,224 0.307 0,137 -0.225
-0.263 -0,633 0,812 --0,264 -0,433 0,818
STA.NO,9004 WITH STA,NO.9426 STA.NO,9007 WITH STA.NO.9011
0.322 -0,003 -0,267 0,752 -0,080 0.167
0,660 0,811 -0,538 -0°006 0,376 -0,049
-0.266 -0.131 0.277 0,058 0.051 0,512
*STA,NO,9051 WITH STA.NO.9091 STA.NO,9051 WITH STA.NO.9431
0,990 -0.299 --0,208 0,540 -0.152 -0,528
-0.301 0.998 -0,383 -.0,523 0,826 0,283
-0.207 -0.381 0,991 -0,102 -0,356 0.250
S_,N0.9051 WITH STA,NO.9432 STA,NO.9091 WITH STA,NO,9431
0.598 -0.196 -0,530 0,543 -0,152 -0,531
-0°670 0.809 0,047 -0°523 0.828 0,283
-0.151 -0,334 0,371 -0,103 -0.355 0°252
STA,NO,9091 WITH STA,NO,9432 STA.NO,9431 WITH STA.NO,9432
0.602 -0,196 -0,533 0.808 -0.451 -0.617
-0.471 0.810 0.067 -0.373 0,847 -0.085
-0.152 -0.335 0.374 -0,750 0.180 0.721
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TABLE 8.16.--Station Correlation Coefficients P, > 0.75 (Solution WNI$)
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* STA .N0=1032 STA.NO.3478
1 o000 0.967 0 =779 1,000 0. 875 -0,919
0,967 1=000 0.880 0°875 1=000 -0.837
0=779 0.880 1=000 "0=919 -0,837 1.000
STA . NO =3902 STA,NO =8010
1,000 -0,155 0°087 1,000 0.027 -0.817
-0.155 1.000 0.813 0.027 1.000 -0.206
0=087 0=813 I=000 -0,817 -0,206 1,000
S TA .NO .8011 STA,NO =8030
1.000 0=408 -0,752 I.000 0,139 -0=845
O= 408 1 o000 -0. 382 0 = 139 1,000 -0,241
-0.752 -0=382 1.000 "0 = 845 -0.241 1.000
S TA ,N 0.9426 STA.NO ,9427
1.000 0,,230 "0=857 1.000 -0=858 0.636
0.230 1.000 -0.353 -0,858 1,000 -0.813




-0. 870 O. 129 1.000
*p;j> 0.'325
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TABLE 8.17.--Chord Length Comparisons (Solutions WN12, WNI$, and WN16)
Adjusted--given length
WN12 WN14 WN16
Type Line m ppM m ppM m ppM
EDM 6002-6003 ..... 8.3 -+ 2.5 2.38 2.7 -+ 2.3 0.78 5.9 +-3.0 1.70
6003-6111 ..... 2.7 -+ 1.4 1.90 2.3 -+ 1.4 1.60 11.4 -+3.1 8.00
6006-6065 ..... 7.7 -+ 2.1 3.13 6.1 -+ 2.0 2.47 19.9 -+3.5 8.13
6016-6065 ..... -2.8 +- 1.3 2.30 -2.9 +- 1.3 2.47 -18.9 -+3.4 15.87
6006-6016 ..... 2.7 +- 2.2 0.77 1.3 -+ 2.1 0.37 1.6 -+ 3.3 0.46
6063-6064 ..... 13.7 ---2.4 3.94 10.6 -+ 2.3 3.03 15.2 -+ 2.8 4.37
6023-6060 ..... 7.9 +-3.1 3.42 5.9 -+ 3.0 2.55 9.6 -+ 3.8 4.16
_6032-6060 ..... -2.4 +-3.9 0.76 -4.5 -+ 3.6 1.42 -2.9 +- 3.7 0.92
3861-7043 ..... 2.2 -+ 1.8 1.44 1.5 -+ 1.8 0.99 7.6 + 3.7 5.00
C-band' a4082-4050 ..... 26.5 -+6.9 2.42 -5.2 +- 3.9 0.48 -4.2 -+4.0 0.39
4082-4740 ..... 2.0 -+2.7 1.25 1.3 -+ 2.7 1.90 6.6 -+ 5.0 4.13
4082-4081 ..... 3.0 -+2.3 2.40 2.3 -+ 2.3 0.79 17.9 -+6.2 14.49
4082-4061 ..... -0.4 -+3.6 0.19 -1.5 -+3.6 0.65 2.1 -+ 6.1 0.93
Average EDM ......... 2.22 1.74 5.40
C-band ........ 1.56 0.96 4.98
All ............ 2.02 1.50 5.27
a Not constrained in WN12 and WN14.
TABLE 8.18.--Standard Deviation
Comparisons (Solutions WN12,
WNI$, and WN16) a
Constituent Networks
WN_
BC SECOR MPS SA
Solution q ah _ qh q qh _ am q aa
WN12 .... 4.4 5.0 4.2 4.8 6.9 7.6 5.2 5.9 5.5 6.2
WN14 .... 3.5 3.2 2.8 2.4 4.8 2.9 4.1 3.0 3.9 2.9
WN16 .... 3.5 3.2 2.8 2.4 4.9 2.9 4.1 3.0 4.0 2.9
a All units in meters.
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TABLE8.19.--Transformation: WN14 - WN16
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SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSL'ATIONt 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS _ECONDS SECONDS
-0,08 -0,57 -0.04 -.0.06 -0,00 0o00 0,01
± 0°25 _ 0,25 _ O,3n _ 0,00 _ 0,00 _ 0,00 _ 0°00
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
q_= 0,22
0,642D-01 0,399D-04 -0,118D-03 -0,116D-10 0°633D-10 0,186D-09 -0°356D-11
0.399D-04 0°645D--01 0°194D-03 0°159D-10 0,728D-10 -0°361D-11 .'.-0°194D-09
-0,118D-03 0°194D-03 0°930D-01 -0°219D-10 0°682D-11 -0°102D-09 -¢),147D.-a'_9
--0°116D-10 0°159D-10 --0,219D-10 0°141D-16 0°638D-20 -0°583D-20 0°272D-19
0=633D-!0 0=72_D-!0 0,692D-!! 0=638D-20 0,9930-!6 -_=!!4D-!6 0=1550-!7
0,186D-09 -0°361D-11 -'-O°IOZD-09 -O°SB3D-ZO -n°l14D--16 0°140D--15 --f)°343D-17
'-0°356D-11 -O,lq4D-09 -0°147D-09 0°272D-19 0°155D-17 -0°343D-17 0,134D-15
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O,IOOD÷01 0,619D-03 -'-0°153D-02 -0,122D-01 0,251D-01 0,621D--¢)1 -0,121D-02
0,619D-03 0,100D+_1 0°250D-02 O,I&TD-OI 0,288D-01 -0,120D-02 -'0,659D-01
-0,153D-02 0,250D-02 0,100D÷01 -0,191D-'¢)I n,224D-._2 -O,282D-hl -n,41bD-nl
-0°122D-01 0°167D-01 -0°191D-01 0,100D+01 0,170D-03 -0,131D-03 0,623D-03
0,251D-01 0,288D-01 0,224D-02 0,170D-03 O,lOOD÷nl -41,962D-01 0,134D-01
0,621D-01 -0,120D-.02 -0,2_2D-01 -0,131D-03 -0,962D-01 O,IOOD+O1 -O,249D-nl
•.-0,121D-02 -0,659D-01 -0,416D-01 0.623D-03 0,134D-01 -0,249D-01 0,100D÷01
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TABLE 8.19.--(Cont'd)
RFSIDUAL$ V














































-1.6 3861 "0.2 1.0 2.6
-0.9 4061 -0.7 0.5 1.3
--3.9 4081 --6.7 0.2 7.0
-0.3 4087 1.1 0.5 0.3
-0.5 4740 -2.1 --0.5 0.5
-0.0 6001 0.7 -0,7 0.0
0.5 6002 -0.6 -0.4 -0.6
1.4 6003 0.6 -1.5 -1.7
0.5 6004 0.2 --0.4 --0,5
0.7 6006 1.2 -0.9 -0,9
0,4 6007 0.1 0.3 -0.5
0.5 6008 -0.1 0.2 -0,5
0.3 6009 -0.I 0.1 -0.3
-0.5 6011 0.7 -0.3 0.5
0,I 6012 -0.I -0.2 --0,I
0.2 6013 -0.2 0.0 -0.2
0.4 6015 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4
1.1 6o16 0.5 -0,1 -1.3
0.5 6019 -0.1 0.5 -0.5
0.5 6020 0.7 0.3 -0.5
0.6 6022 0.1 0.0 -0.6
1.3 6023 0.1 0.0 -1.5
0.0 6031 0.1 0.4 .0.0
0.1 6032 -0.3 0.1 .0.1
-0.0 6038 1.1 --0.1 0.0
0.6 6039 0.5 0.0 -0.6
0.4 6040 --0.3 0.2 .0.4
0.4 6042 0.2 0.I -o.4
0.3 6043 0.0 0.5 -0.3
0.4 6044 -0.I 0.0 -0.4
0.7 6045 -0.I 0.2 -0.7
0.2 6047 -0.4 0.2 --0.2
0.3 6050 -0.0 0.5 -0.3
0.4 6051 -o.1 0.2 -0.4
0.2 6052 -0.2 0.3 -0.2
0.2 6053 -0.0 0.5 -0.2
0.5 6055 0.3 0.6 -0.5
0.6 6059 0.3 -0.2 -0.6
-0.2 6060 0.1 0.8 0.2
0.4 6061 -0.1 0.5 -0.4
0.7 6063 0._ 0.8 --0.7
0.6 6066 0,0 --1.6 --0.6
-4.3 6065 -3.3 -2.9 7.3
0.I 6066 -0.I -0.2 -0.1











































































































































VI(WN - 16 ) V2( WN - 14} Vl - V2
6068 -0.I 0.3 1.1
606@ -0.1 -0.7 0.4
6072 0.3 -0.2 0.2
6073 0.2 -0.3 0.6
6n75 0.0 -0.2 0.6
607R -0.3 -0.3 1.1
6111 -0.9 -1.0 -1.8
6123 -0.5 0.7 0.0
6134 -0.9 -I.0 -I,8
7043 0.5 _.4 0.5
6068 0.1 -0.3 -1.1
6069 0.1 0.7 -0.4
6072 -0.3 0.2 --0.2
6073 -0.2 0.3 -0.6
6_75 --0.0 0.2 -_.6
6078 0.3 0.3 -I.I
6111 1.0 1.3 2.6
6123 0.6 -0.7 -0.0
6134 1.0 1.3 2.6











UNIT r_F RESIDUALS (METERS}
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TABLE 8.20.--Transformation: WN14 - WN12
SCAL_ FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CnNSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
{USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METERS {XI.D÷6) _ECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
1.n2 -1.87 4._3 -I.O4 -n.04 -0.05 -0.05
n.5n ± 0.52 ± n.62 _ 0.Ol ± 0.00 _ o.no ± o.on
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
_= 0.68
0.246D÷00 0.652D-04 10.285D--03 --O.175D--OQ 0.284D-09 0.757D-09 -0.155D-10
0.652D-04 0.270D÷00 0.416D-03 0.187D-09 0.255D-09 -0.139D-10 -0.?05D'-09
--0.285D-03 0.416n-03 0.384D+00 -0.320D-09 0.289D-10 -.O.382D-n9 -0.499D-n9
-0.175D-09 0.187D-09 -0.320D-09 0.215D-15 0.622D-19 -0.677D-19 0.346D-18
0°284D-09 0.255D-09 0.289D-10 0.622D-19 0.378D-15 -0.472D-16 0.611D-17
0o757D-09 -O.13QD-IO -0.382D-09 -0.677D-19 -0.4720-16 n°534D-15 -_.14nD-16
-0.155D-10 -O°705D-Oq -0.4qqD-O9 0.346D-18 0.611D-17 -0.140D-16 0.523D-15
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRFLATION
O.10OD÷01 0.753D-03 -0.927D-03 -0.241D-01 h.2940-01 0.661D-01 -0.137D-02
0.253D-03 0.100D+OI n.129D-02 0.246D-01 0.252D-01 -0.116D-02 ..-0.593D-01
-0.927D-03 0.129D-02 0.1000÷01 --0.353D-01 h.24nD-n2 -_.?67D-n1 --.0.352D--_1
•-0.241D-01 0.246D-01 -0.353D-01 0o100D÷01 0°218D-03 -O.?OOD-03 0o103D-02
0.294D-01 0.252D-01 0o240D-02 0.218D-03 0.100D÷01 -O.105D÷O0 0.137D-01
0.661D-01 -0.1160--02 -0.267D-01 -0.200D-03 -0.1050÷00 O.lOOD+O1 --0.265D-hi
•-0.137D-02 -0.5930-01 -0.352D-01 0.103D-02 0.137D-01 -0.265D-01 0.10riD÷01
0HI0 STATE UNIVERSITY 755.
TABLE 8.20.--( Cont'd)
R_SIOUALS V
V1 (WN - 12 } V2( WN - 14) V1 - V2
3P61 -0.2 -1.5 2.7 3R61 0.3 3.8 -5.4
4061 -0.5 -2.7 3.9 4061 0,6 5.0 -5.1
4081 -1,0 0.1 1.3 4081 1.2 -0.4 -2.0
4082 0.7 -2.4 2.4 4087 -0.9 6.2 -4.3
4740 -0.2 -2,4 2.2 4740 0.3 7.0 -4.1
6001 -0.3 -0.1 -0.8 6001 0.3 0.2 1.4
6002 -0.7 0.3 0.3 6002 0.8 -0.8 -.-0.9
6003 -0.4 1.0 -1.4 6003 0.5 -1.8 3.3
6004 0.I 1.0 --1.2 6004 -0.2 -1.3 1.9
6006 0_5 0.6 -2.0 6006 -0.6 -0.8 4.5
6007 3.5 -1.2 3.4 6007 -6.3 1.9 --7.9
6008 3.2 1.5 O.l 60.o8 -8.I -4.2 -.0.I
6009 -0.3 0.I -0.o 6009 0.3 -0.2 1.1
60!1 -2.6 1.5 0.5 6011 5.5 -2.0 -0.6
6012 I.I 0.6 -0.4 6012 -?.0 -0.9 0.5
6013 -0,3 -0.7 -0.6 6013 0.4 0.9 0.9
6o15 -0.7 -2.8 -0.4 6015 I.I 4.9 0.8
6016 -0.6 -o.1 -0.4 6o16 1.0 0.2 0.8
6019 0.I 1.6 -1.o 60]9 -0.2 _2.7 3.8
6020 -I.0 1.7 -1.5 6020 1.2 -3.1 2.4
6022 -0.5 1.7 0.3 6022 1.0 -2.1 -0.3
6023 1.8 -0.8 0.3 6023 -3.6 1.3 -0.4
60,31 1.1 1.5 0.9 6031 -'z.-,'_ -',.8 -'z.8
6032 -0.6 -_,^.t,^ -0._ 6tgB2 0._, 0. I _,^._5
6038 --0.0 0.3 -0.0 6038 1.2 --0.6 0.0,
AO"_W -0._ _ I; --0.0 AO'4Q t% E; A _, t'l__
6040 -1.6 -I.I -0.9 6040 1.7 1.9 1.2
6042 -2.7 -2.2 -1.6 6042 4.9 4.3 2.3
6043 -0.7 2.8 -1.9 6043 0.8 -3.4 4.2
6044 -1.2 1.2 -4.0 6044 1.2 -1.4 8.1
6045 -I.7 -1.3 -I.3 6045 2.2 2.1 1.8
6047 0.I -1.4- 0.3 6047 -0.1 2.0 -0.4
6050 -0.8 3.3 -0.9 6050 0.9 -3.5 2.5
6o51 -0.9 1.3 -1.4 6o51 0.9 -1.7 3.7
6052 -0.7 1.1 -0.5 6052 0.8 -1.3 1.0
6053 -0.2 1.9 -0.2 6053 0.2 --2.I 0.6
6055 1.5 0.6 -0.I 6055 -2.o -O.Q 0.I
6059 -1.1 2.6 -1.1 605o 2.7 -3.8 1.5
6060, 1.4 o.1 O.R 6060 -2.6 -O.l -I .4
6061 0.0 3.5 -2.4 6061 -0.0 -3.7 5.3
6063 0.8 0.7 1.2 6063 -1.5 -I.1 -2.1
6064 -1.2 -0.8 -0.2 6064 1.7 1.1 0.3
6065 -0.2 -0.0 -1.0 6065 0.4 0.0 2.3
6066 1.1 0.6 -0.4 6066 --2.0 --0.9 0.5
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TABLE 8.20.--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vl (WN - 12 ) V2( WN - 14) Vl - V2
6068 -1,1 -0.1 -1.8 606B 2,2 0.2 2,9
606Q -0.1 2.4 -3.5 6069 0,1 -2.5 5.9
5072 -I,7 -2.5 -O.Q 6072 1.8 4.1 1.2
6073 -I,7 -I.3 -1.2 6073 2,0 2.2 1,5
6075 -1 o4 -1.4 -1,6 6075 1.7 2.3 2.0
607R 1.5 0,3 -0.5 6078 -6.2 -0,4 0,9
6111 -0,9 -0.2 0.4 6111 1,2 0.4 -I.1
6123 -0.9 0,8 0.5 6123 1,0 lO • _ -1.2
6134 -O.9 -0.2 0,4 61._4 1.2 0.4 -l.1











UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS)
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 757
TABLE 8.21.--Height Residuals (Solution WN14)
STN, NO, NOSUGC N REF NOSUGC-N REF RESIDUALS
1021 -53,33 -37,32 -16,01 -3,07
1022 -38,20 -31,58 -6,62 6,33
1030 -51.74 -30.00 -21,74 -8°79
1032 -2.12 11.57 -13.69 -0.75
1033 -3,91 9,11 -13,02 -0,08
1034 -40.84 -25.47 -15.37 -2.42
1042 -47.53 -34.38 -13.15 -0,20
3106 -53.30 -49.83 -3.47 9.47
3334 -45.79 -31.54 -14.25 -1.30
3400 -32,1Q -18,42 -13.77 -0,82
3401 -46,81 -30,59 -16.22 -3,28
3402 -48.34 -29.04 -ig.30 -6.36
3404 -_3.00 -6.69 -36,31 -23.36
3405 -65.84 -49.77 -16.07 -3.12
3406 -38.89 -29,19 -9,70 3.24
3407 -60,27 -38,57 -21,70 -8,76
34i3 -i_.55 -12,03 -7 =_ = "_
341_ -27,84 -9,88 -17,96 -5.02
3431 5,59 11,98 -6.39 6,56
3476 -44.50 -28.31 -16.19 -3,25
3477 0.51 10,71 -10,20 2,74
3478 -20,75 -7,17 -13,58 -n,64
3499 3,87 16,73 -12,86 0,09
3648 -48.9i -35.70 -13.21 __ _L--%JOLU
3657 -_- _ ' _ "'49.8Z _.'_ -13=07 _ I_
_oL_ __ oo --um.Tn --IO.IR _.76
3902 -3i,iq -16.53 -14.66 -1,72
3903 -57.45 -36.87 -20.58 -7.63
5001 -44.20 -36,87 -7.33 5.62
5201 -39.05 -17.65 -21.40 -8,46
5410 -6.20 -4o13 -2.07 10,88
5648 .-47,90 -3_,07 -12,83 0.12
5712 -44.22 -28.31 -15.91 -2.97
5713 49.11 54.00 -4°89 8.05
5715 23°59 27.20 -3.61 9.33
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TABLE 8.21.--(Cont'd)




































7.70 10.35 -2.65 10.30
-16.89 -5.78 -11.11 1.84
-32.25 -20.67 -11.58 1.57
-87.78 -73.64 -14.14 -I.19
-59.91 -40.39 -19.52 -6.58
61.98 62.16 -0.18 12.76
-4.72 13.75 -18,47 -5.53
8,67 27,35 -18.68 -5.73
-0.23 16,07 -16.30 -3.35
-5.56 6.72 -9.78 3.17
-19.53 -12.03 -7.50 5.45
4.41 16.26 -11.85 1.10
48,73 54.00 -5.27 7.67
23.35 37.43 -14.08 -1.14
-42.61 -28,11 -14.50 -1.56
--63.33 --43,44 0.11 13.05
-13.16 6.16 -19.32 -6.38
-67.99 -50,08 -17.91 -4,97
-61,79 -26,32 -15.47 -2.52
22,05 26.64 -2.59 I0,35
23,49 54.48 -30.99 -18.04
26.11 33.75 -7.64 5.31
9.73 8.28 1.45 14.39
--28.03 2.32 -30.35 -17.40
48.80 50.66 -1.86 11.09
58o5_ 74.7_ -16.16 -3.22
42.62 48.15 -5.53 7.42
51.60 69.°3 -18.35 -5.38
49.03 59.97 -I0.94 2.01
6.87 2.05 2.82 15.76
4.33 11.66 -7.33 5.61
-50.76 -36.o0 -13.86 -0.92
-39._3 -17.65 -21,58 -8.64
-3.23 6.22 -9.45 3,50
11.02 27,06 -16.04 -3.09
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TABLE 8.21.--( Cont'd)















































































































































































762 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.22.--Undulation Comparison (Solution WN14)
Sta. NRe v MS L -dH HHN14 N N v Diff.
1021 -37.32 5.76 0.20 -47.77 -40.39 -34.50 -5.89
1022 -31.58 4.81 -0,81 -32.58 -25.25 -29.50 4.25
1030 -30,00 929oi0 -12.22 889.58 -38.79 -31,90 -6.89
1032 11.57 69.00 5,92 60,95 10.82 12.50 -1.68
1034 -25,47 252.58 -5.81 217.55 -27,89 -26.70 -1,19
1042 -34.38 909.40 -1,53 863.40 -34.58 -30.30 -4.28
3106 -49.83 1.90 7,28 --58,68 --40.36 --54.80 14,44
3334 -31,54 39.00 -4.19 -2.60 -32.84 -28.70 -4.14
3400 -18.42 2184.10 -8.49 2160.40 -19.24 -17.50 -1.74
3401 -30.5g 83.00 1,67 34.52 -33,87 --28.40 -5.47
3402 -29.04 73,00 -3.23 27.89 -35.40 -30.40 -5.00
3405 -49,77 2.20 3.47 -67.11 -52.89 -53.30 0.41
3406 -29,19 6.83 5,02 -37.08 -25,95 --35.50 9.5_
3407 -38,57 254.80 7.87 186.66 -47.33 -46.20 -I.13
3648 -35.70 12.00 -0.81 -36o10 -35.96 -31.70 -4,26
3657 -36.55 5.50 0.45 -44.57 -36.68 -33.90 -2.78
3861 -33.70 0.20 -0.21 -43.47 --30.94 -31.00 0.06
3902 -16.53 1882.20 -8.35 1859.36 -18.25 -16.40 -1.85
3903 -36.87 168.00 0.08 110.47 --44,50 --34,00 --10.50
5001 --36.87 127.80 0.08 83.52 -31.25 -34.00 2.75
5201 -17.65 368,92 -11.41 341.28 -26.11 -20.90 -5,21
5648 -35.07 27.90 --0.95 -19.05 -34.95 --30.90 -4.05
5715 27.20 27,30 19.89 31.00 36.53 25,50 11.03
5739 54.00 56.10 13.40 91.43 61.67 60,30 1.37
5744 37.43 11.80 16.74 18.41 36.29 40.80 -4.51
5907 -28.Ii 481.90 -5.56 444.85 -29,67 -27.90 -1.77
5911 -43.44 22.00 4.76 -26.09 -30,39 -39.20 8,81
5912 6.16 9.10 0,96 -5.02 "-'0.22 I.I0 -1.32
5914 --50.08 63.80 5.19 --9.38 -55.05 -55,90 0.85
5915 -26.32 206.20 --6.52 170,93 --28.84 -27.10 -1.74
5924 54.48 12.40 16.64 Iq.25 36.44 48.60 -12.16
6002 -36,Q0 44.30 0.24 -6.70 -37.82 -34.00 -3.82
6003 -17.65 368.74 -11.41 340.92 -26,29 -20.90 -5.39
6006 27,06 105.70 5.41 111.31 23.97 26,00 --2.03
6007 54.00 53,30 13.40 89.60 62.64 60.30 2.34
6016 37,43 9,24 16.74 15,77 36,21 40.80 -4.59
6023 67,94 60,50 -15.81 120.39 57.02 71.30 -14.28
6032 --30.51 26.30 --5.02 -6.10 -24,48 --21.50 -2.98
6060 27,33 211.08 --14.66 233.02 20.23 31.60 --11.37
6063 27.20 26.30 19.89 29.43 35.96 25,50 10.46
6065 44.23 943.20 13.66 959,58 &2.99 &4,50 --1.51
6111 --33,18 2284.30 -12.52 2251.54 --32.33 --34.50 2.17
7036 -19.78 59,59 -6,75 34,35 -19,05 --24.00 4.95
7037 -33.87 272,68 --4.62 232.83 --31.53 --32.30 0.77
7040 -50.55 49.70 5.64 -8.68 --39.80 --52.30 12.50
7045 -18,10 1789.63 --8.37 1767.76 -17.29 --18.40 I.II
7072 --36.04 14,20 --0.19 -30,55 --32.00 --36.30 4,30
7075 -39,20 281,90 -1o39 230.Q4 -39.41 --36,90 -2,_I
7076 -26.62 445,90 1.55 410,95 --20.46 --32.00 11.54
9001 --22.93 1651,33 --°.35 1623.61 --24,12 --22o80 --1,32
9004 54.57 25.90 16.70 51.52 55.26 48.40 6.86
9009 -29,19 8.70 5.02 -34,04 --25.68 -35.70 10.02
9010 -36,04 15.13 -0.19 -29.59 --31.97 --36.30 4.33
9021 -27.00 2382,00 -10.74 2349.90 -29.89 --28.10 -Io79
9051 32,81 187.90 15,98 192,42 33.45 40.60 -7.15




Sta. NREr MSL -dH I-_4 N N v Diff.
9424 -26.21 704.60 -8.36 669.87 --30.14 -20.20 -9.94
9425 -32.39 784.23 -12o53 752.76 --31.05 -33.90 2.85
9426 36.39 575°92 9.24 588o48 34°75 36.60 -1.85
6134 -33.19 2198.40 -12.52 2165.54 --32.44 -34.50 2,06
8009 42.33 24.70 12.25 44.12 44.61 41.60 3.01
8010 44.77 903._ 14.01 920.89 44.40 46.10 -1.70
8011 47.43 113.20 12.04 138_88 50.66 47.00 3.66
8015 46.38 647.00 14.96 679.03 59.93 49.30 10.63
8019 45.91 377.42 15.03 394.39 44.94 47.50 -2.36
8030 44.64 165.50 13.31 182.85 43.58 43.60 -0.02
9431 25.67 8.00 9.92 8.09 22°96 16.80 6.16
9432 39.71 189.00 12.88 202.70 39.52 41.10 -1.58
TABLE 8.23.--Relationships Between Various Dynamics and the WN Systems
(Dynamic - WNI$ )
Solution NWL--9D SAO III GEM 4 GSFC 73
Sta. considered 5000 6000 All 6000 9000 All All All
No. stations 12 22 32 47 22 73 30 26
Weight factor _ 1.5 7.75 - 4 2 2 2 50 22
Au (m) 13.8 _+1.5 16.7 -+1.2 16.3 -+1.0 19.6 -+1.2 14.1 ± 3.1 15.7 -+1.4 15.5 -+2.2 15.0 -+2.2
Av (m) 11.2± 1.6 9,6± 1.2 i0.I± 1.0 14.2± 1.2 16.1± 3.0 15.3± 1.4 10.9± 2.2 11.3± 2.4
hw(m) -3.6±1.8 -3,3±1.2 -3.5±1.1 -11.3±1.3 -13.4±3.4 -12.0±1.5 2.2±2.4 -1.9±2.9
A (10-_) 0.69± 0.70 0.30± 0.52 0.39± 0.16 0.60± 0.18 1.09± 0.45 0.97± 0.22 0.74± 0.32 0.74-+0.34
(") 0.86± 0.15 0.69± 0.05 0.72-+0.04 0.53± 0.05 0.32± 0.13 0.38+ 0.05 0.02± 0.08 -0.34± 0.08
¢ (") 0.00± 0.20 -0.16-+0.05 -0.15± 0.04 0.01± 0.06 -0.05± 0.14 0.02± 0.06 0.14± 0.10 0.23± 0.11
_(") 0.13±0.29 -0.17 ± 0.06 -0.17 ± 0.05 -0.18 +-0.06 0.00-+0.13 0.00 -+0.06 0.18±0.09 0.29-+0.11
tro2 1.31 0.93 1.16 1.14 1.06 0.97 1.14 ].I0
a Weight factor = __./_,_._.
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TABLE 8.24.--Transformation: WN1]_ - NWL 9D
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATIONt 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMFTERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METFRS [XI,D+6) SFCONDS SFCONDS SFCONDS
15,89 10,27 -3,38 0,29 0,71 -0,15 -0,14
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
2
% = 0.87
0.957D+00 -0.812D-03 -0.133D-02 0.958D-I0 0o151D-08 0.43_D-08 0.502D-0_
-0.812D-03 0,955D+00 0.127D-02 0.I09D-08 -0.877D-OQ -0.248D-0o -0.603D-08
--0,133D-02 0,127D-02 0.I12D+01 -0,293D-08 -0.205D-Oa -O,?08D-O0 -0.IO6D-08
0,958D-10 0,I09D-08 .-o.2q3D-08 0,185D-14 --0.436D-18 0.277D-17 -0°530D-18
0,151D-08 -O,877D-OQ -O,205D-Oq -0,436D-18 0,285D-14 -0,592D-16 0.44&D-15
0,433D-08 -0,248D-09 -O,?08D-OO 0,277D-17 -0,592D-16 0.789D-14 0.167D-15
0,502D-09 -0,603D-08 -0,196D-08 -0,530D-18 0,44&D-15 0.167D-15 0,394D-14
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O,IOOD+01 -0,849D-03 -0.129D-02 0,228D-02 0,289D-01 O,A23D-01 0.817D-02
--0.849D-03 O.IOOD÷OI 0.123D-02 0.260D-01 -0.168D-01 -0.472D-02 --0.983D-01
--0.129D-02 0.123D-02 O.lOOP+Ol -0.646D-01 --0.363D-02 -0.12£D-01 --0.296D-01
0.228D--02 0,260D-01 -0.646D-01 O.IOOD+OI -O.IQOD-O_ 0.120D-02 -0.I_6D-03
0.289D-01 --0.168D-01 -0.363D-02 -0.190D-03 O.IOOD+OI -0.207D-01 0.133D+00
0.823D-01 -0.4720-02 -0.1250-01 0.120D-02 --0.207D-01 O.IOOD÷OI O.4Q4D-OI





VI! NwL-gD ) V2( WN14 ) VI - V2
5410 0,,2 -0 .I -0.3
5648 0.I 0.0 0.6
5713 0.0 0,,4 -0.0
5733 -6.7 5.0 -4.3
5915 2.1 0.5 4.5
5923 -0 . 3 -0.4 0 . 1
5924 0.1 0.6 O.O
5933 0.3 --0.8 0.3
5934 --0o0 --0.1 --0.3
5935 0.3 0.0 O. 2
6001 0.8 0.1 -2.8
6002 -0.1 0.2 1.1
6003 0.7 -0.4 -0.1
6004 3.7 -5.4 -5 • 5
6006 0.6 --2.3 1.3
6008 1.4 --0.8 2.9
6011 -0.7 0.3 -4.3
6012 0.0 0.0 -0.5
6015 -I.I --I.0 -I.I
6016 0.7 1.5 0.I
6022 -1.8 0.8 -1.9
6023 -0.3 0.4 1.1
6031 -0.2 2.7 3.3
6038 --0.2 --0.I --0.2
6043 --1.5 --4.3 6.7
6ub_ -2.0 i.7 i.0
ou=_ I.', -0.I -0.5
6060 -0.1 --0.4 0.8
6064 -0.7 2.2 -1.3
6065 -0.3 -0.7 -0.2
6068 0.0 --0.1 1.5
6075 -0.1 0.4 0.3
700 -13.2 3.8 10.5
708 -1.6 -1.4 -17,7
713 --3.1 -21.4 0.0
733 3.0 -1.3 1.1
700 -I0.I -2.Q -33,4
719 11.6 8.8 -1.7
740 -11.6 -20.3 -0.5
727 -11.8 18.7 -10.1
729 0.7 1.9 12.1
728 -21.2 -1.5 -8.0
18 -2.0 -0.2 3,9
742 0.5 -1.1 -4.9
738 -2.6 1.5 0.4
739 -8.1 8.1 5.9
818 -1.8 4.5 -2.5
815 -5.2 3.5 -_.4
811 1.3 -0.6 6.3
708 -0.2 -0.8 6,1
817 4.4 3°5 2.6
812 --3.5 --5.0 -0.5
117 2.5 -1.1 1.4
744 0.4 -0.8 -1.2
809 0.3 -2,9 -3.6
831 2.3 O.q O.q
847 2.2 4.8 -4.8
19 1.5 -i.4 -0.8
722 -4.1 0.3 1.0
80b 1.i 4.8 -6.7
822 1.4 -5.4 2.1
830 1.4 1.8 0.7
115 -0.I 1.2 -9.7
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TABLE 8.25.--Transformation: WN14 - SAO III
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATIONt I SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETER_
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI FPSILON
METERS METERS METERS (Xl,O+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
13.93 13.62 -10.35 -0.17 0.37 0.15 -0,03
VARIANCF - COVARIANCE MATRIX
2
(To = 1.14
0,155D+01 .-0,247D-04 -0,818D-03 -0.382D-08 0.357D-08 0,355D.-08 0.310D-09
-0,247D-04 0,167D+01 0,118D-02 0.288D-08 0,473D-08 --0,5790--0Q --0,32QD--08
-0,818D-03 0,118D-02 0,1670+01 -0.3000-08 0,342D-0q -0.5840-08 -0,4glD-08
•-0.3820-08 0,288D-08 -0,300D-Oe 0,190D-14 "-0.693D-IB -0,100D-17 0.301D-17
0,357D-08 0.473D-08 0.347D-09 -0,693D-18 0.274D-14 -0.152D-15 -0.4740-16
0,355D-08 -0,579D-09 -0,584D-08 -O.IOOD-17 -0,1520-15 0.300D-14 0,3040-15
0,310D-09 -0°3290-08 -0,491D-08 0,301D-17 --O,474D-l& 0,304D-15 0.3_5D-14
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.IOOD+OI -0.153D-04 -0.509D-03 -0.704D-01 0.548D-01 0.521D-01 0.450D-02
-0.153D-04 O.IOOD+OI 0.705D-03 0.511D-OI 0.699D-01 -0.819D-02 -0.459D-01
-0.509D-03 O.TOSD-03 O.IOOD+OI -0.534D-01 0.507D-O? -0.8260-01 -0.6880-01
-0,704D-01 0.511D-OI -0.534D-0I O.IOOD+OI --0,304D-03 -0.421D-03 0.I25D-02
0o5480-01 0.699D-01 0.5070-02 -0.304D-03 O.IOOD+OI -0.530D-01 -0.164D-01
0.521D-0I -0.819D-02 -0.82&D-01 -0.421D-03 -0.530D-01 O.IOOD+OI 0.100D+00
0.450D-02 -0.459D-01 -0.688D-0I 0,I25D-02 -0.I64D-0I O.IOOD÷O0 O.IOOD+OI
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TABLE 8.25--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
VI(SAO-III) V2{ WNI4 ) Vl - V2
6002 1.7 -2.9 4.3
6003 0.0 0.I 0.4
6004 0.2 0.0 O. I
6006 0.0 -0.3 0.0
6007 -0.I 0.2 -0.3
6008 0.i -0.0 0.2
6009 0.I 0.2 -0.3
6011 -0.6 1.0 0.4
6012 0.3 0.0 -0.4
6013 0.9 -0.1 0.1
6015 -0.1 -0.4 0.1
6016 -0,1 -0.3 0.2
6019 0.3 -0.3 -3.0
6020 0.3 0.4 -0.2
6022 0.2 0.8 0.2
6023 1.2 -0.0 0.2
6031 0.8 1.0 0.1
6032 1,3 0.1 1.4
6038 --0.1 --0.0 0.0
6039 0.3 0,7 -0.I
6040 1.0 -0.2 0.2
6042 -0.5 -0.7 1.2
6043 0.1 0.1 -1.4
6044 0.4 1.1 0.6
L *'LL _
_v-,_ =0 .I _ .4 1.1
6047 0=5 -0=1 0.-2
6050 0.i I.I -I.I
6051 0.5 0.3 0.0
6052 1.1 0.6 0.1
6053 I .1 0.9 -0.1
6055 --0.3 0.2 -0.2
6059 -0.1 0.7 0.2
6060 2.2 1.2 0,3
6061 0,3 0.8 -0.9
6063 -I .3 0.5 -0.4
6064 -0.5 -0.2 0.4
6065 -0.I -I.I -I.4
6002 -3.4 8.1 -9.6
600B -0.7 -I,6 -8.2
6004 -14.4 -2.4 -4.7
6006 -1.6 6.8 -0.5
6007 6.2 -8.7 I0.0
6008 -6.2 2.1 -6.0
6009 -3.5 --5.5 6.5
6011 6.8 -12.3 -4.2
6012 -26.6 -1.3 15.3
6013 -24.8 1.8 -1.0
6015 4.? 16.0 -4.0
6016 3.3 7.8 -5.4
6019 -3.4 3.2 16.8
6020 -7.8 -14.7 4.4
6022 -4.8 -19.5 -3.0
6023 -IQ.? O.B -z,b
6031 -13.2 -12.4 -I.Q
6032 -29.0 -2.9 -22.3
6038 2.2 0.I -0.i
6039 -6.4 --20.i 3.6
6040 --17.6 4.1 -4.7
6042 13.7 16.5 -16.0
6043 -4.2 -2.8 20.0
6044 -7.5 -27.4 -v.:
_0_5 i o _6='._-i2=i,-,
A047 -B4.2 7.4 -8o7
6050 =4.0 -20.2 21.1
6051 -7.2 -7.1 -0.9
6052 -20.0 -13.7 -1.6
6053 -17.2 -14.7 2.7
6055 9.8 -5.8 3.6
6059 2.5 --20.0 -2.9
6060 -14.7 -8.0 -1.8
6061 -10.8 -II.0 13.9
6063 21.0 -5.2 3.i
6064 8,7 4.8 -4.6
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TABLE 8.25--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vll SAO-III) V2( WNI4 ) Vl - V?
6067 0.9 0.5 --0.I
6068 -0.2 --0.8 --0.3
6069 0.I 0.3 0.3
6072 1.0 -0.6 0.3
6073 0.I --0.6 0.7
6075 -0.3 --0.6 0.8
6078 -0.8 0.9 5,6
6111 --0.4 --0.0 0.7
6123 0.3 0.0 0.3
6134 --0.4 --0.0 0.7
8010 -9.2 13.4 O.O
8011 -2.1 39.2 -5.1
8015 -5.7 20.6 -3.5
8010 -1.3 14.8 --1.5
9001 -3.2 0.9 0.8
9002 -0.3 -i.I -0.0
9004 -3.1 20.1 -8.7
9005 4.5 --1.5 2.9
9006 11.1 -1.8 1.9
9007 1.8 -4.0 -8.5
9008 0.9 -1.8 -1.0
9009 0.5 -0.2 -1.5
9010 0.4 0.1 0.4
9011 0.2 -0.3 --3.1
9012 -0.6 1.0 0.5
9021 1.0 -3.3 0.2
9028 0.1 -0.2 1.5
9029 1.0 0.5 -0.2
9031 -0.4 0.2 --7.0
9091 -1.2 15.2 -i.5
9424 -4.4 2.0 1.5
9425 -0.I -0.0 0.2
.426 1.2 3.2 -2.6
9427 1.1 -12.9 2._
9431 -11.2 6.9 -0.5






















































































































































































TABLE 8.26.--Transformation: WN14 - GEM 4
769
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, I SCALE AND 3 _OTATION PA_AMETFRS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS S_CONDS SECONDS
14.52 11.64 1.91 0.93 -0.02 0.12 0.17
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
7o2= I.II
0,2AAD+OI .--n,37RD-O] -0.116D-01 -0.932D-08 0.235D-07 0.392D-07 0.510D-08
-0.378D-01 0.251D+01 0.761D-02 0.364D-07 0,709D-08 -0.110D-07 -0.345D-07
_,ll6D-O1 0.7610-02 0.2910+01 -0.3050-0? O.6|2D-OB -0.212D-07 .-0.3950-0?
-0.932D-0_ 0.364D-07 -0.3050-07 0.111D-13 -0,4370-15 -n.53AP-I7 n.4n2D-IA
0.23_n-07 O_?OQD-OR O.612D--OB -0.437D-16 0.999D-14 -0.204D-14 -0,166D-14
O.3Q2D-OT -O.IIOD-O? -0.212D-07 -0.536D-IT -0,204D-14 0.176D-13 0,387D-14
0.510D-08 -0.345D-07 -0.395D-07 0.4020-16 -0,166D-14 0.3870-14 0.1270-13
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.IOOD+OI -0.146D-01 -0.414D-02 -0.540D-01 0.144D+00 O.IBOD÷O0 0.2770-01
-O,14bD-OI O. IOOD+OI 0.282D-02 0.218D+00 0,448D-01 -0.523D-01 -0.193D+00
i
-0,414D-02 0,782D-02 O,IOOD+OI -O,ITOD+O0 0,35Q0-01 -O.Q3QD-OI -0.205D+00
-0,540D-01 0,218D÷00 -O,170D÷O0 O,IOOD+OI -'0.415D-02 -0,384D-03 0,338D-02
0.1440+00 0.448D-01 0.359D-01 -0.415D-02 O.IOOD+OI -0.1540+00 -0.147D+00
0,180D+00 -0,5230-01 -0.o390-01 -0.384D-03 -0.154D÷00 O.IOOD+01 0.259D+00
0.277D-01 -0.193D+00 -0.205D+00 0.338D-02 -0.147D÷00 0.259D+00 0.100n÷01
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TABLE 8.26.--( Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vl( GEM-4 ) VP( WNI4 }
1021 -0.I -0.2 0.I 1021 2.3 5.3 -2.1
1022 0.4 -0.I 0.4 1022 -3.2 0.4 -3.0
I030 -4.3 --0.9 i .0 1030 4.5 I .8 -3.3
1032 45.0 63.5 7.1 1032 -£.7 -I0.0 -10.6
1034 -i .i 0.5 0.3 I034 Q._ -5.3 -3.8
1042 1.8 --0.6 0.i 1042 -12.2 3.7 --0.9
7036 -I .9 1.3 --0.I 7036 S .I -7.P 0.4
7037 -0.7 I .0 0.6 7037 3.7 -6.2 --4.5
703 ° -I.I --0.7 1.7 703 ° 6.3 5.3 --10.2
7040 --0.1 0.5 1.4 7040 0.3 -?.I -4.7
7043 -0.2 --0.0 -0.0 7043 7.0 l.U 0.o
7045 -3.7 1.0 -0.7 7045 9.0 -4.5 3.6
7072 0.2 0.0 --0.i 7072 -5.1 -0.9 3.1
7075 -I.0 --0.5 0.3 7075 9.b 4.7 -2.9
7076 -I.0 -3.0 -0.7 7076 5.1 10.4 2.4
¢)001 -0.o 0.8 0.8 9001 1.2 --2.0 --3.4
9002 0.6 0.7 --i.I 9002 --1.6 -2.3 1.7
9004 --1.7 30.2 --3.4 @004 2.3 --5._ 5.4
9005 13.0 --11.9 9.1 9005 --7.8 7.@ --i0.0
9006 13.0 --9.6 1.7 0006 -2.2 6.5 --1.5
9008 -2.4 2.1 2.1 o008 2.0 -3.0 --4.4
900o 1.3 --0.4 --0.& (_00 _ --12.0 6.1 3.1
9010 0.9 --0.9 --0.3 (P010 -5.4 6.4 2.2
9012 I .5 0.8 -1 .3 9012 -5.3 -2.0 3.]
9021 2.6 --0.4 -1.6 9021 -5.0 1.3 6.5
9028 1.0 -0.2 0.3 9028 -13.7 2.4 -2.2
9031 -5.6 1.8 -20.9 9031 5.? -2.3 10.7
9091 -4.1 17.8 -2.4 O0Ql 10.3 -7.5 7.4
9425 -0.I --0.4 -0.4 9425 1.5 8.6 7.5
























































































TABLE 8.27.--Transformation: WN14 - GSFC 73
771
SCALF FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMFTERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FO_ 3 TRANSLATION, 1 SCALE AND ) QOTAIION PA_AMETEPS
{USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI FPSILON
METERS MFTFPS METERS (XI.'3+6) SECONDS SECONr}S SECONDS
13.73 12.88 -I,70 0.96 -0.38 0.i o 0.24
VARIANC_ - COVARIANCE MATRIX
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.IOOD+01 -0.308D-01 -0.592D-02 -O.761D-01 O.I?OD+O0 0.227D+00 0.318D-01
•-O.30BD-01 0.100D+01 0.166D-01 0.321D+00 0.753D-01 -O.P94D-OI -0.284D+0¢
-0.592D-02 0.166D-01 0.100D+01 -0.1740+00 0.660D-01 -0.12]D+00 -0.254D+O0
-0.761D-Of 0.321D÷00 -0.174D+00 0.1000+01 -O.ll3O-nl -o._P3D-n? O._9D-O?
O.l?nD+O0 0.7_2D-01 O.6AOD-01 -0.113D-01 O.lOOD÷nl -o.t_ID+On -n._18D÷nn
0.227D+00,0.BQ4D-01 -0.121D+00 -0.323D-02 -0.241D+00 O.]_o_+nl h.2o?D+O0
0.318D-01 -0.284D+00 -0.254D+00 0.889D-02 -0.2189+00 o.2oTn÷On O.IOOD+O]
_o2
= l.Oq
0_21_O+0! -0=646D-0! -0=!6_0-0! -0.!25D-07 h.2A5_--O7 O.SOhq-07 O._PQD-OQ
--0.646D-01 0.203D+01 0.449D-01 0.508D-07 0.I13D-07 -0.19_D-07 -0.g¢29-0?
-0.166D-01 0.449D-01 O._6PD+OI --O.36QD-O? 0.132D-07 --0.247n--07 -0.64_D-07
-0.125D-07 0.508D-07 -0.3690-07 O.12_D-I_ -0.133D-!5 -0._70-16 0.i72_-!_
0=265D-07 0.!!3D-07 0.!32D-07 -0.133_-15 O.II]D-I_ -O._RnD-]4 -o._OPD-_4
0.500D-07 -0.190D-07 -0.343D-07 -O,E37D-16 -0,3800-14 0.223q-13 O.Eg_D--14
0.629D-08 -0.542D-07 -0.648D-OT 0.132D-15 -0.308D-14 0.5o_-]4 0.]79q-13
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TABLE 8.27.--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V



























0.2 -0.3 -0.3 1021 -1.3 2.7 3.5 1.5 -_.0
0.9 0.2 0.0 1022 -3.8 --0.0 --0.3 4.7 n.8
-4.7 -0.6 1.1 1030 2,7 0.7 -4.5 -7.4 -1.2
-I.I 1.3 0.7 1034 2.5 -2.3 -4.2 -3.6 3.6
3.7 -1.0 -0.3 1042 -I0.0 2.2 1.9 23.7 -3.2
--2.Q 2.0 -0. I 7036 6.2 -5.4 0.9 -9.I 7.4
0.2 I .5 0.5 7037 -0.4 -4.0 -3.4 0.6 _.5
0.2 --2,1 1.8 7039 -0.5 5._3 -S.I 0.7 -7.5
0.6 0.7 0.3 7040 -1.2 -1.5 --I.I I.P 2.3
-3.9 O.A -0.i 7045 4.7 -1.3 O.R -8.7 I.Q
0.7 -0.3 -0.3 7072 -7.o 4.6 4.4 8.6 -4. °
-2.0 -0.5 0.6 7075 4.5 0.9 -?.6 -6.5 -1.4
-1.8 -5.7 -3.3 7076 ?.5 7.z, 7.8 -5.7 -i?. o,
-2.0 0.I 0.i 9001 3.7 -0.4 -0.7 -5.7 0.5
I.I -0.9 0.8 9002 -l.q 2.6 -1.8 3.0 -3.6
-1.8 25,5 -2.1 0004 1.7 -_.0 4.7 -3.5 30.5
5.9 -4.8 3.6 9005 -1!. 9 2_.7 -13.1 17.0 -2q.4
ii.I -5.4 0.2 o006 -7.7 I_.3 -0.7 IR.o -20,o
-2.2 --0.I 0.6 900 °` I,*.3 0.6 -6.2 --i_,. 5 -O.6
0.6 --0.2 --0.0 °009 -!7.2 0.6 l.t_ :17.q -9._
1 .6 -0.2 0.3 9022 -5.7 0.8 -1.9 7.2 -0.9
2.1 --3.3 -3.1 o021 -I.6 2.8 6.7 3.7 -6,.2
0.6 -0.2 0.9 °,028 --10.I 3.I -Q.O 10.7 -3.3
-9.8 5.1 -14.7 0031 u.O -5.3 10.4 -lq.a IO.Z.
-3.2 24.9 --1.8 9091 4.4 -7.1 5.0 -7.6 32.0





















TABLE 8.28.--Shifts to the Geocenter (Solution WN14 )
Source uo (m) vo (m) wo (m) r. (m)
1. Dynamic comparison ....... 15.9 -+ 0.3 11.7 +- 1.3 -5.0 ± 2.6 19.5 -+ 1.1
2. Geometric fit (sec. 8.5.1) .... 23.2 -+ 0.9 2.9 ± 0.8 -2.7 ± 1.2 23.4 ± 1.2
3. Weighted mean of 1 and 2 __ 16.4 -+ 1.9 5.4 ± 4.0 -3.1 ± 0.9 21.8 ± 1.2
4, JPL/DSN .............................................. 25.9 ± 2.5
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TABLE 8.29.--Relationship Between Various Geodetic Datums and the WN System
(Datum - WN14 )
Datum No. of _u (m) _v (m) hw (m) eoC) _(") E(")





























Adindan (Ethiopia) 2 184 ± 19 21 ± 11 -200 -+ 6
American Samoa
1962 1 119 ± 8 -105 ± 8 -413 ± 10
Arc Cape
(South Africa) 1 152 ± 7 126 ± 7 298 ± 10
Ascension Island
1958 1 227 ± 7 -93 ± 7 -58 ± 8
Australian Geodetic 3 157.0 -+ 3.2 59.2 ± 3.2 - 131.2 ± 3.6
Camp Area Astro
1961/62 CUSGS) 1 111 ± 10 148 ± 9 -238 ± 10
Christmas Island
Astro 1967 1 -115 ± 9 -224 ± 12 529 ± 8
Easter Island Astro
1967 1 -182 ± 10 -138 ± 10 -128 ± 11
European-50 (W) _ 11 100.0 ± 5.3 125.8 ± 5.2 115.8 ± 5.3
European-50
(All stations)' 16 99.4 ± 5.0 132.2 ± 5.0 116.4 ± 4.8
Graciosa Island
(Azores) 1 123 ± 17 -147 ± 9 37 ± 17
Heard Astro 1969 1 182 ± 12 56 ± 12 -114 ± 14
Indian f 1 -165 ± 17 -711 ± 10 -228 ± 11
Isla Socorro Astro 1 -134 ± 12 -206 ± 7 -503 ± 9
Johnston Island
1961 1 -161 ±13 51 ±25 211 -+ 13
Luzon 1911
(Philippines) 1 151 ± 10 51 ± 7 111 ± 8
Midway Astro 1961 1 -377 ± 7 84 ± 7 -279 ± 9
New Zealand 1949 1 -61 ± 8 41 ± 9 -192 ± 9
North American
1927 (W)" 8 20.6 ± 2.7 -139.3 ± 3.1 -179.6 ± 2.7
North American
1927 (E) A 13 54.5 ± 19.5 -144.2 ± 11.5 -196.7 ± 11.6
North American
(all stations) j 21 31.6 ± 1.7 -142.1 ± 1.6 -177.3 ± 1.5
Pitcairn Island
_,u 1 I_7 ± 12 -!6._ Q ± !1 -60 ± 11
Provisional South
Chile 1963 1 0 ± 8 -196 ± 8 -93 ± 9
South American
1969 j 10 97.1 ± 4.0 13.4 ± 4.3 29.8 ± 4.1
Southeast Island
(Mahe) 1 54 ± 8 186 ± 8 272 ± 9
South Georgia
Astro 1 820 ± 8 -101 ± 11 291 ± 11
Tokyo 1 183 ±10 -506 ± 9 -686 ± 9
Tristan Astro
1968 1 654 ± 14 -420 ± 11 622 ± 13
Wake Island
Astronomic 1952 1 -260 ± 7 67 ± 12 -140 ± 8
Yof Astro 1967
(Dakar) 1 55 ± 6 -143 ± 7 -95 ± 7
Palmer Astro
1969 1 -218 ± 9 -8 ± 12 -226 ± 12
"See table 8.4 for datum description and other related information.
b If (datum--geocenter) is sought, add to the tabulated values of Au, _v, Aw the respective quantities - 16 m, -5 m, 3 m (see table 8.28).
_¢o, _, c, when positive, represent counterclockwise rotations about the respective w, v, u axes, as viewed from the end of the positive axis.
d Stations included are Troms¢ (6006), Catania (6016), Hohenpeissenberg (6065) Wippolder (8009) Zimmerwald (8010), Haute Provence (8015), Nice
(8019), Meudon (8030), San Fernando (9004), Dionysos (9091), and Harestua (9420).
Stations included are as in (d) and Mashhad (6015), Malvern (8011), Naini Tal (9006), Shiraz (9008), and Riga (9431).
/Based on p. 70, Bulletin Geodesique, 107, 1973.
Stations included are Goldstone (1030), Colorado Springs (3400), Vandenberg AFB (4280), Wrightwood II (6134), Moses Lake (6003), Edinburg
(7036), Denver (7045), and Organ Pass (9001).
h Stations included are Blossom Point (1021), Fort Myers (1022), E. Grand Forks (1034), Rosman (1042), Bedford (3401), Semmes (3402), Hunter AFB
(3648), Aberdeen (3657), Homestead (3861), Beltsville (6002), Greenbelt (7043), Jupiter (7072), and Sudbury (7075).
Stations included are as in (g) and (h) above.
J Stations included are Brasilia (3414), Asunci6n (3431), Bogot_ (3477), Paramaribo (6008), Quito (6009), Villa Dolores (6019), Natal (6067), Arequipa
(9007), Curacao (9009), and Comodoro Rivadavia (9031).
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TABLE 8.30.--Transformation: WN14 - Australian Datum
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, I SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS MFTFRS |XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SFCONDS
-156.97 -59.14 131.23 1.20 -1.03 -0.99 0.25
1.85 _ 1.82 _ 2.03 _ 0.71 £ 0.18 _ 0.18 _ 0.22
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
o'02= 0.48
0.341D+01 0.615D-02 0.258D-01 0.511D-07 0.236D-06 0.I04D-06 -0.628D-07
0.615D-02 0.331D+01 0.444D-01 0.172D-06 0.125D-07 -0.7750-07 -0.224D-06
0.258D-01 0.444D-01 0.410D+01 -0,?03D-07 0,135D-06 -0.560D-_? --_.384D--_6
0.511D-07 0.172D-06 -0.903D-07 0.507D-12 0.335D-14 -0,155D-13 -0.457D-14
0,236D-06 0.125D-07 0.135D-06 0,335D-14 0.765D-12 -0.148D-12 -0.408D-12
0,104D-06 -O,"rtSD-07 -0,560D-07 -0,155D-13 -0,148D-12 0,748D-12 fl,379D-12
-0,628D-07 -0,224D-06 -0,384D-06 -0,457D-14 -0.408D-12 0,379D-12 0,1140-11
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O,IOOD+01 0,183D-02 0,6QOD-02 0,38@D-01 0,146D÷00 O,&52D-01 -0,318D-01
0,183D-02 O,IOOD+O! 0,120D-Ol 0,133D÷00 O,T87D-02 -0,492D-.-01 -0,115D÷00
0,690D-02 0,120D-01 0,100D÷01 -0,626D-01 n,763D-..hi -n,320D-nl -0,1??D÷On
0,38_D-01 0,133D÷00 -0,626D-01 O,IOOD÷01 0,539D-02 -0,252D--01 -0,600D-02
_,146D+00 0,787D-02 0,763D-Ol 0,539D--02 O,IOOD÷O1 -0,196D÷00 -0,436D÷00
0,652D-01 -0,492D-01 -0,320D-01 -0,252D-01 -0,196D÷00 O.IOOD÷O1 0.410D÷00
-0,318D-01 -0.I15D÷00 -0,177D+00 -O,&OOD-02 -0,436D+00 0.410D÷OO 0,100D+nl
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TABLE 8.30.--( Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
VI(AUS.NAT.) V2 ( WN- 14 ) Vl - V2
6023 0.9 -0.4 -2.9
6032 1.0 1.2 0.7
6060 -1.9 -0.8 1.9
6023 -0.8 0.4 1.8
6032 -0.9 -1.2 -0.5




UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS)
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TABLE 8.31.--Transformation: WN14 - European 50 Datum (W)
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATIONt 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
{USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SFCONDS
-99.58 -124.8B -116.37 7,75 1.37 -0°04 0.13
4.26 _ 4.42 _ 4°25 _ 1.39 _ 0.50 _ 0.3B _ 0°58
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
%2= 0,82
0,1810+02 -0°196D-01 0°421D+00 -0,736D-06 0,125D--05 -0,146D-05 --0°956D-06
-0,196D-01 0o195D+02 .0,165fl+00 0,275D-06 0,572D-06 0,168D-07 0o159D-05
0,4210+00 -0,165D+00 0,I81D+02 0°753D-06 0°974D-06 .0°140D--05 -0,162D-05
-0.736D-'06 0°275D-06 0°753D-06 0,194D-11 0°377D-14 -0,622D-15 --0°703D-14
0,1250-05 0°5720--06 0,974D-06 0,377D-14 0,588D-11 -0,788D-12 --0°406D-11
-0.146D-05 0.168D-07 -0.140D-05 -0.622D-15 -0°788D-12 0.338D-11 0.785D-12
--0,956D-06 0°159D--05 -0,162D-05 -0°703D-14 -0,406D-11 0,785D-12 0,793D-11
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O,IOOD*O1 -0,104D-02 0,233D-01 -0,124D+00 O,121D÷O0 -0°186D+00 -.O.TqTD-O[
-0,104D-.-0_ O,l_nO+Ol -0,878D-02 0.446D-01 0,534D--.01 0,207D-02 0,128D+00
0,2330-01 -0o878D--02 0,100D+Ol 0,127D+00 0,945D--01 -0,179D+00 --0°135D+00
-0,1240+00 0,446D-01 0,127D+00 O°IOOD+Ol 0,112D-02 -0,243D-03 --0,179D-02
0,121D÷00 0,534D.-01 0,945D-01 0o112D-02 0,100D+01 -O,177D+hO ..-O°594D+nn
-.O,IBbD+O0 0,207D-.02 -0,179D+00 --0,243D-03 -0,177D+00 O,lOOD+01 0°152D÷00
-0,797D-_1 _,128D÷_n -O,135D+nO -_°179D-02 -0,594D+00 0°152D+00 O,IOOD+O|
0HI0 STATE UNIVERSITY 777
TABLE 8.31._(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vl (E D-50 (W)} V2( WN-14 } VI - V2
6006 -0.0 --0.7 0.4
6016 0.4 -1.0 -0.0
6065 0.2 -0.7 -0.3
8009 -3.3 1.8 0.4
S010 -1.4 2.5 0.9
8015 -0.3 6.5 -0.1
8019 -0.0 2.1 -0.1
8030 -2.4 9.5 0.4
9004 0.0 2.0 -0._
9091 0,0 6.8 -0.3
9476 0.1 3.2 --0.4
6006 0.2 19.5 -11,4
6016 -16.8 31.3 1.4
6065 -3.5 9.1 3.6
80n9 11.8 -4.5 -2.1
8010 II.0 -9.5 -7.7
8015 2.5 -14.6 1.1
8019 1.5 -21.1 1.8
8030 8.3 -14.7 -1.6
9004 -1.7 -20.8 0.3
9091 -1.0 -28.5 6.1












UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS)
778 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.32.--Transformation: WN14 - European 50 Datum
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETFRS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
{USING VARIANCES ONLY}
DU DV DW DFLTA OMEGA PSI EPSILDN
METERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
-99.43 -132.00 -115.98 6.75 0.31 --0.14 0.48
± 4.30 ± 4.54 _ 4.34 _ 0.84 ± 0.21 _ 0.32 _ 0.23
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
_= 1.03
0.193D÷02 0.1870+00 0.172D+00 -0.153D-06 0.1010-06 -0.I02D-05 0.306D-06
0oI_7D+00 0.206D+02 O.I00D+O0 -0.129D-06 0.228D-06 -0o406D-06 0o597D-06
0.172D+00 O.IOOD÷OO 0.188D+02 0.316D-06 0.109D-06 -0.557D-06 0.30_D-06
-0.153D-06 -0.129D-06 0.316D-06 0.700D-12 -0.168D-14 -0.167D-15 -0o241D-15
O.IOID-06 0.228D-06 0.I09D-06 -0,168D-14 O.I05D-II -0,490D-12 0.O86D-13
-0oI02D-05 -0.406D-06 -0°557D-06 -0.167D-15 -0.490D-12 0.236D-II -0.6980-12
0.306D-06 0o597D-06 0.30_D-06 -0.241D-15 0.986D-13 -0o698D-12 0.126D-II
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.IOOD÷01 0.936D-02 0.901D-02 -0.417D-01 0.225D-01 -O.151D+O0 0.62|D-01
0o936D-02 O.]OOD+OI 0.508D-02 -0.339D-01 0.491D-01 -0.583D-01 0.I17D÷00
0.901D-02 0o508D-02 O.IOOD+01 0.870D-01 Oo246D-nl -0.837D-01 0.621D-01
-0.417D-01 -0.339D-01 0.870D-01 O.IOOD+01 -O.196D-O2-O.130D-03 -0.256D-03
0.225D-01 0.491D-01 0.246D-01 -0.196D-02 0.I00D÷01 -0.312D+00 0.858D-01
--0.151D+00 -0.583D-01 -0.837D-01 -0.130D-03 -0o312D÷00 O.IOOD+OI .-0.405D+O0




V l( ED-5O )
RESIDUALS V
V2! WN- 14 ) Vl - V2
6006 0.I -I.I n.4
6015 0.I 0.0 0.1
6016 0.3 -1.2 -0.0
6065 0.2 -1.1 -0.2
8009 -2,,7 0.1 0.6
8010 -1.3 1.6 1.0
8011 -0.5 10.0 0.2
8015 -0.2 5.4 0.0
8019 -0.0 1.8 -0.0
8030 -1.7 7.7 0.7
9004 0.I 1.9 0.0
9006 -I .5 0°4 -0.2
9008 -0.5 0.9 0.7
9091 -0.2 5.7 -0.3
9426 O. _. !.6 -0.3
9431 -0.5 14.0 -3.6
6006 -2.9 33.2 -12.0
6015 -12.4 -4.3 -14.6
6016 -13.1 35.0 1.1
6065 --3.3 14.1 3.1
8009 9.5 -0.2 -3.3
8010 10.1 -5.8 -8.7
8011 3.9 -30.7 -2.1"
8015 1.4 -12.1 -0.1
8019 0.9 -17.6 0.7
8030 5.8 -11.9 -2.9
9004 -7.3 -19.8 -3.0
9006 6.0 --8.4 3.9
9008 7.5 -15.7 -12.5
9091 5.9 -23.6 6.9

















UNIT OF RESIDUALS !METERS)
780 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.33.--Transformation: WN14 - NAD 1927 (W)
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATIONt 1 SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS METERS METERS (X1.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
-20.07 139.51 179.29 7.91 -0.21 -0.59 0.45
1,87 ± 1,89 _ 1,72 _ 0,46 _ 0,20 _ 0,21 _ 0,23
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
G_= 0,2q
0o350D+01 0°278D+00 -0,387D+00 0,188D-06 -0,174£)'06 -0,465D-06 0,261D-0_
0°278D+00 0°357D÷01 -0,520D+00 0°803D-08 -0°107D-05 -0,630D-06 0,893D.--0_
--0,3870+00 -0,520D÷00 0,295D+01 0°549D-07 0,351D-06 0°996D-06 -0.421D-0_
0,1880-06 0,8039-08 0.549D-07 0,207D-12 -0,639D-14 -0,580D-14 O°102D-l_
-0o174D-06 -0,107D-05 0,351D-O& -0,639D-14 0,930D-12 0,395D-12 -'0,382D-1;
-'0°465D-06 -0,630D-06 0,996D-06 --0°580D-14 0,395D-12 0°105D-11 -0,579D-1;
0o261D-06 0°893D-06 -0,421D-06 0,102D-13 -0,382D-12 -0°579D-12 0,123D-1:
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
0,1000+01 0,787D-.01 -O,120D+O0 0,220D+00 -0,966D-01 -0,242D+00 O,126D÷Oq
0,787D-01 O,lOOO+O1 -O,160D+O0 0,933D-02 -0,586D+00 --0,325D+00 0,426D+01
-O,120D+O0 -O,160D+O0 O, IOOD+O1 0o702D-01 0,2120+00 0,565D÷00 --O,221D+Oq
o,220D+_0 n,933D-02 O,?O2D-O1 O,lOOD+Of -0,146D-.01 -0,126Do01 0,201D-O:
-0o966D-01 -0,586D÷00 0,2120+00 --0,146D-01 O°lOOO+Ol O,400D+O0 -0,356D+Oq
-0,242D+00 -0,325D÷00 0,565D+00 -0,124D-01 0,400D+O0 0,100D+OI -0,508D÷Oq
0.1269÷00 0.4269÷00 -0.221D÷00 Oo201D-O1 -0.356D+00 -0.508D÷00 O.lOOD+h
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 781
TABLE 8.33.--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vl lNAD27 (W) ) V2( WN- 14 ) V1 - V2
1030 -0,9 0,4 1.6 1030 4.6 -1.5 -6.9
3400 2.2 0.5 3.0 3400 -6.9 -2.9 -6.B
6280 0.I -0.2 --0.9 6280 -0.5 0.9 3.8
6003 0,2 --0.1 -0.2 6003 -6.5 4.3 1.7
6136 0.2 --0.2 --0.6 6134 --2.5 1.8 4.9
7036 --0.1 --0.4 --1,0 7036 0.2 1.6 3.6
7045 -1.I 0.5 0.0 7045 2.3 -2.0 -0.0









UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS)
782 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.34.--Transformation: WN14 - NAD 1927 (E)
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETFRS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATIONt I SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
MFTERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
-30.98 140.97 174.93 -2.15 -1.01 0.01 -0.54
1.76 _ 2.01 _ 1.88 _ 0.62 _ 0.19 _ 0.16 _ 0.14
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
_:= 0.76
0.311D÷O1 -O.113D÷O0 0.392D-01 -0.566D-06 -0.258D-08 -0.127D-06 0.628D-0
--0.113D÷00 0.404D+01 -0.871D+00 0.770D-07 0.128D-05 0.571D-06 0.210D-0
0.392D-01 -0.871D÷00 0.355D+01 _.109D-06 -0.598D-_6 -_.956D-06 0.505D'-f_
-0.566D-06 O. rPOD-07 0.109D-06 0.379D-12 0.130D-14 -0o194D-14 0.207D-1
-0.258D-08 0.128D-05 -0.598D-06 0.130D-14 0.866D-12 0.392D-12 --O.IO1D-1
-0.12"#1)-06 O.571D-O& -0.956D--06 -0o1940-14 n.392D-12 _°618D-12 -0.676D-1
0°628D-08 0.210D-07 0.505D-07 0,207D-15 -O.IO1D-12 -0.676D-13 0,462D-]
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.IOOD÷01 -0.320D-01 O.118D-O1 -0.521D÷00 -0.157D-02 -0.918D-01 0.524D-C
-0.320D-01 O.IOOD+01 -n.230D+O0 0.622D-01 0.686D÷00 0.362D÷00 0.154D-(
0.118D-01 -0.230D+00 0.100D÷01 0.941D-_1 -¢.341D÷_0 -0.645D÷nO n.395D_
-0°521D÷00 0.622D-01 0.941D-01 0.100D÷01 0.227D-02 -0.400D-02 0.495D-(
-0.157D-02 0.68&D+O0 -0.341D+00 0.227D-02 0.100D÷01 0.535D+00 -0.159D+(
-0°918D-01 0.362D+00 -0.645D+00 -0.400D-02 0.535D+00 O. IOOD÷O1 -O.12&D÷(





V1 (N/tD27(E) } V?( WN- 14 ) Vl - V2
1021 0.6 0,2 1.3
1022 0.1 0.8 0.5
1034 -3.2 1.1 0.6
1042 2.4 0.3 0.9
3401 1 o6 -0.9 -I.0
3402 O.5 --0.5 0.4
3648 -1.2 0.4 1.4
3657 2.0 0.6 -0.4
3861 -I .3 -0.3 -0.0
6002 -0.I -0.6 -0.9
7043 "0.2 -0.6 -0.9
7072 0.4 0.4 0.5
7075 -3.4 --1.2 -0.3
I021 -2.5 -1.0 -3.8
1022 -0.7 -4.7 -2.5
1034 6.0 -3.2 -2.0
1042 -7.2 -1.1 -2.7
3401 -6.7 3.5 2.9
3402 -O,8 1.7 -1.0
3648 2.7 -1.7 -2.6
3657 -7.3 -2.4 1.0
3861 4.3 1.5 0.2
6002 I.I 5.8 6.6
7043 1.1 5.8 6.5
7072 -4.4 --4.4 -5,1














UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS}
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TABLE 8.35.--Transformation: WN14 - NAD 1927
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS'CONSTRAINED
_LUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, i SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
METERS MFTERS METERS (XI.D÷6) S_CONDS SECOND_ SECNND_
-31.71 142.34 177.32 -0.80 -0.86 -0.23 -h._
Io_5 _ 1.26 _ 1.23 _ 0.27 i 0.06 _ 0°05 _ 0.10
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
_2= N.76
n.IBSD+OI -n.25BD-02 -0.2_0P-02 -0.724D-07 0.521D-OB -O.21&D-07 0.823D-08
-0.25_B-02 O.15oD+o] 0.154D-_2 n.lO3n-07 O.624D-n7 -n.31BD-h8 O.856D-O7
--0.2ROD-02 0.154D-02 O.151D÷O1 0.207D-07 -0.757D-08 -0.565D-07 0.1_1D-07
-h.724D-n7 n.ln3D-O7 n.2NTD-n7 O.TB4D-13 -n.SOOD-15 O.IglD-I6 O.S&2D-15
0.521D-OB 0.624D-07 -O.?5?D-NB -0.200D-15 0.771D-13 O.g5OD-14 -O.IOOD-13
-0.216D-07 -0.?18D-08 -0.565D-07 O.I@ID-I& 0.059D-14 O.bg5D-13 -0.2O3D-13
h.B_3D-h_ h._5&D--D? n.I31D-O? 0.262D-15 -0.100D-13 -0.293D-13 0.242D-12
COFFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
O.lOOD÷Ol -n.I_lD-.-n2 -O.169D-OP -O.19flD+O0 0.139D-01 -0.607D-01 O.124D-Ol
-0.151D-02 O.InnD÷Ol O.qO2D-03 0.302D-01 O.I?SD+O0 -0.O56D-02 n°138D÷nn
--0.16_D-02 O.aQ2D--03 O.IOOD+OI 0°621D-01 -0.222D-01 -0.174D÷00 0°217D-01
--O.l@SD÷nO O.30?D-Ol O.621D-Ol O.IOOD+OI -O.266D-02 0.267D-03 O.IQTD-02
O.13QD-OI O.l?Rn÷O0 -0.2220-01 -0.266D-02 0.100D÷Ol O.I31D+O0 -O.734D-nl
-o.6nvD-Ol -0.956D-n? -O.176D+nO n.267D-03 O.I31D+O0 O.IOOD+OI -0.226D+00
n.124n-nl n. I38_nn n. SlTD-nl n. IQ7D-02 -O.736D-nl -O.226D÷OO h.lnnD÷hl
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 785
TABLE 8.35.--(Cont'd)
RESIDUALS V
Vl! NAD-27 ) V2( WN- 14 ) Vl - V2
1021 1.0 0.2 1.3
1022 O.r_ 0.5 0.5
1o30 -0.5 -0.3 I .4
1034 -2.9 l.R 1.2
1042 2.5 0.2 1.1
3400 0.5 0.6 2.2
3401 2.2 -0.8 -1.1
3402 0.2 -0.7 0.7
3548 -1.1 0.2 1.5
3557 2.5 0.6 --0.4
3861 -1.5 -0.8 -0.2
4280 o.q -I.0 -O.q
6002 0.I =0.6 -0.9
6003 0.0 -0.5 -0.9
6134 0.5 -0.4 -0.6
7036 -2.2 2.2 0.2
7043 0.1 --O.& --0.9
_,._,-,_,._=:. .: t. n.¢_ -0.6
7072 0.4 0.2 0.4
7075 -2.7 -0.8 -0.1
9001 -0.4 0.4 0.6
1021 -3.9 -0.9 -3.8
1022 -n.l -3.0 -2.3
1030 2.7 0.9 -6.2
1034 5.4 -5.4 -3.9
1042 -7.6 -0.8 -3.1
3400 -1.5 -3.2 -5.1
3401 -o.1 3.1 3.1
3402 -0.3 2.4 -1.6
3648 2.5 -0.8 -2.7
3657 -8.8 -2.4 1.0
3861 4.7 3.4 0.6
4280 -4.4 5.1 4.I
6002 -0.5 5.8 6.=;
6003 -0.5 17.5 6.9
6134 -5.5 4.5 5.2
7036 4.5 -9.6 --0.7
7043 -0.5 5.8 6.4
70&'i 7.5 -i.9 2.0
7072 -4.1 -2.5 -4.7
7n75 6.3 2.3 o.?
































































UNIT OF RESIDUALS [MEiEKS}
786 NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
TABLE 8.36.--Transformation: WN14 - South American 1969 Datum
SCALE FACTOR AND ROTATION PARAMETERS CONSTRAINED
SOLUTION FOR 3 TRANSLATION, I SCALE AND 3 ROTATION PARAMETERS
(USING VARIANCES ONLY)
DU DV DW DELTA OMEGA PSI EPSILON
MFTERS MFTERS MFTERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS _ECONDS SECONDS
-96.57 -13.67 -29.36 -6.67 0,63 -0.17 0,12
3._2 _ 3,02 _ 3.15 _ 0.59 _ 0.17 _ 0.12 _ 0,13
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX
O.QI5D+OI -O.172D÷OO -Oo2O2D÷O0 O.41qD-06 0.325D-06 0.291D-06 0.674D'--07
-0,172D÷00 0,912D÷01 0,697D-01 0.231D-06 -0.769D-06 0,579D-07 -0.409D-06
-0.202D÷00 0,697D-01 0.989D÷01 -0.410D-06 -0,122D-06 0.346D-06 -0,185D-06
0.419D-06 0.231D-06 -O.410D-O& 0.352D-12 0.128D-14 0.159D-14 0.252D-14
0.325D-06 -0.769D-06 -0.122D-06 0.128D-14 0,657D-12 -0.I03D-12 0.463D-14
0,291D-06 0,579D-07 0,346D-06 0,159D-14 -O,lO3D-12 0,340D-12 0,585D-13
0.674D-07 -0.409D'--06 -0.185D-06 0.252D-14 0.4630-14 0.585D-13 0.373D-12
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION
0.I000÷01 -0.188D'-01 -0.212D-01 0.234D+00 0.133D÷00 0.165D÷00 0.365D-01
--n. lBBD-n] O,]nnD÷Ol n.734D-02 0,129D+00 -0,314D+00 0,329D-0] --0,222D÷00
-0.212D-01 0,734D-02 O,lO0_÷O1 -0,219D÷00 -0,479D-01 0,189D+00 .-0,965D-01
0.234D÷00 O.IZqD÷O0 -0.219D÷00 O.IOOD÷OI 0.266D-02 0.458D-02 0.696D-02
0.133D÷00 -0,314D+00 -O,47qD-OI 0.266D-02 O.IOOD÷nl --O,2IqO÷Oh 0,934D--02
0.165D+00 O.32qD-OI O.18qD+OO 0.458D-02 -0.219D÷00 O.IOOD+Ol 0.164D÷00
0,365D-01 -0,222D+00 -0,965D-01 0,696D-02 0,934D-02 0,164D÷00 O,IOOD÷O1
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 787
TABLE 8.36.--(Cont'd)
R_SIDUAL_ V
VI( SAD-6Q ) V2! WN- 14 ) Vl - V2
3414 4.1 -1.3 6.3
3431 -I.0 2.5 0. I
3477 16.3 2.3 I_.9
6flOB 0.0 h.3 2.0
6f109 -2.fl --l.n -I.9
6019 -0.I --0.2 -O.B
6067 --0.2 --0.5 --0.8
9007 1.0 0.4 --1.2
90oo -0.5 0.0 -1.9
9031 -5.D_ 1.8 P.2
3414 -I.R 0o8 -3.0
3431 I.I -3.7 -0.1
3477 -In.1 -_.4 -9.8
6008 -0.3 -5.1 -14.6
6_0o 9.9 5.4 7.1
6010 1.5 2.1 3.8
6067 2.8 7.4 7.5
9_07 -10.7 -2.9 3.0
0009 5.P -0.6 10.8











UNIT OF RFSIDUALS (M_T_RS)
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